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SEE E??SCTS OP 7ii5I0US HS-IECDS 0? aPPLTOG FS5TILIZSRS 
OH CHOPS ALT) CEETAIH SOIL COSDIITIOJfS 
IH-THODUCTIOE 
American agriciilture is rapidly becoziiing a 
protlen in acre-efficiency. Uo longer can we maintain 
and increase our total crop production by bringing under 
the plow-share broad acres of lich, virgin soil, large 
tracts of reclaimed waste lands, or by inrenting more 
fann labor saving machines. The enormous increases in 
total crop production brot about ty these factors in the 
past, have reached their peak and are now gradually wan­
ing, Moreover, our soils are shov/ing unmistakable signs 
of wearing out, of not being inexhaustible in fertility. 
Witness the many abandoned farms in our eastern states. 
Observe the declining yields per acre in our corn and 
wheat-belt states. The former profits of too many of our 
farmers are now proving losses also. Therefore, not in-
creasea acres but acre increases are needed and these 
increases will determine what is or is not profitable in 
our future crop production. In brief, acre-efficiency is 
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the basic principle inTolved and the problem '.hieh chall­
enges the art and science of the new American agriculture. 
China, Japan, Korea, and European countries, all long ago 
recognized the real problem, not so nrach from the profits 
standpoint as because of the necessity of escaping starva­
tion, and they quickly accepted acre-efficiency as the 
best method of solution. likewise, American agriculture 
must accept it and turn from extensive depletion of soils, 
to intensive soil management. 
The prime factor in this nev/ acre-efficiency 
and soil management program, is the correct xisage of 
commercial fertilizers* Germany claims that 60 percent 
of her increased acre yields of crops is due directly 
to artificial fertilizers. Prance values the effects of 
fertilisers upon her crop increases at 70 percent. In 
rlevf of these facts and the increased tonnage of ferti­
lizers sold in our eafctern and southern states and the 
Barked benefits of fertilisers to crops grown on our 
western soils, the demand for comnercial fertilizers in 
the United States is destined to grow very rapidly. 
With their use, however, there arises the all-important 
question of the correct method of their distribution for 
-S-
laazinma profits and for the maintenance of permanent 
soil fertility# 
In Eiiropean countries, the single ingredients 
have usually "been applied broadcast over the whole soil 
surface^ often by hand. Eere in the United States, the 
application of nixed fertilizers has generally prevailed 
•» 
and the methods of distribution have been rather hit-or-
miss. Bach farmer has had his ov.-n convictions regarding 
the correct method of distribution and usually has fol­
lowed them. Consequently, the niachinery manufacturers 
have merely supplied the needs of their trade, without 
particular regard to the fundamental scientific principles 
involved in the design of the fertilizer attachments. 
Unquestionably, the distribution of fertilizers with such 
attachments has been very inefficient in numerous cases 
and even nullifying to the benefits espected in others, 
^ny fields of corn have been either badly retarded or 
inhibited in germination, because the fertilizer was 
dropped into the hills in direct contact with the kernels. 
Potato and cotton se§d germination have likewise suffered 
injury, because large applications of high-grade, read-
i];y-.soluble, or even caustic fertilizers have been deliv­
ered into the rows with the seed, therefore, it is grat­
-4-
ifying to note the progressive trend in re-design of 
fertiliser attachments aaong a few of the potato and 
cotton planter nanxifactiu'ers. The^ have recognized the 
"bxirning" effects of fertiliser applications delirered 
direct contact in the row with the seed and are attempting 
to eliminate the danger "bjr locating the fertilizer either 
"ahove" the seed with soil interposed, "below" the seed» 
or at the "sides", or else rather thoroly "mixed vath the 
soil in the seed row". !]?hese changes are largely due to 
the high rates of fertilizer application used in growing 
cotton and potatoes, and to their extreme sensitiveness 
to fertiliser injury. Several rnanufacturers of corn 
planters advise drilling the fertilizer in all cases, too, 
even when check-rowing the corn, so as to lessen the 
amount of the fertilizer dropped into the hills and there­
by reduce the "burning" effects. 
A factor, which complicates the problem of 
methods of fertilizer distribution and rsE-kes its solution 
all the more urgent however, is the advent of so-called 
chemical ingredients into our mixed fertilizers, supple­
menting and displacing the slowly available and more 
costly organic materials. 3?his change is in direct oppo-
5-
sitioa to the Icnown preference among farmers generally 
for the organic carriers of nitrogen instead of the chem­
ical sotirces, which they clain injure the crop more than 
the organic fertilizers* In support of this change, it may 
be pointed out that 90 percent of the fertilizer tonnage 
now used in South Carolina - our largest fertilizer consum­
ing state and in the center of the cottonseed meal belt as 
a possible source of organics - is chemical. This means 
that the ingredients of these fertilizers were produced 
either directly by chemical processes, like sulphate of 
ammonia, Cyanamid, Ammo-Phos, etc., or were derived by 
the acidulation of raw natural products, like phosphate 
rock, bone meal, garbage, etc. This acidulation process 
makes the material partially or wholly soluble and hence 
readily available for plant use. The increased solubility 
tho, results in increased germination injury as a general 
rule, due to the greater concentration of the soil solu­
tion surrounding the germinating seeds. Furthermore, 
natural refined salts like muriate of potash, sulphate of 
potash, nitrate of soda or Chile saltpeter, etc. are 
readily-soluble and tend to increase the toxic effects 
of fertilizer mixtures containing them. Also, ammonium 
nitrate - the product which the Kitrate Plants at Muscle 
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Shoals, Alabama, were originally designed to manufacture -
is a chemieal, readily-soluble, high-grade fertilizer in­
gredient# So, considering these facts and the additional 
statement that organic materials like tankage, dried blood, 
cottonseed meal, etc# are now more valuable as livestock 
feeds than as fertilizer ingredients, it seems entirely 
probable that the organic annncniates will soon be complete­
ly displaced by the chemical goods in our nised ferti­
lizers* Therefore, the methods of fertilizer distribution 
will have to be thoroly studied for each crop, climate, 
general soil condition, and fertilizer mirture, by long­
time field e25>eriments to determine the best combinations 
for acre-efficiency, now and in the future. 
HISOJORICAI 
She practice of fertilizer distribution in the 
United States may be divided into two significant methods: 
(1) broadcast applications over the ivhole soil surface, 
either before seeding or after seeding; and (S) local­
ized applications, either at the hill or along the ailll-
row» The former method fertilizes primarily the entire 
rotation and endeavors to maintain an uniform fertility 
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thruoTTt the sxirface soil. The latter rnethod assiimes the 
"basic principle of fertilizing the imnediate crop and 
leaves the field spotted in fertility# Rock phosphate 
and other hulky, slowly-available materials are usually 
applied broadcast, "before seeding, and hence very large 
applications do not injure the seed germination. Top-
dressings of concentrated, readily-soluble mineral ferti­
lizers or of caustic chemical materials are often rsade 
after seeding tho, and vvhile they cannot injure the ger­
mination, they may "burn" the foliage and thus decrease 
the crop yields. Therefore, excepting this possible 
"burning" effect, broadcast distribution of fertilizers 
may "be said to "be safe. This statement does not imply, 
however, that the method is superior to "hill" and "drill-
row" methods, when measured in terms of acre-efficiency. 
Tery often the opposite conclusion appears true and the 
most profitable increases in yield are secured by the 
localized methods. Farther, the necessity of a separate 
operation in order to "broadcast the fertilizer during the 
rush of a planting season, does not commend itself to 
luany farmers. They prefer to economize in time and labor 
and by using the localized methods to take their chances 
for a satisfactory germination. Therefore, we may espect 
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the "Mil" and the "drill-roW methods of fertilizer 
application to remain the standard practices for rmnj 
crops, xinless marked injury to germination and lowered 
fertilizer efficiencj?- compel the adoption of the ""broad­
cast" method# 
Hill fertilization in the United States dates 
back to the early colonial ds^s, when the Indians advised 
the placing of a fish in each corn hill at planting. 
While the method was crude, it was effective and is said 
to "be still practiced in parts of Virginia and the Caro-
linas# Tltilization of the ssjne method for otir present day 
concentrated chemical fertilizers is over-effective how­
ever, and often results in injury to seed germination and 
to plant grov;th. Upon this inquiry, practically all in­
vestigators are agreed. liberal applicatiors of ferti­
lizers distributed either into the hill or into the drill-
row in direct contact with the seed, do cause injiiry. As 
to the nature of the injury tho and the v/ays of avoiding 
the same, there is a ivide divergence of opinion# Liketsrise 
the 93q)eri!s,ental evidence is too meager and contradictory 
to permit of conclusions. Briefly, the nature of the in­
jury may be considered from two aspects, - the seed ger­
mination and the plant growth. Among the effects upon 
•.9"" 
the seed, there are temporary retardation of germination 
and permanent inhibition of gerinination. fhese effects 
are brot about by at least three recognized agencies, act­
ing separately or probably more often in combination: 
(1) osmotic resistance offered by fertilizers to v;£ter 
entrance into the germinating seed - a purely physical 
cause; 12) caustic effects of the fertilizers upon the 
seed-substances - a chemical cause; and (S) the growth 
of fungi over the seed, as faTored by the fertilizers -
a biological factor minly. Concerning the injury to the 
plant growth promoted by the fertilizers, the following 
types may be mentioned; (1) seedling death due to, -
(a) physiological "bum" of the roots; (b) fungi injury 
of the roots; and (2) plant stxicting, decreased yield, 
delayed maturity, etc», due to, - (a) retarded germina­
tion; (b) fungi and disease infection; and (c) drought 
injury brot about by either a restricted root development 
or an orer-luzuriant foliage growth* 
In passing tho, the writer wishes to call atten­
tion to the"fact that undoubtedly many of the discrepancies 
in experimaatal results hare been caused by rariations in 
rainfall conditions, the soil type, the composition of the 
fertilizers used, the Mnd of fertilizer attachment used 
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in their distribtrtion, etc. Particulc.rly, should the last 
named factor be emphasized, - the design of the fertilizer 
attachment. Very probably the inconsistent results ;^ith 
potato fertilisation secured in our eastern states, have 
been largely due to this factor. Even in the corn-belt 
states, "hill" fertilization means one of several locations 
of the fertilizer relative to the seed, depending upon the 
type of planter-fertilizer-attachment used. So, in study­
ing the following review of the literature, the reader 
mast keep these varying factors in znind and not consider 
the reference data either superficial or absolute. 
Fertilizer Effects upon Seed Germination, Diffusion, etc. 
Among the early investigators of the effects 
of fertilizers upon se':^d germination, the classical ;7ork 
of Hicks (18) merits mention. He worked with wheat in 
greenhouse "flats" and sumrnarized his results as follov/s: 
(a) Chemical fertilizers should not be brought 
into direct contact with germinating seeds. 
(b) iJariate of potash and sodium nitrate used 
as fertilizers in strengths of 1 percent or more are very 
detrimental to the germination of seeds, whether applied 
directly or mixed v;ith the soil. 
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(c) The chief injury to germination from chem­
ical fertilizers is inflicted upon the yomg sprouts after 
they leave the seed-coat and before they emerge from the 
soil, while the seeds themselves are in^'ured only slightly 
or not at all. 
Very recently, Sherwin (58) in North Carolina 
arrived at practically the same conclusions. Ee grew 
corn and cotton in small pans, 2 1/2 inches squ£.re by 
S 1/2 inches deep and with perforated bottoms for drain­
age. He studied the effects of 12 different fertilisers 
and decided that: 
(a) Germination is generally inhibited by the 
presence of fertilizers, (b) This inhibition is greater 
when the fertilizer is in direct contact v/ith the seed, 
than when it is mixed with the soil, (c) The amount of 
the inhibition is proportional to the amount of the ferti­
lizer used, and is greater with the more soluble mineral 
fertilizers than with the less soluble mineral or the or­
ganic nsterials. (d) The inhibiting action is apparently 
not due to a direct effect of the fertilizers upon the 
viability of the seed, but to a retarding influence upon 
the osmotic absorption of water from the soil by the seed, 
in the case of the soluble mineral fertilizer, or to 
-1£-
stimtLlation of the growth of fxtngi, especially molds, 
which are injurious to the root systems of the yo^ng seed­
lings, "by the presence of org nic fertilizers like cotton­
seed meal. 
In this connection, Pred (12) has pointed out 
that the attack of fungi upon young seedlings is probably 
associated with the high oil content of the seeds. Sx-
anrples would be seeds like beans, cotton, etc. As to the 
retarding effects upon seed germination of organic sub­
stances like sugar, ?red decided that the large amount of 
COg given off in the decomposition of the sugar was probably 
the chief injurious factor. 
Sisart (10) in Australia, studied the effects of 
heavy dressings of salt upon seed germination and found 
marked retardation, followed in some cases by a rotting of 
the seed in the soil. The injuriois action of the salt, 
he attributed mainly to the incre£.sed osmotic pressure of 
the soil solution. Concerning plants like peas and lucerne, 
which freely transpire, he fonnd them to be more easily 
injured thgn drought-resistant ones, like rye and wheat. 
In general tho, rainfall was considered the big factor in 
controlling the effects of the salts. 
Allison (1) conducted nimerous fertilizer studies 
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with crops in Hew Jersey and concluded that: 
(a) On the basis of the amotmt of nitrogen pres­
ent, anEaoninm phosphsta showed aboxct the same toxicity to 
germination and early growth as amonitun sulphate and less 
than soditun nitrate or amaonium chloride. 
(b) She he£:vier the soil the larger was the 
amount of fertilizer required to affect seed germia&tion. 
(c) She concentration of the salt, whatever that 
salt may be, is the primary cause of the injury to germina­
tion and young plants. Secondary to this is the acid 
radical and the base to v/hich it is combined. 
(d) One hundred pounds of Annno-Phos per acre on 
the linear foot basis in direct contact v/ith corn seed in 
the row, with the rows 32 inches apart, is a perfectly safe 
application (equivalent to 76 pounds per acre for rows 42 
inches apart). 
(e) Salts in tumbler e:s:periirients are carried 
from one point to another with s ufficient rapidity to 
affect germinating seeds regardless of the method of 
application, whether at some particular point in the soil 
or uniformly distributed throughout the 200 gm. sample. 
(f) Under ordinary field conditions soluble 
salts are washed down to the subsoil and again brou^t 
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to tJie surface "by capillarity very readily, bxcb lateral 
diffusion is alniost negligible. 
Cg) Corn, buckwheat, oats, wheat, and barley are 
resistant crops, while vetch, rape and cowpeas are rela­
tively easily injured# 
Due to the comnon practice among farmers in Vir­
ginia, of mixing together seed and fertilizer for sowing 
thru the same compartment of the grain drill, Hutcheson and 
Wolfe (20 and 21) made some studies of germination. 2hey 
tested 9 crops in 2 different soil types in greenhouse 
"flats" and decided that as an average of the tests, ferti­
lizer applications made in the row in direct contact with 
the seed are more detrimental to germination than the same 
applications made broadcast. More injiiry was noted for the 
crops grown in the sandy loam» Soybeans, timothy, and 
redtop were the crops most easily injured. 
Commenting upon Euteheson and Vn'olfe^s investiga­
tions and also upon Sherv/in*s tests, it seems probable 
that daily sarface watering of the "flats" and the pans 
lessened the fertilizer injury very appreciably. The water­
ing undoubtedly leached the soluble salts from around the 
germinating seed and diluted the soil solution, thus giving 
results somewhat coasroarable to a rainy season in the field 
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but not as injiirious as a dry germination period in the 
field# Tlie results with the two soil types afford evi­
dence of this salt leaching. Data secured "by the writer 
(5) in recent tests conducted in fiev/ Jersey, support the 
claim too* 
Skinner and Allison (41) studying the influence 
of fertilizers containing "borax on the grov/th of cotton, 
found that the row applications of the fertilizers always 
gave marlJied germination injury, provided the application 
was made and the seed planted immediately. The broadcast 
applications often caused stunted plants. They state that 
"wherever a light rainfall occurred soon after planting 
and was followed by a dry period, the effect was severest. 
If heavy shov/ers followed periodically after planting, the 
effect was less severe". likewise. Skinner, Brown,and 
Reid (42) found that drill-row applications produced the 
greatest injury. 
Tulaikov (52) working v/ith the soluble, non-nutri­
tious salts of the soil as affecting seed germination, decid­
ed that the injury is an essential physical action due to 
modifications of the osmotic pressure, which regulated the 
absorption of water by the germinating seed. 
Harris (15) in his work with alkali soils and 
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salts as affecting crops, decided that: 
(a) Only aboxrt half as much, alkali is req.iiired 
to inhibit the growth of crops in sand as in loam. 
(b) Crops vary greatly in their relatire resist­
ance to alkali salts, but for the ordinary miztures of 
salts, the follov/ing crops in the seedling stage vvould 
probably show decreasing resistance in the order given: 
barley, osts, wheat, alfalfa, sugar beets, com, and Canada 
field peas. 
(c) The period of germination of seeds is con­
siderably lengthened by the presence of soluble salts in 
the soil. 
(d) iPhe anion, or acid radieal, and not the cat­
ion, or basic radical, determines the toxicity of alkali 
salts in the soil# Of the acid radicals used, the chloride 
was decidedly the most toxic, v/hile sodium was the most 
toxic base. 
(e) The injurious action of alkali salts is not 
in all eases proportional to the osmotic pressure of the 
salts. 
.(f) She percentage of soil moisture influences 
the toxicity of alkali salts. 
(g) Salts are transferred through the soil very 
-17-
rapidly by moving water (16). 
In studying the tolerance of various plants for 
common alkali salts, Kearney and Harter (25) found great 
differences to exist between plant species, even when 
belonging to the same family, not only as regards the 
absolute toxicity of each salt "but also as regards the 
relative order of toxicity of the salts* Of the eight 
species used in their experiments, maize Zea aays) ims 
on the whole the most resistant, while cotton (Gossypium 
barbadense) was the least. 
Stewart (46) worlsing in Utah, listed the cereals 
in the following order of resistance to alkali salts; 
barley the most resistant, then rye, wheat and oats.' He 
pointed out that cereals surpass legumes in power to 7/ith-
stand the toxic effects of alkalies. 
BuffxBa (S) in Wyoming in 1896, decided from his 
nany experiments with alkali salts, that "snail amounts 
of alkali in the soil retarft germination and growth in 
proportion to the amount present. This effect is physio­
logical". In 1899, the same investigator (4) pointed out 
that the presence of very small amounts of BagSO^, Had, 
ligS04 or HagCOg, undoubtedly has a beneficial effect upon 
the germination of seeds and the growth of plants. Large 
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amoxmts retard the germination. In Ms sxanniary he said, 
"The retarding effect of a salt solution on the germina­
tion of seeds is in direct proportion to its osmotic 
pressTire, escept where other factors enter in, such as the 
caustic effect of EagCOg, or vvhere solutions are very 
dilute." 
Slosson (4S) of the same station in 1899, also 
made a study of alkali salts on germination and plant grov/th, 
and found the positive ion to enter plants leaving behind 
in the soil the acid radicals. This relation he attri­
buted to the ionic migration velocities and pointed out 
that since the K-ion has a greater velocity than the Ha-ion, 
the former would probably le taken in preference to the 
latter by a plant regardless of their original proportions 
in the soil. He showed that the presence of salts in solu­
tion hinders the absorption of water and that isosmotic 
solutions produce nearly the same effect, thus indicating 
that the osmotic pressure factor is more important than 
the kind of salt. However, he pointed out tiiat imbibition 
does not increase proportionately with the osmotic pressure 
or concentration of the solution, but less rapidly. Diff­
erent salts are absorbed from solutions in proportion to 
their diffusibility. 
-19-
/ 
The above Inrestigators, Slosson and Bxiffxus (44), 
also published e joint research upon the Tsrater-absorbing 
ability of living and dead seeds (killed by heat, age or 
formaldehyde vapor). They found no difference in this 
respect and decided that seeds draw in the water by purely 
physical forces, such as surface tension and osmotic 
pressTzre. 
In 1906, £night and Moudy (25) of the Wyoming 
Station, continuing the aUfcali studies, concluded that 
the absorption of salts by seeds is roughly in direct 
ratio to the relative mobility: of the ions and that the 
addition of a more rapid ion whether positive or negative, 
in siaall q.u&ntities to solutions of slower ions, retards 
the absorption of the slower ions. 
Sudolfs (52) studied the influence of salt solu­
tions of varying osmotic concentrations upon the absorbing 
power of seeds and found the rates of absorption to be 
progressively retarded by an ijxsrease in the concentra­
tions, except v.'here the seed substance was modified in a 
chemical way, as by SgCOg* She seeds of different species 
exhibited a marked difference of absorption, too, v/ith the 
leguminous type of seeds highest in rates of absorption. 
Of the individual seeds studied, alfalfa was highest and 
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eorn lowest. In his snmary Eudolfs stated, "2he experi­
mental eTidenee points to the conclusion that retarda­
tion of the absorption rates is accomplished through 
osmotic resistance offered to vsater entrance into the 
seed." 
Sruog (50) of V^isconsin, also apparently accepts 
these Tiews of retarded seer gemination and adds the 
STiggestion that the fertilizer's absorbing power for 
water causes it to compete '>vith the seed, thus prerenting 
germination. 
In this connection. Shire (39) studied the 
effects of salt concentration on the geraiEstion of seeds 
and offers the following esplanation: 
"v;hile gerninction was not presented by the 
higher salt conceutrution, it "©as considerably retarded; 
that is, the higher the concentration of the solution 
added to the sand culture, the greater was the tine requir­
ed for germination to take place. Retarded germination 
seems to be directly related to the amount of water absorbed 
by the seeds, which in turn is dependent on the concentra­
tion of the soil solutions". 
In these same studies. Shire found injury to 
the root tips occurring after germir.ation, eren in rery 
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dilute ooncentrstions, soltitions as low as 2 atmospheres 
of osmotic presEure. In later studies (40) ".vith fire 
HgPO^ salts, he found all injiurious to soybean growth 
when employed in soil cultTJres, either singly or with a 
complete fertilizer ration. The injury isas mors severe 
ill the single cultures, and was identical for the fire 
phosphates in nature. It vias related to the comnon group 
EgPO^, or to ions resulting from the dissociation of the 
group in the soil solxrtion. The phosphates for hoth 
soil cultures, arranged themselves in the following order 
of injury, "beginning v/ith the salt v/Mch is least tosic: 
K, (2JE4}. lag. Ha, and Ca. 
Eusche (S4) in his ei^eriments with salts upon 
seed germination, also found all phosphate salts to be 
injurious, but not as markedly as either nitrate of soda 
or muriate of potash. Oats proved very resistant, while 
red clover, white clover, alfalfa, and Serradella were 
easily injured. 
Begarding the effects of soil reaction upon seed 
germination, Salter and Mcllvaine (26) concluded that the 
process of germination is not so susceptible to injury by 
acidity as is the subsequent process of growth of the 
plants. The investigators germinated wheat, corn, soybeans. 
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alfalfa and red clover in solutions having the scaie nutri­
ent ooraposition, but -dth vj^rjing reactions, and found that 
a hydrogen-ion concentration of pE 4.11 did not depress 
an7 of the SOSGS studied. Even a concentration of pH S»96 
did not raateriall^r decrease the nnaber of seeds germin­
ated, "but reduced the v^'eight of sprouts produced at the 
end of 7 days, ezcept 7.1th soybeans# The hydrosryl-ion .vas 
apparently more harmful than the hydrogen-ion in equivalent 
concentrations. Jurtneraors, they decided that there was 
no indication of a harmful effect from the HgPO^ group, 
ercept that produced by th3 S-ion formed through dissoc­
iation. 
Concerning the movement of salts in soils, 
Malpeaxis and Lefort (27) came to the conclusion, that: 
(a) diffusion in soils is comparatively sloinr and prac­
tically the same laterally as veitically; (b) while 
sprin'^liisg increases diffusion doivuv-^rd and laterally, 
there is aiather rcipid return to the upper soil layers by 
capillarity; (c) diffusion is siore r-ipid in sandy soils 
but less uniform; and, thersfore, (d) ordinary rainfalls 
cause a comparatively rapid diffusion of the soluble salts 
in the surface soil. 
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fruog (51) and the writer (5) agree •Kith these 
conclusions, except that vertical diffusion is often very 
rapid while horizontal diffusion is generally slow. 
Mflntz and ffaudechon (SI) decided tho, that most 
soltible salts diffuse thru the soil only v/ith extreme 
sloisness. 
Harrison (17) in his study of the 30Te2nent of 
nitrates in the soil, found their distribution to be 
determined by cliiaatie factors and the ph;.-sical character 
of the soil layers. Actual differences in crop growth 
verified the effects of these controlling factors. 
The fi3S.tion of phosphoric acid by the soil has 
been investigated by Fraps (11), who concluded as follovifs: 
(a) A large part of the fixation took place 
in the soil column below the mixture of soil and fertilizer, 
(b) The amount of phosphoric acid in the percolate de­
creased as the tin-.e of contact "between the soil and the 
fertilizer increased before water was applied. This latter 
finding was taken to indicate that heavy rains v/ould "be 
req.xiired to give a loss of phosphoric acid, even from 
soils of low fixing power, under natural conditions. 
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?ertilizer Sffecte upon Plant Growth and Soil .Micro-orgeniams 
Turning now to a study of the effects of "hill" 
fertilization upon root development, bacterial activity, 
plant groffth, etc.» the studies of Millar (28) in Michigan 
demand attention. He grew corn in the field and applied 
200# per acre of a S-10-4 fertilizer, spread as a strip 
8 inches long hy 5 inches v.'ide at a depth of 1/2 inch 
directly "below the Icernels. Other hills were fertilized 
broadcast with 400# of the same fertilizer, for compari­
son. Studies of the root systems and plant grovjth at 
30 days and at 57 days, showed no restriction of root 
development what-so-ever, - no tendency towards bunching 
or abnormal growth. Therefore, he concluded that drought 
injury from "hill" fertilization is due to an over-
luxuriant vegetative growth which increases the water re­
quirements of the plants, and not to a limited root dev­
elopment. Summarizing his findings, he states: "Applying 
fertilizer under the hill, as was done in this experi­
ment, is doubtless more stimulating to the plant than 
s-PPlyiog above the seed, as is done by most corn planters. 
This difference should be more pronounced during seasons 
of light rainfall," Truog (51 and 35) also finds no 
restriction of root development for "hill" fertilization, 
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but believes "the best .-lethod is to have the fertilizer 
spread in a band about 4 inches wide and 8 inches long 
from 1/2 to S/4 inch directly above the seed." Shis con­
clusion regarding the location of the fertilizer, is 
exactly opposed to his previoxis opinion given at the 
Indiana Soil Fertility Conference (49). He is reported 
to hare advised, that it is "dangerous to use 400# of mixed 
fertilizer applied l/2 inch over the seed, and when applied 
with the seed injurious results always obtain. Ihe best 
method seems to be to apply the fertilizer about 1/2 inch 
below the seed or in a manner that v?ill permit soil to 
come in between the fertilizer and the seed planted". 
Probably the leaching effect of surface isatering influenced 
the greenhouse studies leading to this earlier opinion. 
She writer"s studies conducted in Hew Jersey (5) 
and here in Iowa, indicate a possible tendency for root 
restriction "under certain conditions of high applications 
of concentrated, readily-sol-ble fertilizers, applied 
immediately belois the seed with a small area of spread. 
5?he tendency manifests itself partieul£t.rly in early seed­
ling growth and may be later oufc-grown. Concerning the 
depth of the fertilizer relative to the seed, the writer's 
experiments indicate a preference for applications at 
the same depth or slightly deeper than the seed and along 
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tlie sides of the hill or drill-row with soil interposed. 
Prom th« bacterial activity standpoint, liu (26) 
found in general that ammonification is more active in 
the soil layers above the "hill" fertilizer zone than 
below the zone, while nitrification and sulfofication 
varied greatly. Probably the amount of aeration controlled 
the activities largely and this fact suggests that "side" 
hill applications of fertilizers should have an important 
advantage over "above" or "below" hill locations, due 
to the better opportunity for aeration due to soil cul­
tivation. 
(Jainey (15) in his bacteriological studies of 
methods of preparing a seed-bed for wheat in Zansas, 
found a wide variation in the rate of decomposition of 
organic natter in soils, as influenced by deep and shallow 
cultivation. More ammonia was formed with the deep cul­
tivation methods, thus affording greater prospects of 
nitrates. Apparently, the better distribution of the 
organic matter, more available moisture, and greater aer­
ation explain the increased rate of decomposition. 
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Methods of gertllizing Corn. Wheat, etc. 
Eeporticg on the preferable method of fertiliz­
ing corn for iO-ssoTiri conditions, Lliller (29) advises 
the broadcasting of the fertilizer with a grain drill 
ahead of the planting, rather ti3an hill or drill-rov/ 
methods. iPhis opinion is in harnony v;ith that of Thorne 
(48) of the Ohio ststion, who v^rote as follows: 
"Corn fertilized in the hill acttc-lly loses 
ground at such a time (dry seasons) as coMparefl with that 
not fertilized at all. This is due to the fact that the 
roots have been encouraged to gather around the saall 
area that has received the fertilizer, and thus are not 
able to find sufficient moisture* we want not only to 
start the crop, but to keep it growing steadily till inatur 
ity, and if vie do this the fertilizer must be given in 
such quantity and must be so distributed as to encourage 
the greatest possible ^read of roots. Yvhen the plant 
is iQ&fcing its most vigorous growth in laidsummer it is 
able to utilize the fertilizer to the best advantage, but 
it cannot do this if the fertilizer is but a little 
spoonful dropped near the hill," 
Thorne also cited the jotted, residual effect 
of fertilizers applied at the hill or along the drill-
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row, as an argumeirt in favor of broadcasting. He favors 
fertilizing the rotation, rather than the inmediate crop. 
Por Tennessee conditions, Moo^s (SO) found 
that 260# of a complete fertilizer gave better yields of 
corn when applied in the rov/, than when applied broadcast 
and harrowed into the soil. Larger amounts failed to give 
significant differences. Regarding the fertilization of 
wheat, he says: "Cottonseed meal was found to retard 
seriously the germination of seed with which it was applied 
in direct contact, and it shouJLd not therefore be drilled 
with wheat. When applied in the row for crops planted in 
rows, it should be raised with the soil before the seed 
is dropped." 
Williams (54) conducted some fertilizer tosts in 
Borth Carolina with corn and cotton, and decided that 
fertilizer applications niade 1 inch below the seed-row 
are better than the same treatments broadcasted. Deeper 
applications were not found as good as 1 inch below appli­
cations tho, especially for cotton, liarge applications 
are thot to probably reverse the benefits. In general, 
divided applications (side-dressings) are deemed unwise, 
unless the soil type is very sandy. Discussing this 
phase more fully, Williams said: 
29. 
"Upon clay soils or any other soils which are 
fairly close texttired and hsTe good retentive clay sah-
soils,it will usually be fonnd advisable with general 
farm crops to joake the entire fertilizer aj.plication at 
or just before the planting. On soils that are of an 
open and sandy nature, it vdll generally be found best to 
divide the nitrogen application, making the first one 
from an organic source like cottonseed aeal or dried blood 
and the second one from a mineral source like nitrate of 
soda or sulphate of ammonia, when the plants are one-
third to one-half grown." 
Por fertilizing wheat and other fall sown grains, 
Williams advised: "It is generally wise to add all the 
phosphoric acid and potash with one-third to one-half of 
the nitrogen in organic combination, at planting, re­
serving the remainder of the nitrogen application to be 
added in the form of nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
aaimonia as a side-dressing in the spring." 
Concerning the futther fertilization of small 
grains, the investigators offer many conclusions# Swart 
(9) in Australia for instance, decided from small hand-
planted e3:periments, that "planting the superphosphate 
from 1 to S inches below the gi«.in seems to slightly in­
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crease the jleld, both as regards heads and straw. In any 
case this method of planting is worthy of extended trial, 
since it certainly does not seen to injtiriously affect 
the yield." Such a method woiad necessitate a drill with 
a fertilizer attachment similar to the Patric patented 
furrow openers. 
Kerpely (24) in Hungary, is optimistic regard­
ing the adoption of drill-row methods of fertilizer dis­
tribution for cereals and sugar beets, in place of the 
old broadcast method generally used. 0?he drill-row methods 
hare proven more economical than broadcasting. He found, 
ho^€Ter, that applications of nitrate of soda larger than 
9S# per acre gave injured germination and dinisished yields 
of befets, when applied in the ro^^s in direct contact with 
the seed. Interpreting his data, he writes: 
"Shese results show that with winter cereals 
(wheat and lye), superphosphate applied in drills has given 
large increases in yield over the broadcasted and that 
a small quantity of manure (fertiliser) drilled in with 
the seed can produce as good or even better yields than a 
larger quantity broadcasted". 
In several cases, Kerpely found that only half 
the quantity of broadcasted fertilizer, applied in the 
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drills prodoced eaxjs-lly or even slightly more profitable 
retxirns. Ko corrosive action or injury to the germina­
tion of these cereal seeds was observed for the range of 
applications employed, E52# being the highest. The drilled 
applications benefitted the spring cereals, too, snch as 
barley, oats, and spring wheat. An increased v/eight per 
biishel or better (quality of the grain v/as also noted for 
the drilling. Stmnarizing his results, he states: "Pour 
years of experiments tmder the most varied conditions of soil 
and climate have shown that a soil particularly respons­
ive to dressings of superphosphate, responds most vrhen it 
is applied in drills". 
Referring to the recommendctions of the Wisconsin 
station, one finds them slightly ambiguous concerning the 
correct way of fertilizing small grains. In their annual 
report for 19E2 (35), the following statement is found: 
"It was found that small amounts of fertilizers 
give better results when applied in the drill-row, than 
when applied broadcest. In the case of oats, maturity 
was appreciably hastened by the use of phosphate and 
potash". 
Very recently Truog (51) advised as follows: 
"If clover seed is seeded with the grain and fer-
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tilizex is applied largely for the clover's benefit, 
it is "best to apply the fertilizer broadcast. This nay 
be done either ^ust ahead of seeding v/ith a broadcast 
fertilizer distributor or at the time of seeding with 
a fertilizer attachment on the grain drill. In either 
case, the fertilizer should be thoroly mixed and incor­
porated with the soil. If clover is not seeded v/ith the 
grain and the fertilizer is applied solely for its effect 
on the grain, the best results are obtained when the ferti­
lizer is applied with an attachment on the grain drill 
which puts the fertilizer in the drill rows just a little 
above the seed. Some attachments drop the fertilizer 
thru the same spout as the seed and experiments have 
shown that EOO to 300 pounds of acid phosphate or mixed 
fertilizers may be applied in this way v;ithout injuring 
germination and with good effects on the 3d eld". 
Ihe latter recommendation is clear enuf, but 
is it identical Virith the former? Does the former mean 
that the fertilizer is applied in the drill-rows in direct 
contact with the seed or is the "above the seed" (prestmably, 
with soil interposed) location to be inferred? Obviously, 
the two types of drill-row fertilization are vitally 
different. 
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As to the time of cereal fertilization, Davidson 
and LeClerc (7) and later Davidson (6) from their studies 
with nitrate applications to wheat at its different stages 
of gro?/th, decided that: 
"The effectiveness of nitrates in increasing 
yields decreases consistently as the tise of their appli­
cation approaches the stage of heading", !Phe protein 
content of the grain shov/ed opposite effects tho, and in­
creased as the yield decreased. Hitrates applied in the 
spring at the 1st stage (early vegetative groivth) increased 
the yields of both grain and straw. 
Ellett and VTolfe (8) report that fertilizers, 
particularly acid phosphate, are effective in reducing win­
ter-killing of wheat and injury from Hessian fly under 
Virginia conditions. This argues for fall applications 
of the fertilizer. 
Eiltner and Lang (19) secured profitable results 
with spring top-dressings of different nitrogenoi^ fer­
tilizers on winter grains for gravelly soils. They caution 
against the broadcast application of calcium cyanamid tho, 
when the plants are covered with dew or rain, else a 
severe "burn" of the foliage will occur. 
Schaeldewind (57) decided from his experiments 
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eondueted at Halle, that on the better deep soils, amaon-
itm salts and lime nitrogen (Cyanamid) gave the best 
restate on rye when used in the fall, while on the light 
soils the best results were obtained when the greater 
part of the nitrogen was applied as a top-dressing in the 
spring. With sugar beets, the best results were obtained 
when the nitrogen in the form of nitrate of soda, sulphate 
of amnonia, ammonium chloride, or lime nitrogen was applied 
in its total amount before planting# Such a procedure 
gave a larger crop of beets v/ith a higher sugar content, 
than when the applications were divided# Ho influence of 
phosphoric acid fertilization was observed in the sugar 
content. 
An extensive study of the various atmospheric-
nitrogen fertilizers has very recently been imde "by Allison, 
Braham, and McMurtrey (2) in which they found Cyanamid 
satisfactory for winter grains and crops of long gro^vth, 
provided it is correctly applied. !Phey seem to prefer a 
fall application of the total amount to be used, rather 
than divided applications between fall and spring. Since 
their stanrjary states the present-day status of such fer­
tilization, it is reproduced as follov;s: 
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"The time and method of application are of very 
great importance in cyanamid fertilization. In order that 
sufficient time will fee available for nitri-'ication, the 
material should "be applied at least 10 days before seeding, 
or in the case of most perennial crops an early spring 
application before gro7;th begins is best. In these experi­
ments the cyanamid was nsiLally applied at the time of seed­
ing in order to conform to the prevailing American practice. 
A retarded early grov/th and a delayed njaturity were the 
natural resxilts. Applications to growing crops usually 
depress grovrth for a month follovsing. Shis occurred in the 
time-of-application studies, particularly vdth cotton. 
Since corn can utilize ammonia, it is less susceptible to 
TBhat is ordinarily considered as bad practice in the use of 
cyanamid. With regard to the method of application, it 
seems that a more intimate mising of the cyanamid with the 
soil than can "be obtained "by distribution in the rw?, is 
desirable"• 
Methods of Fertilizing Potatoes. 
Taking up the different methods of potato ferti­
lization now, we note the same diversity of opinion as 
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hss been shown regarding the other crops. In 189E, Slaft 
(46) of the iSichigan station compared row laethods in which 
the fertilizer ^/as located "above" and "below" the seed. 
He found average gains of 26 to 35 bushels per acre for 
the "below" applications. Eis statement in conclusion, 
is: "Ihe results show quite a decided gain from those 
placed under the seed, but they night have been reversed 
had there been rains to dissolve and carry down the plant 
food placed above the seed". 
Again in 1894, Taft and Coryell (47) reported 
upon 3 year's experiments with potato fertilization in 
which 1000# per acre of a complete potato fertilizer was 
used. The average results for the 3 years gave gains of 
25 to 40 bushels per acre, in favor of the fertilizer 
applications placed under the seed as compared to the 
applications located over the seed. Again they point out 
that the poor yields of the above fertilized plots were 
"without doubt due to the lB.ok. of moisture to dissolve 
them". 
Eane and Hall (32) in 1904, published exactly 
contrary results from Sev; Hampshire comparing the same 
methods of potato fertilization. They used 750# per acre 
of s commercial 3-6-10 fertilii«t and with only one ex­
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ception, secured larger yields where the fertilizer was 
applied above the seed, both with and without the addition 
of barnyard manure. The average increases were 18 bushels 
per acre. Ko rainfall records were published, however, 
so the explanation is proiably found in the leaching effects 
of timely rains. Eegarding the use of barnyard manure, 
these investigators recommended that it be plov/ed under 
instead of harrowed in. Such a practice gave an increase 
of 15 bushels per acre of aarketable potatoes, over the 
harrow nsthod. 
Comparing the two general laethods of potato fer­
tilization, broadcasting versus drill-row applications. 
Van Slyke (53) in 1895 obtained better results v/ith scsall 
amounts of a 4-8-10 fertilizer, when applied in the row. 
Applications of 1000# per acre gave 10 bushels gain, 
while 1500# gave 9 bushels gain for the rav net hod. On 
the other hand, when 2000# of the ssme fertiliizer were 
used, better results were obtained from the broadcast 
method. The reversed results, YanSlyke attributed to the 
injured germination and hence stand of the drill-row 
fertilized plots. Field observations verified the uneven 
stand. 
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In 1910, Jordan and Sirrine (22) publisiied tJie 
results of a 4 year's potato study with a complete ferti­
lizer at rates of 500#, 1000#, and 1500#, in 3 localities 
on Long Island# Due to severe droughts, the yields were 
small hut very consistent. The average increase for the 
4 years was 7.3 bushels per acre for the drill-row method 
of fertilizer applications over the "broadcast method# 
Woods (55) of 2fc.ine, has also studied this 
question and in 1917 reported the results of 3 years' 
work# He found an average gain of 6 barrels {16.5 bushels) 
of potatoes per acre from the drill-row application of 1500# 
of a complete 4-8-7 fertilizer, when compared to broad­
casting. In 1916, a year of ample rainfall, the drill-
row method gave an increase of 36 bushels per acre over 
the broadcast method, Sumarixing his studies he says: 
"From these results it seems quite clear that 
fully as good, if not better, yields are obtained by apply­
ing all of the fertilizer in the planter (along the drill-
row). As this method is much cheaper and more con7enient 
than any of the others it is the one to be recomended. It 
seens that at least up to 1500 pouiids per acre, nothing is 
to be gained either by broadcasting fertilizer before 
planting or by applying a part at the first cultivation". 
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Por Vi'isconsin conditions, Truog (51) makes the 
following Tery recent recomendations: 
"Potato sprouts, unlike corn sprottts, are ex­
ceedingly sensitive to fertilizer salts and if they come 
in contact with considerable amounts of fertilizer they dry 
tip and never appear at the surface# The result is a poor 
stand. Because of this fact, fertilizer should never "be 
applied directly over the potato seed. Broadcast applica­
tions of 500 to EOOO pounds per acre may "be made without 
injury in this way, but if the application is made in part 
or wholly in the row, which is the method that gives the 
largest yields, then special care nrost "be taken in apply­
ing the fertilizer. The best place to put the fertilizer 
is either in the row along both sides of the seed and at 
the same level as the seed or elee in the row directly be­
low the seed. The fertilizer should, of course, be incor­
porated with the soil". 
Also recently, iferd^iburg (14) has conducted a 
survey of potato planting practices in 4 different regions 
of Hew Yorlc state. In Stenben County, the average yields 
of 140 farms for 1912, were as follows: 141.9 bushels per 
acre for the farms applying the fertilizer broadcast before 
planting; 141.5 "bushels for the ones applying the fertilizer 
broadcast after planting; and 16S.S bushels for the ones 
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drilling the fertilizer along the rows at planting# In 
PrE.nklln and Clinton Counties, the average yields on 211 
farms for the respective methods, were: 194,5 "bushels, 
165.4 'bushels, and 178.6 bushels. Also, on Iiong Island, 
where rates of 2000# per acre were used, nearly 40 percent 
of the growers followed the broadcast method, applying 
the fertilizer a few aajrs before planting. The results 
indicated markedly higher yields for this broadcast method 
as compared to the drill-row nethods. In concluding, 
Eardenburg said: "The question is apparently one of local 
application, probably depending on such factors as seasonal 
rainfall, amount of fertilizer used, and soil type". In 
addition to these factors, the writer suggests that un­
doubtedly the amount of seed used, the composition of the 
fertilizer, and the design of the potato planter ferti­
liser attachment, as well as other possible factors, served 
to complicate the results. 
Finally and very briefly, the writer (5) sub-
laits a few of the conclusions drawn in his research studies 
in Hew Jersey: 
1. Direct contact of fertilizers v;ith seed in 
the drill row or hill retards and inhibits their germina­
tion, progressively with the amount of the fertilizer 
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applications. 
2. Both chemical and pure org^'-nic fertilizers 
applied in direct contact with seed injiure their germina­
tion. 
3. Cotton germination is inhibited "by 25 pounds 
per acre of Ammo-Phos plus £01, applied in the ro:v in 
direct contact v;ith the seed under dry-weather field con­
ditions, etc. 
4« Potato germination is inhibited by 578 pounds 
per acre in the row of Ammo-Phos plus KCl* 
5. Rainfall daring the germination period varies 
the injury grej^tly, but generally lessens the fertilizer 
"burning" for the direct contact treatments by displace­
ment of the fertilizer and dilution of the soil solution. 
6. All direct-contact fertilizer applications 
depress the initial growth of plants. She low applica­
tions check gro'.rth x'nainly, the medium applications cause 
delayed maturity and stunted plants vjith v/eakened resist­
ance to disease and bunched roots, and the high applications 
produce positive inhibition of germination. 
7. Plants merely cheeked in early growth by 
very low fertilizer applications in direct contact tend 
to outgrow such retardation and often produce normal 
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plants or plants larger than tte average at the IsarTest, 
because the readily soluble fertili:^er located so closely 
to the roots accelerates grov;th. 
6. Location of the fertilizer aborve the seed 
with var^rLng intervals of soil separation, proves worthless 
in dry seasons. Sainfall is necessary to leach the salts 
down aroiind the roots so that the fertilising benefits 
ms.27 be obtained* 
9« Rainfall immediately after planting vdth the 
fertilizer located directly above the seed, vdll leach 
the salts dov;n around the seed v/ith more or less injury 
to their gemination, depending upon the soil type, the 
rate of fertilizer application, the amount of rainfall,, 
etc. If the soil type is heavy then certain fertilizer in­
gredients like the phosphate may be largely absorbed by 
the surface soil and hence lost to the crop intended, 
even under rainy conditions. 
10* Location of the fertilizer directly below 
the seed with varying intervals of soil separation pro­
duces quick results* High applications near the seed 
cause germination injury during a dry season or under 
conditions of capillary Tsisr.ering of the pots. In rainy 
seasons and v.ith surface watering the upward movement of 
fertilizers around the seed is lessened, hence normal 
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germination occurs. Osmotic presstire neasxireiaerrts verify 
these salt novements. 
!!• Side locations of fertilizers are best, 
becaxise they prevent injured germimition and give ferti­
lizing benefits irrespective of the rainfall conditions. 
Early n^tnrity and good harvest weights are secured v.lth 
such Sid© locations. 
IE. Potatoes do best with side locations of the 
fertilizer in a horizontal plane slightly below the seed. 
Corn does well with side locations in the same plane as 
the kernels. The correct horizontal plane appears related 
to the spread of the roots, each crop requiring a certain 
plane and interval of soil separation for best results. 
IS. Adjustment of potato planters relative to 
their fertilizer distribution varies the harvest results. 
Uhe "side Icv/er plane" adjustment gives the best yields. 
All direct contact adji^tments cause injured germination. 
Above location of the ferxiliser delays the benefits and 
fails to give any dxiring a dry season. 
14. Com planters locate the fertilizer either 
in "direct contact in the row'' or "above" the seed, v-dth 
germination "burning" and lowered fertilizer efficisicy 
the respective results. A simple change in the delivery 
deviHe of the fertilizer attachment to locate the ferti-
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llzer along the sides of the seed row with a controlled 
interval of soil separation and depth of planting, seems 
vitally necessar^^ and is reconnended to the machinery 
manufactiurers. Such a slight change eliminates all ger­
mination inaury and affords the cuiek fertilizing "benefits 
needed for a good start toward nasimum plant growth. 
EZPEf.irSEIPAI 
She estperimental v,rori: reported in the following 
pages was divided into three parts: (1) studies of fer­
tilizer effects npon seed gernination, plant ^rovrfch, and 
certain soil conditioriS V7ith varioiis nethcds of applying 
the fertilizer; (2) studies of these effects in the field 
?;ith nimerous adj-ostments of the seeding machines and their 
fertiliser atts-chments; and (S) critical studies and tests 
of the fertilizer attachments of seedirg machin es nov/ 
upon the narket and of certain new designs of attachments. 
The tests undet (1) were all hand-planted, both 
in the field and in the greenhouse# She gemination of 
various seeds was determined with numerous fertilizers 
applied in the different ways relative to the drill-row 
and hill. Studies of root spread, fertilizer movement 
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thru soils watered in several ways, etc. were E ISO con­
ducted. The field studies in (2) v;ere seeded on large 
plots with the regular farn oachines, most of which were 
loaned to the college for the fellowship v.-or^fc, and located 
at various points in the state or at Anes on the college 
Agronoiay Farm. On the outlying fields the tests vyere car­
ried on cooperatively with the farmers, 'The fertilizers, 
their methods of application, the crops, soil t::pes, etc. 
used in the studies, are listed under each particular 
study. 
Part I. 
Field Germination gests. 
These tests were conducted on the Agronomy Farm 
during the late sumner of 1922, after the cats tervest. 
She object was raainly to conpare fertilizers as to their 
toxicity upon com germination, when applied "direct 
contact in the drill-row" at planting, "direct contact 
in the hill", "below the row", 'Taelow the hill", "above 
the row", "at side of row", etc. Tables 2, S, 4, 5, and 
6 present the outlines of the respective tests and the 
T A B L E  1  
Hainfall. 
Hainfall Record at Agronony ?ana, Ames 
Aug* 12 " .76 in* Aug. 23 « ,35 in. Sept. 8 to 9 - .44 
" 18 - .15 " 25 - .15 ''17 - 1.08 
21 - .84 " 30 - .17 " 30 - .08 
Rainfall Hecord at Agronony Para, Ames, 
Apr. 14 - •25 in. Jizne 4 - .09 in. Aug. 1 - 1.04 in 
If 20 mm .50 t1 6 - 1.15 It 3 - .21 
23 - .77 n 11 - 1.25 t| 4 - .18 
ft 14 - .05 Tt n ^ .64 
May 3 - .10 n 16 - .12 TT 8 - .34 
rt 7 .20 rf 24 - .03 n 10 - .06 
n 11 - .70 M 26 - .04 TT 11 - .20 
n 12 - .48 n 27 - 2.10 n 12 - .76 
n 16 - .83 Tf 16 - .71 
Tf 27 • .10 Jiily 10 - .43 tf 17 - .04 
ff 12 - .15 n 19 - .01 
n 15 - .49 rf 21 - .03 
Rainfall Record at Kennedy ?ann. Clear 
Apr. 2 - .70 in. Kay 1 - .53 in. Jvne 2 - ,12 in 
Tt 7 - .20 n 2 - .06 TT 6 - .42 
Tf 14 - .53 ft 3 to 4 - .53 ?f S -1.31 
Tt 20 - .25 n 7 - .06 Tt 12 - .33 
ft 21 - .10 n 11 - .15 Tt 17 -L31 
Tt 23 - .33 Tt 16 - .35 TT 23 - .04 
n 24 - .19 ft 19 - .22 tf 25 - .03 
n 21 — .06 n 27 -  .72 
ft 22 - .03 
tt 29 — .35 July 3 - .12 
Tt 4 - 10)6 
Tl 6 - .31 
Tt 15 - .10 
Tt 26 - .04 
Tf 31 - .16 

T A B L S 1 
Hainfall. 
at Agronony Parm, Amee, Iowa, 1922. 
S«pt. 8 to 9 - .44 in. Oct. 6 - .93 in. Ifov. 1 to 2 - 2.15 in, 
17 - 1.08 " 13 - ,88 " 3 to 4 - .45 
" 3 0  -  . 0 8  "  1 6  -  . 0 5  "  1 3  t o  1 4  -  1 . 2 7  
at Agronomy J'aim, Ames, Iowa, 1923. 
1 - 1.04 in. Aug. 25 - .14 
• 3 .21 Aug. 28 to 31 - 3.10 
' 4 _ .18 " 31 1.30 
' 7 • .64 
• 8 — .34 Sept. 7 - .29 
' 10 .06 " 1 1  -  . 2 6  
' 11 — .20 
' 12 - .76 
' 16 • .71 
' 17 — .04 
' 19 -
H
 
O
 
.
 
' 21 — .03 
at ICemiedy ?arm. Clear Late, Iowa, 1923. 
2 .12 in. Aug. 1 - .02 in. Sep t« , 1 - .47 
6 - .42 I» 3 - .02 tt 6 — ,14 
9 -1.31 If 4 - .32 Tl 17 - .99 
12 - .33 Tf 7 - .43 Tf 19 - 1.80 
17 
-L31 ?1 11 — .39 Tt 25 - .10 
23 - .04 n 15 — .27 n 28 - .34 
25 - .03 ?? 20 — .62 TT 29 - .82 
27 - .72 It 25 — .28 n 30 - 3.62 
rr 28 — .20 
3 - .12 n 31 - 1.51 
4 - lX)e 
6 - .31 
15 - .10 
26 . -.04 
31 - .16 
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data secured. SJs'ble 1 gives the rainfell on the Agronoiay 
?an3 lor 1922 and 1923, which, should be correlated with 
the results of all of the tests condxicteS there "before 
drawing conclusions. 
In all of the "row" studies, each rate of fer­
tiliser application or so-called treatment 7/es tested in 
a row 3 1/2 feet long with 1-foot intervals between and 
20 kernels planted per treatinent. (The "hill" treatments 
comprised 5 hills of 10 kernels eech, thus makirig a total 
of 50 kernels per treatm«it, except in the "below the hill" 
studies where 25 kernels represented a perfect stand. -The 
large nusibers of kernels were used to rediice the probable 
error of the germination counts. The fertilizer applica­
tions were based upon hills 42 inches square and required 
12.757 grasis per hill for 100 pounds per acre. A tin bos 
2 inches wide by 2 inches long (interior dirnensions in 
cross-section) and witho'^t its bottom, served to isss-ie the 
applications uniform in stirface spread and depth of plant­
ing in all of the "hill" studies# The "row" tests receiv­
ed each fertilizer as a strip l-inch in width aloiig the 
entire length* !Dhe comiriercial 2-12-2 fertilizer used in 
all of these tests was .^rmoiir's Big Crop brand. 2he chem­
ical 2-12-2 fertilizer was home-mized,. using nitrate of 
soda, acid phosphate, and muriate of potash. u?he soil 
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type was Carrington loam, a dark brown upland soil oi 
rather Mgh produetiTity and extensively xound in the 
V:iscor!Sin dri-'t are^ of lor.^. 
A study of the tables shows that rainfall inter­
fered with the gerai.nation results ver^:" markedly ard un­
doubtedly caused less injury to be shoisn then v;ould have 
been found under conditions of continuous dry weather. 
IJevertheless, 16^ acid phosphate retarded gemination for 
all of the rates used in the "direct contact in the roW^ 
studies of table E» It failed to show positive prev^r;-
tion of germination tho, until 300 pounds per acre were 
applied when a 70 percent stand was secured# Of all of 
the fertilizers tested, it "sjas probably the least to^c in 
its effects upon corn germination, esicept of course raw roclj; 
phosphate, The latter gave perfect germination for all 
of the rates applied, as is shown in photograph 1. IDhe 
other fertilisers injured germination and varied among 
themselves as to the limits of their toxicity. She com­
mercial 2-12-2 fertilizer gave pronounced injury at about 
200 pounds per acre# In fact, this rate reduced the 
germination to 25 percent of a perfect stand. So, it 
would seem inadvisable to use over 100 to 150 pounds per 
acre of this complete 2-12-2 fertilizer applied "direct 
contact in the row" virith com. As the analysis of the 
Germination Connts of Corn Hand Drillod and i'ertil 
In the Bow - 19227 
Fertilizer : 
Applications : 
?.ate per acre: 
Acid Phosphate 
(16^j) alone. 
Planted Ate. 17, 
Com: ercial 
2-12-2 
Plantc? itEiT. 17. 
: Days after plantirrr on which the 
IDs. ! S O 10 12 15 
• ft 
8 9 IC 12 15 e 
Check 17 19 20 20 20 17 20 20 20 20 17 
100 e 17 20 20 20 10 16 17 17 17 1 
150 4 15 16 18 20 1 8 15 15 14 1 
200 7 17 19 19 19 0 2 4 4 5 0 
250 2 13 17 17 16 0 1 3 8 8 0 
300 1 5 11 14 14 0 1 4 4 4 0 
350 0 6 9 12 12 0 0 A 1 3 0 
400 0 0 6 10 15 0 0 0 0 1 0 
450 0 X 4 7 6 0 0 0 1 2 rv 
Check 15 20 20 20 20 16 19 19 19 19 14 
Hate per acre: Hock piio f5p2ja te Sate por scro I.iti 
Ihs. : Plan tod Aug. 25. 
• 
• 
* lbs. I'] 
Check 19 19 19 19 19 Ch,3Ck 20 
100 19 19 19 19 19 25 14 
150 20 20 20 20 20 50 5 
200 19 20 20 20 20 75 0 
250 18 19 20 20 20 100 0 
300 19 19 19 19 19 125 0 
400 20 20 20 20 20 150 0 
500 20 20 20 20 20 175 0 
600 19 20 20 20 20 200 0 
Check 17 18 19 19 19 Check 19 
20 plants per Z ifZ feet of row ropresent per fect  ; 

T A 3 L £ 2 
Df Corn Hand Drilled and i'ertilised Direct Contact 
in the How - 1922* 
Conv.er cial Cheaiical Mixed 
2-12 -2 2-12-2 0-12 -2 
Planted 17. Plan ted 18. : Planted 'ku?. 18. 
aye after plantir.rr on which the counts were made 
8 9 IG 12 15 e 9 10 12 15 : 6 9 10 12 15 
17 20 20 20 SO 17 19 19 19 19 15 IS 19 19 19 
10 16 17 17 17 1 13 IS 19 19 2 9 19 20 20 
1 8 13 13 14 1 17 20 20 20 2 5 16 19 19 
0 2 4 4 5 0 11 17 20 20 0 0 9 16 19 
0 1 3 6 8 0 9 14 14 15 0 0 7 10 15 
0 1 4 4 4 0 5 12 13 15 0 0 8 13 13 
0 0 0 1 3 0 0 9 10 13 0 0 3 6 11 
0 Q 0 0 1 0 0 6 6 7 0 0 5 10 12 
0 0 0 1 2 0 7 7 9 0 0 2 3 6 
16 19 19 19 19 14 19 19 19 19 16 19 20 20 20 
Hate por acre liitratG of 3oda alone : UiariatQ o f Potash alono 
;(American Trona Corp.) 
lbs • i M 'lanted Anff. 28. : ?l>int cd AURm 28 
Check 20 20 20 20 20 18 20 20 20 20 
25 14 19 20 20 20 2 9 16 20 20 
50 5 10 18 19 19 1 2 12 18 19 
75 0 1 9 17 17 0 0 1 9 14 
100 0 1 3 10 14 0 0 0 1 4 
125 0 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 1 1 
150 0 0 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 1 
175 0 0 0 0 1 r\ 0 1 1 2 
200 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Check 19 20 20 20 20 19 20 20 20 20 
of row represent n. per Cect frernaination 
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fertilizer "becomes hi^er and as its ingredients beeonie 
more chemical and readily-soluble in composition, then 
lower rates of application will have to be used for in­
jured geimination under all possible conditions of dry-
season, light soil tjxe, etc. The applications of nitrate 
of soda alone and muriate of potash alone produced the 
greatest injury, tho» All rates tested gave a retarded 
germination, even 26 pounds per acre. The respective 
breaking points or rates at which actual inhibition of 
germination occurred, were 125 and 100 pounds per acre. 
At the 100-pound rate, the nrariate permitted only a 20 
percent stand. Therefore, the wisdom of applying these 
fertilizers "direct contact in the row" with seed is 
seriously questioned. Since many other crops are much more 
sensitive to fertilizer injury than corn, the dangers 
from such a practice are multiplied and oecome erbreriffily 
important. The fact that it rained 0.84 inches just S 
days after planting should be emphasized too, for the 
breaking points were undoubtedly raised by 50 pounds or 
more. The partial germination thru all of the ranges of 
the fertilizer applications proves that the rain counter­
acted the injurious effects of the fertilizers to a cer­
tain extent. 
study of Varioxis Fertilizer Locations ?j 
in the Row upon Com G-ermination - 19: 
fertilizer 
Applications IJitrate of Soda Alo] 
3ate x)er acre 1" Below Seed 
• 
1" Ahove See( 
Days after planting on whicl 
XUo • 
10 11 12 14 20 • 10 11 12 1^ 
Check 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 2C 
100 0 0 1 1 1 18 18 18 U 
150 0 1 2 2 2 14 17 17 1£ 
200 0 0 1 1 1 15 16 16 le 
250 1 1 1 1 1 8 11 11 12 
300 0 0 0 1 1 7 7 9 IC 
350 0 0 0 0 0 9 9 9 c • 
400 0 0 0 0 0 4 6 7 
450 0 1 1 1 1 . 2 2 2 £ 
Check 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 2C 
Hate per acre 
Commercial 2-12-2 
1" Belov; Seed 1" Above Seed 
lbs. 10 11 12 14 20 10 11 12 14 
Check 19 19 19 19 19 IB 18 18 18 
100 15 18 20 20 20 20 20 • 50 
200 17 18 20 20 20 19 20 20 20 
300 9 11 17 17 17 19 20 20 20 
400 12 14 15 16 16 20 20 20 20 
500 1 5 8 11 11 20 20 20 20 
600 0 2 3 6 6 20 20 20 on 
700 0 1 1 2 2 19 19 19 19 
800 0 0 0 0 0 18 19 19 19 
Check 19 19 20 20 20 19 20 20 20 

Varioxis Fertilizer Locations Relative to the Seed 
m upon Com Germination - 192S. 
ilitrate of Soda Alone 
— 
• 
1" Ahove Seed 
• 
1" Side of Seed 
Days after planting on which the coimts were raade 
0 : 10 11 12 14 20 : 10 11 12 14 20 
0 20 20 20 20 20 14 18 20 20 20 
tl 18 18 18 18 18 12 15 18 18 18 
14 17 17 18 18 17 19 19 19 19 
D. 15 16 16 16 16 16 17 18 18 18 
\i 8 11 11 13 13 18 20 20 20 20 
% 7 7 9 10 12 9 15 19 19 19 
P 9 9 9 9 9 17 18 19 19 19 
D 4 6 7 7 7 19 20 20 20 20 
tl 2 2 2 2 2 14 17 17. 18 18 
D 20 20 20 20 20 16 18 19 19 19 
i 
i Conmercial 2-12-2 1 
1" Above Seed 1" Side of Seed 
D ; 10 11 12 14 20 : 10 11 12 14 20 
P 18 18 18 18 18 20 20 20 20 20 
D 20 20 2C 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
D 19 20 20 20 20 19 19 19 19 19 
7 19 20 20 20 20 19 20 20 20 20 
5 20 20 20 20 20 18 18 19 19 19 
L 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
& 20 20 20 20 20 17 18 18 18 18 
B 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 
D 18 19 19 19 19 16 17 19 19 19 
D 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 
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Txtrning now to table S, where the fertilizers 
were applied "1 inch "below", "1 inch aboTe", and "1 inch 
to one side" of the seed roY;, the upward movonent of the 
soluble fertilizer salts thru the soil is very apparent. 
Especially did nitrate of soda move up by capillarity 
and injure the corn germination. Even the lowest rate 
tested, 100 pounds per acre, gave complete inhibition* 
The commercial 2-12-2 fertilizer showed the same tend­
ency of movement and injury, only to a lesser degree, 
because its ingredients were probably largely insoluble* 
The "^above" treatments permitted of good germination 
with the commercial 2-12-2, but gave badly retarded and 
inhibited germination with the high applications of the 
nitrate of soda. This was very likely due to the down­
ward diffusion of the nitrate fertilizer, even under the 
prevailing conditions of dry weather and a strong upward 
movement by capillarity# The important fact to be 
gained from the study, however, is the excellent germina­
tion secured with the "side" treatments. Absolutely no 
injury to germination, either retardation or inhibition^ 
was detected from any of the fertili25er applications 
applied along the "side" of the seed row 7;ith soil inter­
posed. These results are in agreement with the writer's 
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previous findings in 5e*.v Jersey for both rainy sndary 
seasons* Therefore, the conel-asion seezas warranted that 
j "side" locations of the fertilizer applied at the planting 
j time will not injure seed germination. At the same tiae, 
i the fertilizer is readily stccessible to the roots of the 
1 young seedlings for immediate use and will aid in pro-
I 
dxicing maxinrnm growth and early usatxirity. 
I In table 4, the effects of "direct contact in 
i 
! the hill" applications of fertilizers are presented# 
Photographs 2 and 3 show the effects upon corn germination. 
Again acid phosphate proved the least injuriotE of the 
various fertilizers tested. However, its breaking point 
1 
! 
was around 100 pounds per acre, or much lower than when 
applied "direct contact in the row". This fact will have 
I to be reckoned with in hill fertilization of corn, since 
Taany of the planter attachmaits now on the market permit 
this "direct contact in the hill" location. The same 
amount of fertilizer cannot be applied in the hill that 
was formerly applied in the row and satisfactory germina­
tions be secured. The table also shows that the commer­
cial E-12-2 fertilizer gave a pronounced injury, when 
applied "direct contact in the hill". Its breaking point 
in germination was 20 to 40 pounds per acre. Applications 
Germiiiation Connts of Corn fertilized in the HI 
fertilizer : Acid Phosphate Commercial 2-12-2 Chemical 2-1 
Applications : (16^)alone 
Hate per Acre; Planted August 14 ; Planted August 14 ; Planted Avl^  
Days after planting on ^ ich the CO 
Ihs. 9 10 11 12 15 9 10 11 12 15 9 10 11 12 
Check 27 43 47 47 47 47 48 49 49 49 44 46 46 46 
20 23 41 50 50 50 17 31 44 45 45 38 45 47 47 
40 25 40 46 46 46 2 6 13 18 19 23 40 43 45 
60 24 30 38 40 41 0 2 4 6 6 11 21 35 37 
80 21 28 31 31 31 0 0 0 0 0 5 17 22 29 
100 11 16 17 17 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 9 
120 9 12 16 17 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
140 1 4 7 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
160 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Checic 36 40 43 43 43 47 47 47 47 47 46 47 47 47 
Rate Nitrate of Soda : Sulphate of 
per alone. : Ammonia alone t 
Acre Planted August 15 : Planted August 16 
lha. 9 10 11 12 15 9 10 11 12 15 
Che ck 47 47 47 47 47 47 48 48 48 48 
5 17 42 45 48 48 41 49 50 50 50 
10 8 18 41 44 44 24 41 49 50 50 
20 0 6 25 39 42 8 20 37 43 46 
30 0 0 2 17 22 2 7 24 35 41 
40 0 0 0 3 9 2 3 16 28 33 
50 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 5 13 17 
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4 5 
75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Check 46 46 48 48 48 45 47 48 48 48 
* m 50 plants represent a perfect germination 

T A B L E  4  
of Corn Portilizad in the Hill "by Hand - 1922* 
ial 2-12-2 : Chemical 2-12-2 : Acid Phosphate : Commercial 2-12-2 
: : (16^) alone : 
ATigust 14 : Planted Augnst 15 : Planted A-ggrist 19 : Planted Apgxist 25 
ter planting 
12 15 
on mhich 
9 10 
the 
11 
connts were 
12 15 
made 
9 
m 
11 13 15 8 9 11 13 15 
49 49 44 46 46 46 46 50 50 50 50 48 50 50 50 50 
45 45 38 45 47 47 47 37 47 49 49 34 39 44 44 45 
18 19 23 40 43 45 46 19 41 48 48 6 20 29 29 31 
6 6 11 21 35 37 39 15 44 49 49 0 7 20 21 24 
0 0 5 17 22 29 31 0 12 38 47 0 2 14 19 20 
0 0 0 0 2 9 13 0 18 45 49 0 0 3 5 5 
0 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 21 43 46 0 0 0 2 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 36 44 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 31 0 0 0 0 0 
47 47 46 47 47 47 47 32 46 49 49 . 41 48 49 49 49 
of 
alone, 
jLTtgust 16 
12 15 
48 48 
50 50 
50 50 
43 46 
35 41 
28 33 
13 17 
4 5 
1 1 
48 48 
germination 
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of 80 poxinds and larger amounts completely prevented ger-
1 mication* This occurred "under conditions of high moisture 
content in the soil too, for it rained 0.V6 inches just 
j two days prior to the planting. In the second planting 
j on Au^st 25 with this commercial 2-12-2 fertiliser, 
i 
it will "be noted that the rainfall again reduced the toxic 
effects, but that the application of 100 pounds per acre 
j "direct contact in the hill" was the breaking point. The 
i 
1 nitrate of soda and the sulphate of ammonia applied 
"direct contact in the hill" in this test gave badly in­
jured com germination too. The breaking point of the 
I 
former was between SO and 40 pounds per acre, while for 
; the latter it was about 60 pounds. Since n»ny of the 
fertilizer attachments now on the rrBrket cannot be adjust-
, ed with reasonable accuracy for applications lower than 
100 pounds per acre and in view of the fact that farmers 
are prone to use increasingly larger fertilizer appli­
cations after small ones have shown benefits, therefore 
the writer feels that all fertilizer attachments permit­
ting the "direct contact in the hill" location of ferti­
lizers should be unconditionally condemned. Very likely 
the "direct contact in the row" machines should be just 
as unconditionally condemned also, for only by having 
TABLK 5 
Gormination Coianto of Corn Fertilized 
1 inch Below Sood in tho Ilillo - 19H2. * 
^''ertlliaor Aold Phoeplitito (iG'/c.) alone: Obmrneroial B--12-•2 ;Hltrate of ioda nlono 
Applications 
Hate per aero Planted Atifiust L6th : riantod AiiRimt 17th : Planted AuRuet 17 th 
Ibe. 
Days after planting on wJiJ oh tho oovntB were made 
8 5 10 11 15 ; 0 9 10 11 16 : 8 9 10 11 'TB 
Cheolc 22 24 25 25 25 23 25 25 25 25 26 26 26 26 25 
100 6 12 23 24 24 5 15 25 26 25 6 18 22 24 24 
160 10 21 25 25 25 1 15 24 25 25 0 2 19 23 23 
200 19 24 25 25 25 1 11 21 24 24 0 0 8 21 23 
250 14 23 25 25 25 0 13 22 23 23 0 0 5 9 11 
300 2 16 24 24 24 0 9 17 20 22 0 0 3 8 8 
350 8 21 23 24 24 0 5 14 16 17 0 0 0 4 7 
400 3 8 15 21 21 0 0 11 18 18 0 0 0 0 0 
460 2 5 14 17 18 0 0 7 13 15 0 0 0 1 1 
Che ok 20 25 25 25 25 25 25 85 25 25 18 23 26 26 26 
* 5 hillB liand pluntod per troatrnerit v/ith 5 kernola eaoh, 
thus making a total of 25 plants for perfect germination. 
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planters absolutely separate the seed and the ferti­
lizer can fertilizer in^tiry to seed germination be prevent­
ed under all conditions of weather, soil type, crop, kind 
of fertilizer, etc» 
Ihe effects of three common fertilizers upon corn 
germination when located "1 inch below the hill" are pre­
sented in table 6. Eainfell on the day following the 
planting and three days later certainly affected the 
results, nevertheless, the injury from the nitrate of soda 
was inarlced. It shoxved a breaking point of 250 pounds per 
acre, at which application it gave a 40 percent germina­
tion. She acid phosphate and the commercial 2-1E-2 fer­
tilizers gave no positive inhibition of germination, but 
retarded the geriaination for all of the rates tested. 
Iherefore, this test affords evidence of the undesirabil-
ity of the "below" location of fertilizers for eliminat­
ing the dangers to seed germination, - a method which 
several of the planter manufacturers are now incorporat­
ing in their machines. 
In table 6, there appear the results of a study 
of the effects of varying the width of the fertilizer 
strip located "1 inch below the seed row" upon germina­
tion. In general, it was found that the v^rider the strip 
TABLE 6 
Effaot on Corn Germination of Varying the Width of Fertilizer 
Strip, located 1 inoh Below the Seed in the Row. Hand planted 
August 85th.* 
Fertilizer Treatraente Width of Fertilizer Strip 
Kind 
:Rate per acre : 
: IDS. : 1 Inoh 
• 
• 
• 
• 2 Inoh 
• 
• 
• 
• 4 Inch 
Acid Phosphate 200 17 If 20 20 18 19 20 20 20 20 20 20 
(16^) alone 400 18 20 20 20 19 19 19 19 20 20 20 20 
Chemical 200 14 17 20 20 17 18 18 18 19 20 20 20 
2-12-2 400 12 14 15 15 14 15 17 17 14 18 20 20 
Nitrate of 200 1 2 3 3 0 1 2 7 2 5 8 12 
Soda alone 400 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 4 
* 20 plants per 3 1/2 feet of row represent a perfect germination. 
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for a given fertilizer at a given depth below certain 
' seed in a defiiiite soil, the less were the injuries to 
the germination# 5!his fact was again shown best by the 
! 
nitrate, but the commercial 2-lE-E fertilizer also in-
I dicated it« Ihe acid phosphate failed to give any 
noticeable retardation or other injury of germination for 
the various rates of application tested and v/ith the 
particular interval of soil separating the phosphate 
I 
I from the seed. Therefore, if "Tjelow" methods of fer­
tilizer distribution are to be used in future fertilizer 
ajtachmaits, provision should be made for adjiisting the 
area of spreading the fertilizer or the width of its 
I 
strip and the depth below the seed-row or hill» Jor the 
best results, the width probably shj-uld be 4 or more 
i inches and the depth should vary ivith the root systms 
of the particular plants being fertilized and the sensi­
tiveness of the seeds to germination injury. Because 
of these difficulties, the variter does not recommend the 
"below" method of fertilizer distribution* further, 
it has not been conclusively shov;n that there is no prac­
tical danger to root development and seedling growth from 
large applications of concentrated soluble chemical fer­
tilizers located "below the hill or the drill-row". All 
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of the results do seem to indicate tho, that "side" loca­
tions of the fertilizer are safe to gemination and 
effective in benefits, so the "side" method of fertilizer 
distribution is reconmended. 
Greenhouse Fertilizer Studies* 
Some row and hill fertilization studies uere 
made under the control conditions in the greenhouse dur­
ing the v.'inter of 1922, to compare with the results of 
the field studies» lYheat and oats were grown in benches 
with row applications of the coimnereial 2-12-2 ferti­
lizer, applied for treatment in lengths of 1-foot and 
6-foot respectirely. On the basis of these treatment 
lengths and ?;ith a 7-inch interval, the wheat received 2«43 
grams while the oats received 12.16 grams per 400 pounds 
per acre application# The esrbra Ammo-?hos plus £01 treat­
ment used on the oats was applied at 1/4 the rate of the 
2-12-2. Tables 7 and 8 give the respective outlines of 
the tests and the dry harvest weights after 10 weeks* 
groivth. 
In the wheat study the "direct contact" ferti­
lization apparently gave very satisfactory growth for 
all of the low rates of application. The high rates. 
7 
Greenhouse S^udy of liothods of ^ertii 
Treat-
laent 
So, 
Kethodc of Applying the Fertilizer Relative to the 3eod Ito-
fCommercial 2-12-2) 
1 One aide of row, 1 inch away, s.inie plane 
2 Both sidea of row, split, 1 inch awa^r, saao plane 
5 Both sides of row, split, 1/2 inch avray, saise plane 
4 Both sides of row, split, 1 inch away, 1 inch lower piano 
5 1 inch below seed row 
6 1/2 inch "belov; seod row 
7 1/2 inch above seed row 
8 Direct contact in seed row 

VJheat 
Dry Earvost heights per T-reatnent for the 
Jollowinf: r-^ites of Fertiliser Application 
in Pounds -oor Acre 
:dheck • • 
600# :(none) ; 200# 400# Q004 
:gra2i3 : grams prams gracas graias 
1B,0 21.0 E0.5 25.0 25.5 
15.0 19.5 21.0 21.5 23.0 
16.0 13.0 2£.0 23.0 26.0 
20.0 22.5 26.0 26.0 29.0 
17.5 25.0 23.5 27.0 28.0 
22.0 27.0 29.5 33.0 32.0 
21.0 20.0 24.0 27.0 25.0 
24.0 32.0 42.0 46.0 37.5 

TABLE 8 
Greonhouse Study of Methods of Portillzing 
Oats. 
Treat­
ment 
No. 
Method of Applying the Fertilizer 
Relative to the Seed Row 
Dry Harvest Weights 
(10 weeks' growth) 
Commercial : Ararao-Phos+liCl 
2-1S-2 (400 lbs.;(100 lbs. per 
per acre) :aore) 
grams : grams 
1 Cheok — iinfertilized 176 164 
Z Direct oontaot in seed row 195 182 
3 One side of row, 1 inoh away, same plane 200 191 
4 1 inoh below seed row 206 197 
5 1 inoh above seed row 190 169 
6 Check — unfertilized 180 158 
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ixowever, proved toxic or depressing to growths "Dhdonbt-
; edly, the frequent waterings decreased the in^-ary foTind, 
so that xinder normal field conditions a safe germination 
I 
I and good grov/th shotad be expected at much lower rates. 
I The "above" fertilization gave small benefits, which were 
I to be expected, but they were probably larger than would 
have been realized in the field for dry seasons. Ihe 
"below" and "sides" locations of the fertilizer gave fair 
relipoBses, but not equal to the "direct contact". She 
greenhouse is a rather nnsatisfactory place for compar­
ing such fertilizing methods upon small grains. It v/ould 
be much better if properly designed attachments for accom­
plishing these various locations of the fertilizer relat­
ive to the seed-row could be attached to a regular grain 
drill and the comparisons made by large plot tests in the 
field over several seasons. As far «s these greenhouse 
results bear interpretction, they agree very well with 
the later field tests. jHo comparisons of "below" or 
"sides" methods were secured tho, in the field. 
In the oats study, the results in table 8 show 
that the "direct contact" fertilization brought about 
a slight depression of growth, while the "below" and the 
"side" applications gave the largest beneficial effects. 
Again the "above" location of the fertilizer led to 
T A L L S 9 
Greenhouse Study of Hill Locations of Pert! 
Treat-: Fertilizer Location Relative to Eill 
ment : {2 hills per treatiaen.t» each 
iJo. : receiving 12,75 graas of 
: Commercial 2-12-2, - i.e., 
: 100 Ibe. per acre.) 
1 1 inch atove hill, strip 1" x 4" 
2 1 inch below hill, strip 1" x 4" 
3 Check — unfertilized 
4 One side of hill, 1 inch away, same plane, strip 1'' x 4" 
5 Hear of hill, 1 inch away, sans plane, strip 1" x 4" 
6 Both sides of hill, split, 1 inch away, same plane, strip 1" x 4" 
7 Check — unfertilized 
8 Both sides of hill, split, 1 inch away, 1 inch lower plane, 
strip 1" X 4" 
9 Band around hill, 1 inch away, same plane, 1 inch width 

T A B L E  9  
idy of Hill Locations of Fertilizer on Com 
) Eill 
I 
Harvest Hesults per Treatment 
Partial Harvest on March 7:Final Harvest on April 2 
Average PI sent; Dry Harvest : Average Plant; Dry Harvest 
Heists ;WeigfatB : Heights ;Wei^.ts 
inches grams inches grams 
ine, strip 1" x 4" 
strip 1" X 4" 
, sane plane, strip 1" x 4' 
, 1 inch lower plane, 
me, 1 inch width 
20 
24 
20 
30 
26 
34 
27 
54 
24 
24 
26 
23 
26 
24 
30 
26 
31 
22 
40 
50 
45 
65 
60 
70 
50 
70 
60 
43 
52 
40 
67 
43 
57 
42 
56 
48 
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aaall yields. These effects were true for both of the 
! fertilizers tested. Therefore, in the light of these 
j studies and the later field esperiments, it a. pears that 
1 
moderate applications of fertilizers distributed "direct 
i 
contact" in the seed rov;s will give the best results for 
cereals like wheat and oats, which are very resistant to 
fertiliser "burning". All large applications, ho?/ever, 
i 
i should be entirely separated from the seed or divided 
between the seed-row and broadcast methods of distribution. 
Where the fertilizers contain caustic rnaterials, then 
• the absolute separation of the fertilizer from the seed 
is vitally necessary. 
In the greenhouse study of corn fertilization 
reported in table 9, Seid*s Yellow Dent seed was planted 
with 4 kernels per hill. The hills were grown in the 
bench and watered as appeared necessary, to somewhat dupli­
cate field conditions. The study was started on November 
E8th and harvested at two different periods of growth, 
the dry weights and the average plant heights being given 
in the table# The results indicate that the "sides of 
hill" location fdr the fertilizer is very beneficial and 
certainly equal to any of the other methods tested. Both 
the "sides" and the "below" locations gave superior re-
T A B L E  1 0  
Field Study of Hill Metho as of Applying 
Treat­
ment 
So. 
Fertilizer Applications 
Average Plant Heights 
on 
July : Aug, ; Sept. 
20 : 14 : 6 
Grams 
per 
Hill 
Location Relative to Hill 
in. : in. in. 
1 9.18 1 inch "below, 2" x 5" spread 18 57 84 Slighl 
2 18.36 1 inch, telow, 2" x 5" spread 19 48 78 Market 
3 18.36 1 inch "below, 4" x 5" spread 22 63 86 Slighl 
4 18.36 1 inch above, 4" x 6" spread 17 45 81 Good ^ 
5 Kone Chec"k: 7 29 52 Good £ 
6 18.36 1 side, 1" away, 2" x 5" spread, 
same plane 21 64 82 Good g 
7 18.36 Both sides, split, 1" away. 
2" X 5" spread, sane plane 23 68 87 Good £ 
8 18.36 Circle around hill, 1" away. 
same plane 19 54 78 Good £ 
9 18.36 Both sides, split, 2" x 5" 
spread, 1" lower plane 17 60 86 Good § 
10 36.72 1" "below, 2" X 4" spread 4 24 66 Germii 
11 36.72 1" helow, 4" X 4" spread 6 38 72 Genaii 
12 36.72 1" "below, 6** X 6" spread 8 36 75 Gemir 
13 36.72 2" "below, 4" X 4" spread 9 44 84 Good g 
14 36.72 2" "below, 6" X 6" spread 11 50 86 Good 5 

T A B L E  1 0  
Hill Methods of Applying the Fertilizer 
:Dry 
rage Plant Heights •.Harvest 
on Germination ftnd Growth Hesults rWeights 
ly ; Atig, : Sept, 
0 : 14 : 6 
: in. : in. ; Ihs. 
8 57 84 Slight germination retardation 7,5 
9 48 78 Marked germination retardation and depression 
of seedling growth 4,0 
Z 53 86 Slight germination retardation 7,1 
7 45 81 Good gemination and stimulated growth due to 
leaching "by rain 6,5 
7 29 52 Good germination 1.5 
L 64 83 Good germination and stimulated growth thru-otit 6,0 
3 68 87 Good germination and stimulated growth thru-out 7.0 
3 54 78 Good germination and delayed stimulated growth 5,7 
7 60 86 Good germination and delsgred stimulated growth 7,4 
% 24 66 Germination "badly retarded with 3 of the 4 plants 
in hill soon dead 1.1 
S 38 72 Germination slightly retarded with 1 of the 4 
plants in hill finally dead 4.5 
3 36 75 Germination retarded, all plants living "but de­
pressed in early growth 6,3 
? 44 84 Good gezmination and rapid growth thru-out 7,0 
L 50 86 Good germination and rapid growth thru-out; 
earliest aatxirity 7,5 
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suits to the "rear of hill" and the "above the hill" 
positions. These resxilts are in agreement with later 
tests nade in the field, so it appears that more efficient 
methods of fertilizing corn planted in hills are possible. 
The design of new fertilizer attachments and a testing 
of the same are recomaended. 
Field Pertiligcr Studies ~ Hill Methods. 
Table 10 outlines this test vdiich isas planted 
in duplicate and photographs 4, 5, 6 and 7 show the plant 
growth on July 20 and on August 14. The test was start­
ed at the Agronomy Farm on June 25, 1925, using Ammo-Phos 
plus Muriate of Potash* On June 27, it rained 2.10 inches, 
which aided the "above the hill" fertilization and re­
duced the injury from the "below" locations. Nevertheless, 
the high applications "below" gave considerable injury 
and the "above" applications failed to equal the SEO&II 
"below" or "both sides" applications. In the latter 
part of the test (treatments 10 to 14 Inclusive in the 
table), a study of the effects of area of spread of the 
fertilizer "below" the seed in the hill was made. The 
results show that increased area of spread and increased 
depth of locating the fertilizer serve to safe-guard the 
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seed germination and tJie seedling growth. Such e safe 
"below" location of the fertilizer is difficult to 
secure from a mechanical point of vieT.-, so the "sides" 
location again appears preferable. 
Field Fertilizer Studies - Row Methods 
2his study of the varioiis locations of fejti-
lizer along the seed row at planticg time by hand, was 
started at the Agronomy Farm on May SI and June 1, 192S. 
Each row (except the checks) consisted of 6 fertilises 
treatments Irith increasing rates of application, the 
treatments being 16 feet long and having 50 corn kernels 
each. Border rows were run on all sides of the test to 
eq.ualize the lighting and the moisture effects. lable 11 
gives the plan of the test with the weights of 2 partial 
harvests, taken on July 4 and 20, and consisting of 15 
plants each, except in rows 15 and 17 where the final 
germination counts were less than this number due to ferti­
lizer injury. The rows were thinned to 40 plants per 
treatment on June 22, just after photograph 8 had been 
taken of the test from the low application end. This 
photograph shows the depression of growth for all of the 
Field Study of Row i£ethods of Applying • 
Pinal Germination 
Co-unts for following Parti; 
Fertilizer Locations Fertilizer Hates 
Row 
ISO, 
Relative to Seed Row 
50 i100:150;200:200:400 
lbs. :lbs. :rDS. :1b s. :1d s. ibs. 
50 
lbs. 
1 
M
 M
 
cr
 
o
 
CO 
o
 
[ 
9 
I I I I I 
1 Check - imfertilized 50 48 49 49 49 50 510 465 
2 2 inches below, narrow spread 49 49 48 50 43 39 615 740 
3 1 inch below, wide spread 49 48 50 47 41 37 800 820 
4 1 inch below, narrow spread 47 49 48 44 40 31 650 815 ] 
5 1 inch above, narrow spread 49 50 50 49 44 42 970 1140 ] 
6 1 inch above, wide spread 50 50 49 49 47 46 1055 1190 ] 
7 1 inch above, split as with 
"deflectors" 49 48 50 47 48 50 1040 1165 ] 
8 Check - linfertilised 50 49 49 50 48 49 490 515 
9 Both sides, 1" away, narrow 
spread, same plane 50 49 50 49 50 50 700 930 3 
10 Both sides, 1" away, wide 
spread, same plane 50 48 49 50 49 48 775 910 2 
11 Both sides, 1" away, narrow 
spread, lower plane 48 47 49 48 50 49 615 850 1 
12 One side, 1" away, narrow 
spread, lower plane 49 50 50 48 49 46 820 960 2 
13 One side, 1" away, narrow 
spread, sane plane 50 50 50 48 48 47 670 760 1 
14 One side, 1" away, wide 
spread, same plane 50 49 50 50 49 49 710 855 1 
15 Mixed with soil in seed row 49 47 49 42 35 27 860 1015 1 
16 Check - unfertilized 50 50 49 48 50 49 395 410 
17 Direct contact with seed in 
row 46 30 10 7 0 0 440 670 
a — 12 plants harvested 
b — 5 plants harvested 
c — 2 plants harvested 

T A 3 L il 11 
? Methods of Applying the Fertilizer 
ition 
>11 owing 
ites 
;Average:Partial Harvest :LIaturity 
Partial Harvest '.'/eights :?lant : T/ei.^hts ;of Plants 
July 4 :HeiPrhts: July 20 : Aur. 27 
>00 
bs. 
300:400 
iDs.ibs. 
50 :100 
lbs.:lbs. 
150 
lbs. 
200 :300 :400:Jt:ly 20:100 :200 :400 : : 
lbs. ;lbs. :lbs,:100:400:lbs. :lbs. :lbs. :100 ;4C0 
; : :lbs.d35s.: : : :lbs. :1b?. 
cm. pra. :pt2. ;oti. :in. :in. :lbs, :rD3. : lbs. : : 
=9 49 50 510 465 500 480 470 455 42 40 4.7 5. 0 4.1 Hipe Hipe 
>0 43 39 615 740 800 905 875 1075 54 60 9.0 11. 0 12.4 Green Groon 
:7 41 37 800 820 905 860 1040 1170 65 70 11.5 12. 6 13.0 Hipe Hipe 
A 40 31 650 815 1130 950 930 875 60 66 10.0 10. 7 11.0 Green Green 
-.9 44 42 970 1140 1360 1330 1290 1380 65 74 10.7 11. 5 12.5 Green Green 
:9 47 46 1055 1190 1250 1300 1370 1410 68 75 11.4 11. 8 12.7 Hipe Hipe 
.7 48 50 1040 1165 1395 1340 1405 1460 66 75 11,0 12. 4 13.0 Hipe Hipe 
>0 48 49 490 515 485 420 395 370 46 41 4.9 5. 5 3.9 Hipe Hipe 
(Dead (Dead 
:9 50 50 700 930 1070 1280 1520 1665 65 73 12.0 12. 6 13.3 (Hipe (Hipe 
iO 49 48 775 910 1010 1220 1450 1525 64 72 10.8 11. 5 12.5 n !T 
=8 50 49 615 850 1130 1275 1390 1530 64 70 10.5 11. 0 12.1 n T1 
=8 49 46 820 960 1180 1150 1230 1470 62 66 10.4 10. 8 11.5 n n 
8 48 47 670 760 1025 1170 1350 1515 63 70 11.5 11.5 12.0 
0 49 49 710 855 1050 1240 1340 1360 63 68 10.7 10.5 11.0 
2 35 27 860 1015 1145 1360 1085 720 60 52 9.0 10.3 7.5a 
8 50 49 395 410 460 425 370 305 44 40 5.2 6.4 5.5 Hipe Ripe 
7 0 0 440 570 75b 45b None None 48 Ncce 6.4 1.5c IJone Green None 
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"below" fertilized rows, #4 being more retarded than #5 
because of the narrow spread of the fertilizer located 
"1 inch below" the seed at the planting. All of the 
"above" fertilized rows to the left of the "below" rows 
in the photograph are evidencing good growth, since 
rains occtirred to leach the soluble salts down around the 
roots but not soon enough after planting to injure the 
germination. Reference to the rainfall table shows that 
6 days after the test was started (on June 6), it rained 
1.16 inches and again on June 11, it rained 1»25 inches. 
(Dhis stimulation predominated thruout the season, as is 
apparent in photograph 9, which was taken on July 20, 
at the time of the second harvest. I'his photograph siiows 
the test from th.e high application end, with the border 
rows cut away. She row in the center showing small 
growth, is the check (#8) and the rows immediately to the 
left are the "above" fertilized rows, then come the 
"below" rows, while to the immediate right of the check 
are the "side" fertilized rows. All of the "side" treat­
ments gave good growth thruout the season with no retard­
ation of germination and no depression of early growth. 
Previous tests have shown this response to be time of 
other soil types with various crops and seasons. If the 
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season had been dry tho» then the "ahove" fertilized rows 
would undoubtedly here failed to give the good response 
to the fertilisers T;hich they did. The great solubility 
of the fertilizer raixture aided the "above" rows tremend­
ously too, for Ammo-Phos plus Mariate of Potash was used, 
the ammonia and potash "being ic eg.ual proportions* Ihe 
maturity differences are classified as green, ripe, and 
dead ripe« Ihe data in the table again show the bad 
effects of high applications of concentrated, readily 
soluble, chemical fertilisers distributed "direct contact 
in the seed rows" or "mixed with the soil in the seed 
row". 
Soot Srov/th Study* 
Ihis study of fertilizer effects upon root growth 
was suggested in the diffusion worli; by the observation 
of an apparent tendeaoy of roots to spread out beyond 
the fertilizer zone, when the latter is located "belo?; 
the hill", and then downward (see photograph 10)• Corn 
was planted in the center of wire baskets in 4 gallon 
pots containing a loam and allowed to grow with the roots 
intertwining with the mesh of crosswires of the baskets# 
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Eence, the roots were retsined in their normal growth dir-
eorfcions after the supporting soil had been washed aTjay. 
Taricus locations of the coamercial E-12-2 fertilizer 
relatire to the hills were then m&de at the rate of 200 
potindE per acre and different niethods of watering the 
pots were followed. She test vjas started on January 
27 and ended on iSarch 51. Photographs 11, 12, and IS 
show the root develOviaent as retained bj the baskets for 
the different treatments of the capillary watered pots-
In photograph 13, the actual positions of the fertilizer 
are more clearly defined by insertions of cotton batting, 
after the unaolested root grov/th had been photographed (12). 
A decided outward growth of the roots v/as fotmd 
in all of the baslcets v;here the fertilizer sore was locat­
ed directly "below the hill"» This tendency v/as greater 
in the capillary watered pots than in the surface water­
ed ones. S-he high concentration of the salts probably 
es:plains the negative growth noveBient, because roots prob­
ably respond to their environment much like siicro-organ-
isms, v/hich seek the optimun conditions of food nutrients 
as well as noistiire, temperature, etc. Concerning appli­
cations of acid phosphate located "below the hill", no 
injurious root growths were found and only a stimulated 
development appeared. She tendency for restriction and 
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negatlve movement seems to be associated with the concen­
trated soluble chemical fertilizers and occurs primarily 
dtiring the first few days of the seedling growth. Under 
average field conditions too, these "below the hill" or 
"below the row" applications probably wotild not attract 
the same degree of bacterial activity (ammonification, 
nitrification, etc.) that the "side" applications v;orild 
get. The resiats of some investigations concLncted at this 
station recently by liu (26) indicate this fact. Further 
the "side" applications would be in a position where cul­
tivation of the crop (corn, potatoes, etc.) could niz the 
fertilizer thru the soil and keep it v/ell-aerated for 
better bacterial activity. 
Fertilizer Diffusion Studies. 
5wo series of fertilizer diffusion studies were 
nin in the greenhouse. The first one was conducted during 
the winter of 1922 with 10 cropped boxes and the second 
one during the following winter with 6 uncropped boxes. 
Various hill locations of acid phosphate and a complete 
S-12-S fertilizer were applied in the different boxes at 
500 poTinds per acre, but with the same kind of hill loca­
tion in all of the compartments of a given box (see 
T A B L E  IZ 
Series I; Greenhouse Study of Phosphorus Movement in a Loam Soil 
with Irregular Surface Watering of the Boxes. 
Box Number 
:Looa- : 
:tion : Percent of ' Total Phosphorus in Soil, sampled after 
and 
Fertilizer Treatment 
:of : 
:Samples: 
1. 
week 
: ^ ^ ; 4 
:woeks;week8 rweeks 
: ^ ; 
:week8: 
8 
woeks 
: 10 : 12 
:weoks:weeks 
f 
• 
: Average 
#1 
(0-16-0) 
Hear of Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.132 
.271 
.131 
.132 
.463 
.133 
.135 
.410 
.127 
.133 
.332 
.129 
.136 
.291 
.135 
.138 
.296 
.127 
.136 
.284 
.130 
.133 
.328 
.134 
.134 
.334 
.131 
42. 
(0-16-0) 
Broadcast 
Surface) 
Soil ) 
Subsoil 
.262 
.136 
.248 
.131 
.274 
.140 
.833 
.134 
.872 
.141 
.253 
.132 
.270 
.143 
.266 
.148 
.860 
.137 
(0-16-0) 
1" Below Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.132 
.150 
.136 
.136 
.395 
.138 
.131 
.326 
.138 
.187 
.319 
.140 
.133 
.312 
.136 
.136 
.281 
.134 
.135 
.255 
.139 
.136 
.825 
.135 
.133 
.203 
.137 
#4 
(0-16-0) 
l" Above Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.133 
.354 
.134 
.140 
.312 
.135 
.137 
.297 
.134 
.138 
.303 
.131 
.140 
.336 
.135 
.143 
.302 
.139 
.139 
.318 
.136 
.143 
.319 
.139 
.139 
.310 
.135 
#5 Above .133 .131 .132 .138 .135 .140 .133 .139 .134 
(0-16-0) Below .302 .410 ,327 .404 .339 .401 .403 .«07 ,375 
Sides of Hill Sides .132 .137 .140 .139 .134 .138 .134 .142 .137 
#6 Above .134 .142 .137 .140 .143 .142 .132 .126 .137 
(3-12-3) Below .151 .286 ,229 .246 .222 .197 .194 .210 .217 
Rear of Hill Sides .124 .128 .126 .123 .130 .126 .119 .123 .125 
• I • I I I I ^ y 
#7 Soil ) .202 .197 .197 .192 .100 .194 .191 .195 .195 
(3-12-3) Subsoil .130 .142 .135 .140 .142 .132 .131 .135 .137 
Broadcast 

(0-16-0) 1 
Broadcast Subsoil .136 .131 .140 .134 .141 .132 .143 .148 .137 
#3 
(0-16-0) 
1" Below Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.132 
.160 
.136 
.136 
.395 
.138 
.131 
• 326 
.138 
.127 
.319 
.140 
.133 
.312 
.136 
.136 
.281 
.134 
.135 
.255 
.139 
.136 
.225 
.135 
.133 
.283 
.137 
#4 
(0-16-0) 
1" Above Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.133 
.364 
.134 
.140 
.312 
.136 
.137 
.297 
.134 
.138 
.303 
.131 
.140 
.336 
.136 
.143 
.302 
.139 
.139 
.318 
.136 
.143 
.319 
.139 
.139 
.318 
.135 
#6 
(0-16-0) 
Sides of Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.133 
.302 
.132 
.181 
.418 
.137 
.132 
.327 
.140 
.132 
.404 
.139 
.135 
.339 
.134 
.140 
.401 
.138 
.133 
.403 
.134 
.139 
.«07 
.142 
.134 
.376 
.137 
#6 
(3-12-3) 
Rear of Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.134 
.151 
.124 
.142 
.286 
.128 
.137 
.229 
.126 
.140 
.246 
.123 
.143 
.222 
.130 
.142 
.197 
.126 
.132 
.194 
.119 
.126 
.210 
.123 
.137 
.217 
.125 
#7 
(3-12-3) 
Broadcast 
Surface) 
Soil ) 
Subsoil 
.202 
.138 
.197 
.142 
.197 
.135 
.192 
.140 
.188 
.142 
.194 
.132 
.191 
.131 
.195 
.135 
.195 
.137 
#8 
(3-12-3) 
1" Below Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.127 
.142 
.123 
.134 
.202 
.132 
.140 
.196 
.130 
.133 
.216 
.135 
.141 
.227 
.132 
.137 
.212 
.130 
.127 
.194 
.128 
.132 
.171 
.124 
.134 
.195 
.129 
#9 
(3-12-3) 
1" Above Hill 
Abovo 
Bolow 
Sides 
.143 
.274 
.128 
.142 
.262 
.126 
.142 
.284 
.130 
.145 
.269 
.123 
.149 
.270 
.129 
.148 
.289 
.130 
.152 
.274 
.123 
.137 
.286 
.121 
.145 
.276 
.126 
#10 
(3-12-3) 
Sides of Hill 
Above 
Below 
Sides 
.129 
.174 
.133 
,144 
.204 
.134 
.137 
.209 
.128 
.130 
.198 
.127 
.137 
.225 
.131 
.131 
.209 
.128 
.128 
.191 
.128 
.142 
.162 
.129 
.135 
.197 
.130 

T A B L E  1 3  
Series I; Greenhouse Study of tho Types of Pliosphorus 
Diffusing thru a Loam Soil with Irregular 
Surfaoe Watering of the Boxes. 
Box Number Time of 
• 
• 
;Total Phos-
• • 
• • 
:Citrate SolublsiWater Soluble 
and Sampling after :phoru8 in :Phosphorus in :Pho8phoms in 
Fertilizer Treatments Starting :Soil Sample ;3oil Sample ;Soil Sample 
: 
1 
•
 
•
 
i : > 
#1 1 weelc .302 .128 .0006 
(0-16-0) 8 weeks .457 .176 .0008 
Rear of Hill 3 f t  .420 .177 .0006 
"Below" sample 4 I t  .368 .154 .0007 
6 I t  .310 .132 .0010 
8 t t  .308 .140 .0005 
10 I f  .307 .123 .0008 
12 I f  .344 .146 .0005 
#s 1 week .278 .082 .0006 
(0-16-0) 2 Weeks .259 .082 .0005 
Broadcast 3 I t  .265 .078 .0005 
"Surfaoe soil" 4 11 .256 .081 .0006 
sample 6 11 .287 .084 .0005 
8 I f  .250 .075 .0005 
10 I f  .282 .080 .0006 
12 I t  • 245 .071 .0005 
#3 1 week .168 .088 .0008 
(0-16-0) 2 weeks .393 .147 .0009 
1" Below Hill 3 11 .329 .124 .0009 
"Below" sample 4 I t  .316 .115 .0008 
6 I t  • 324 .152 .0010 
8 I f  .276 .112 .0007 
10 I f  .257 .118 .0008 
12 I t  .238 .122 .0007 

Fertilizer Treatments ;Starting :§oil Sample .•Soil Sample :Soil Saniple 
• 
• : : % : i 
#1 
(0-16-0) 
1 week .302 .128 .0006 
2 weeks .457 .176 • 0008 
Rear of Hill 3 I t  .420 .177 .0006 
"Below" sample 4 II  .358 .154 .0007 
6 I t  .310 .132 .0010 
8 I t  .308 .140 .0005 
10 I f  .307 .123 .0008 
12 I f  .344 .146 .0005 
H 1 week .278 .082 .0006 
(0-16-0) 2 Weeks .259 .082 .0005 
Broadcast 3 I t  .265 .078 .0005 
"Surface soil" 4 t t  .256 .081 .0006 
sample 6 11 .287 .084 .0005 
8 I f  • 250 .075 .0005 
10 II  .282 .080 .0006 
12 11 • 245 • 071 .0005 
#3 1 week .168 .088 .0008 
(0-16-0) 2 weeks .393 .147 .0009 
1" Below Hill 3 f t  .329 .124 .0009 
"Below" sample 4 f l  .316 .115 .0008 
6 II  • 324 .152 .0010 
8 I f  .276 • 112 .0007 
10 I f  .257 .118 .0008 
12 I f  .238 .122 .0007 
#6 1 wo ok .319 .156 .0008 
(0-16-0) fl weeks .395 .167 .0007 
Sides of Hill 3 I f  .340 • 132 .0006 
"Below" sample 4 II  . .409 • 175 .0008 
6 I t  .345 • 164 .0008 
8 II  .410 .172 .0009 
10 II  .399 .166 .0009 
12 11 .406 .177 .0009 

T A B L S 14 
Series II: Effects of Soil Type and Methods of 
•upon Phosphorus diffusion. 
Box Himber 
:Method of 
:Watering 
iLccation: 
:of : 
Percent of Total Phosphorus in 
and 
soil Type 
:tlxe 
iBozes 
:Samples ; 
4 days 
• • 
• • 
: 11 days: 
• 
• 
18 days: 
• 
25 days: i 
#1 
Webster 
loam 
Surface Above 
Below 
Sides 
.089 
.800 
.089 
.097 
.540 
.101 
.093 
.475 
.090 
.090 
.410 
.104 
#2 
Webster 
loam 
Combination Above 
Below 
Sides 
.080 
.160 
.100 
.103 
.200 
.103 
.089 
.180 
.092 
.107 
.177 
.112 
#3 
Webster 
loam 
Capillary Above 
Below 
Sides 
.090 
.148 
.089 
.120 
.150 
.107 
.144 
.140 
.092 
.150 
.132 
.105 
#4 
Miami 
silt loam 
S-urface Above 
Below 
Sides 
.068 
.440 
.066 
.085 
.334 
.085 
.080 
.305 
.068 
.070 
.270 
.079 
#5 
Miami 
silt loam 
Combination Above 
Below 
Sides 
.079 
.217 
.079 
.097 
.194 
.083 
.105 
.205 
.085 
.110 
.160 
.095 
#6 
Miami 
silt loam 
Capillary Above 
Below 
Sides 
,080 
.124 
.065 
.137 
.113 
.087 
.172 
.120 
.098 
.210 
.096 
.095 
c 

T A B L 2 14 
Cts of Soil Type and iiethods of Watering the Boxes 
Phosphorus Diffusion. 
Percent of Total Phosphorus in Soil, sanpled after 
• • 
• • 
b: 11 days: 
• 
• 
18 da:9s; 25 days 
« 
• 
: 32 days 
• • 
• • 
: 39 days ; 46 days 
• 
• 
: 53 days 
I 
: Averap^e 
.097 .093 .090 .100 .100 .095 .089 .094 
.540 .475 .410 .390 .282 .240 .205 .418 
.101 .090 .104 .104 .103 .100 .100 .099 
.103 .089 .107 .105 .103 .103 .100 .099 
, .200 .180 .177 .142 .153 .145 .150 .163 
.103 .092 .112 .110 .109 .105 .105 .104 
.120 .144 .150 .160 .217 .238 .250 .171 
.150 .140 .132 .126 .110 .107 .095 .126 
.107 .092 .105 .106 .102 .100 .100 .100 
.085 .080 .070 .084 .070 .075 .065 .075 
.334 .305 .270 .283 .245 .250 .225 .294 
.085 .068 .079 .072 .070 .070 .065 .072 
.097 .105 .110 .115 .126 .125 .100 .107 
.194 .205 .150 .168 .166 .160 .153 .178 
.083 .085 .095 .105 .100 .095 .105 .093 
.137 .172 .210 .240 .230 .245 .235 .194 
.113 .120 .096 .089 .085 .070 .060 .095 
.087 .098 .095 .100 .089 .088 .087 .089 

T A B L E  3 ^  
Serlea II; Phosphorus and Nitrogen Diffusion. 
;Method of :Location of •.Total Phos- ;Toial Nitro-
Box Number:Wat©ring :Samples ;Time of Samplingtphorus in ;gen in Soil 
and :the Boxes ;after Starting iSoil Sample :Sample 
: Soil Typo • • : % 
#1 Daily "Below" 4 days .795 .780 
Webster Surface the 11 If .560 .610 
loam Watering Fertilizer 10 tl .442 .600 
Zone S5 It .355 .530 
32 fl .386 .544 
39 If .283 .540 
46 If .186 .450 
53 ir .200 .420 
#3 Continuous "Above" 4 days .095 .420 
y/ebster Capillary the 11 11 .107 .440 
loam WaterIng Fertiliser 10 II .130 .450 
Zone 25 If .133 .440 
32 If .147 .460 
39 11 .192 .444 
46 II .210 .440 
53 It .227 .450 
#4 Daily "Below" . 4 days .400 .464 
Miami Surface the 11 tl .280 .430 
silt Watering Fertilizer 18 11 .257 .304 
loam Zone 25 tf .238 .280 
32 If • 246 .290 
39 II .178 .260 
46 If .185 .260 
53 If .165 .240 
#6 Contimious "Above" 4 days 'P®? *^^9 

#1 Daily "Below" 4 da^s .795 .780 
Webster Surface the 11 .560 .610 
loam Watering Fertilizer 18 tl .442 .600 
25 one 85 II .355 .530 
32 fl .386 .544 
39 ir .283 .540 
46 It .186 .450 
53 If .800 .420 
#3 Continuous "Above" 4 days .095 .420 
Webster Capillary the 11 II .107 .440 
loam Water ing Pertiliaer 18 II .130 .450 
Zone 85 If .133 .440 
32 It .147 .460 
39 11 .192 .444 
46 II .210 .440 
53 If .227 .450 
#4 Daily "Below" 4 days .400 .464 
Miami Surface the 11 IT .280 .430 
silt Watering Fertilizer 18 If .257 .304 
loam Zone 26 
32 
39 
46 
53 
ft 
H 
It 
If 
It 
.238 
.246 
.178 
.185 
.165 
• 280 
.290 
.260 
.260 
.240 
#6 Gontimious "Above" 4 da^s .080 .240 
Miami Capillary the 11 .145 .280 
silt Watering Fertilizer 18 If .166 .288 
loam 2one 25 11 .180 .280 
32 If .199 .289 
39 IT .195 .260 
46 If .195 .244 
53 If .203 .266 
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photograph 16)• The cropped boxes grew corn. All of the 
boxes in the first series were surface watered, but in 
the second series 2 soil types and 5 systems of watering 
were used. The general outlines of the series are shown 
in tables 12, IS, 14 and 15, which also give the results 
of laboratory determinations relative to the diffusion of 
the fertilizer salts thru the soil as influenced by the 
different systems of watering, etc. The soil samples on 
which these tests were made, were secured on succesEive 
dates after starting the studies from a new compartment 
in oadh box and in definite locations relative to the 
respective fertilizer zones. In the broadcast boxes, only 
two samples were taken, one from the surface soil with 
which the fertilizer had previously been thoroly mixed in 
true broadcast fashion and the other from the subsoil 
which received no fertilizer# In all of the hill ferti­
lized boxes, no neitter v/hether the fertilizer was applied 
"above", "below", "to the rear", or "at the sides" of 
the seed at planting, three soil samples v;ere taken as 
follows: {a) the soil layer from 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches 
directly above the fertiliser 2on«; (b) the same soil 
layer directly below the gone; and (c) the soil on all 
sides of the fertilizer zone from 1/2 to 1 1/2 inches 
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away horizontally, 
A study of the tables shows the following facts; 
(a) The soluble phosphorus fertilizer moved downrard v.-ith 
the surface watering, ("b) Likewise, it aoved upward with 
the capillary watering# (c) The downward leaching move­
ment was more pronounced than the upward capillary move­
ment. (d) The most rapid and greatest movement took place 
in the "above the hill" fertilized boxes, (e) The least 
rapid and weakest movement occurred in the "below" the hill" 
fertilized boxes, (f) The larger part of this movement 
took place during the first wee^ or tv.o ini-nediately 
X 
following the starting of the studies. In fact, the ne.2i-
mm was frequently indicated for the soil sampled first, 
with a gradual decline in the percents foimd in the later 
samples, (g) The movement of nitrogen was found to be 
similar to that of phosphorus, (h) At least half or more 
of the original fertilizer applications remained at the 
conclusion of the studies in their respective zones. This 
fertilizer appeared granxLLar and identical to the orig­
inal mterial, only of course the soluble salts had been 
largely leached away. Apparently therefore, the soluble 
salts will move down around the plant roots vjhen generous 
rains occur, but the larger portion of the fertilizer 
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application reaeiKs exactly where originally located. 
Photographs 37 and 38 verify these findings tinder actxsal 
field conditions, fhe glass frames shown in photographs 
14 and 15 also bring out these fertilizer salt movements 
very forcibly, as affecting seed germination v^hen in­
fluenced by surface and capillary watering. 
Conclusions to Part I« 
A general study of the data presented in Part I, 
shows first of all that fertilizer applications located 
"direct contact in the hill" or "direct contact in the 
drill-row" with seed are apt to be very in^'urious to the 
best germination of the seed# Various factors, such as 
rainfall, soil t::pe, kind of seed, kind of fertilizer, 
etc. obviously modify the injury obtained, but the general 
conclusion holds. Very small amounts of the concentrated, 
readily-soluble, chemical fertilizers are injurious too, 
and these amounts are often saaller than the rates for 
which the fertilizer attachments upon our present day 
seeding machines are capable of adjustment. Shese find­
ings are in perfect accord v.ith the writer's previous 
work in Heiv Jersey and v.'ith all of the other recent in-
vestig&tioris along the line# The low applisations give 
retaried gernination, but the high ones cause inhibition 
of germination. She injury is a progressive one, increas­
ing directly with the fertilizer application. Therefore, 
for the safe gemination of all kinds of seed under all 
conditions of cliniate and soil, the distribution of ferti­
lizers "direct contact" either in the hill or in the row 
with the seed must he changed. Those planters 7;ith ferti­
lizer attachiaents so designed, either to cause or to per­
mit this "direct contact" application of the fertilizer 
with the seed, are unconditionally condanned and must be 
redesigned. 
In place of the "direct contact" method of 
fertilizer application, there are several other methods of 
localized distribution. The "aibove the hill or drill-row", 
the "below the hill or drill-row", and the "sides of hill 
or drill-row" methods seem most promising. Because of a 
direct dependence of the first two methods upon climatic 
conditions and other variable factors, the "above" and the 
"below" locations are felt to be impractical for future 
fertilizing practices. Therefore, the "sides" method of 
fertilizer distribution remains as the best solution of 
the problem for all crops sown in hills or rows with wide 
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intervals betv/een the stiecessiTe rows* Sorizontal diffusion 
of salts is very slow too and hence the "sides" method 
proves safe to geriainatior). V.'hat is just as importsnt, 
however, is that the fertilizer is located in the immediate 
proziinity of the young seedling's branching roots to furn­
ish immediately sufficient plant-food to permit of a good 
crop yield and early maturity. Therefore, this "sides" 
method of localized fertilizer distribution is recommended. 
As another possible method of such localised 
fertilizer distribution - a method which is certainly 
better than the "direct contact" location but not entire­
ly free of dangers to gemination - the "mized 'Alth the 
soil in the hill or drill-row" method is suggested. ?rom 
the standpoint of localized fertilization to promote the 
best growth, this method should be almost ideal. However, 
with very high applications of concentrated, readily-
soluble chemical fertilizers, the method v/ill cause marked 
germination injury. Such injury has often been found 
with the method so the writer hesitates to reeom.'aend its 
adoption* As long as moderate amounts of non-caustic 
fertilizers are applied by this method thru an efficiaat 
attachment, good results should be secured. However, with 
the tendency of the fertilizer industry in the direction 
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of very concentrated materials and with the farmers' 
attempts to apply increasingly larger amounts as local­
ized applications, the adoption of this type of attaeh-
i ment does not seen wise. If the linitations of the method 
I 
I 
I could be accurately understood by all parties concerned 
j and if farmers v/ould be willing to split their large 
t 
fertiliser atiplications betv.cen localized and broadcast 
! 
i methods, then the "mixed in the row" nethod night be 
1 
I considered satisfactory. Under the eslstir-g conditions, 
I I 
I ha?ever, the "sides" method alone is recomaended for 
i localized fertilizer applications. 
' PARI II 
I Pield fertilizer Experimente (machine planted) 
Oats on the Agronomy ?srm - 1922 
This oats experiment represented a study of 
methods of applying fertilizers, chiefly the usual prac­
tice of "drilled in t he rov/s. direct contact v;ith the seed" 
compared i?ith "drilled as a separate operation to the 
seeding" or "broadcast"> as labeled in the photographs 
fhe writer is indebted to the Soils Department 
of the Iowa State College for planning and 
starting this field test vdth oats and that 
with corn in 1922, prior to his arrival in Imes, 
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and in table 16, •which, gives the results of the test. 
A Peoria-Union fertilizer grain drill was used, thus 
providing plots of single drill width or 7 feet each. 
The length of the plots at harvest isas 84D feet, except 
plots 14 and 16 which received a double seeding in two 
spots (see photograph 20 with the white stakes narking 
sanie) and had to be corrected to 542 and 754 feet re­
spectively* The test vjas started on April 20, 1922, and 
harvested July 18th« logren oats (an Iowa selection of 
the Grreen Russian) were seeded at the rate of S bushels 
per acre and Shield Brand Jiedium Red Clover at 8 pounds 
per acre at an average depth of 1 1/2 inches# The ferti­
lizer treatments varied as indicated in the table, 200 
pounds per acre of 16^^ acid phosphate being taken as the 
basic or normal application and all of the other ferti­
lizers applied to carry eauivalent ?205 content. There­
fore, the highest amount of fertilizer applied, was the 
2 Eonnal 2-12-2 on plot 20, which was 654 pounds per 
acre. Obviously the "drilled in row" applications were 
the same depth as the seed {1 1/2 inches), but the "broad­
cast" applicatiorjs were drilled only to moisture or 
approximately l/2 to S/4 inch deep. The soil type was 
mainly Carrington loam running into the Webster lorn at 
T A B L E  1 6  
Oats Fertilizer Study on Agronomy Farm -
Actual Harvest Hesults Karv jrertiiizer Treatments 
^ P er Plot Weig 
Plot Ave, :Tesi :Wt. :Wt. I per 
50. Analysis Application Plant :Wt. :of :of : Total 
Ht. ;of ;Grain :Straw;Weight iitravs 
•.Grain: 
in. : lbs .: lbs. ; lbs. : lbs. lbs. 
1 None Check 
in row ijz K* 
21 30 127 103 230 763 
2 2-12-2 Drilled 29 31 211 189 400 1400 
3 0-12-2 IT M IT *t 28 31 225 205 430 1518 
4 0-16-0 f t  " TT K 27 31 241 229 470 1697 
5 lone Check 24 30 150 110 260 815 
6 2-12-2 Drilled in row N 29 31 246 244 490 1808 
7 0-12-2 n Tt TT 30 31 273 257 530 1904 
8 0-16-0 n n n 28 31 249 221 470 1637 
9 None Check 23 30 201 159 360 1178 
10 2-12-2 Broadcast 1/2 N 27 30 218 152 370 1126 
11 0-12-2 n n tf 27 30 230 190 420 1408 
12 0-16-0 ft TT ft 24 30 178 162 340 1200 
13 17one Check 21 30 145 125 270 926 
14 •• 2-12-2 Broadcast N 27 29 103 97 200 1765 
16** 0-12-2 rt n  28 30 172 128 300 1056 
16 0-16-0 ft fT 24 30 179 141 320 1045 
17 ITone Check 
in row 1/4 N 
21 29 145 125 270 926 
18 0-16-0 Drilled 26 30 196 194 390 1437 
19 0-16-0 Drilled in row 2 N 25 30 251 259 510 1919 
20 2-12-2 Drilled in row 2 H 29 30 280 270 550 2000 
21 None Check 21 Discarded as border 
* N = Normal application of 800 poimds of 16% acid phosphate p 
** Shorter plots than the others, due to accidental double-seed 
*** Assumed check yields, since Plot 21 was discarded as border. 
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er Study on Agronomy Farm - 1922. 
al Har?rest Hesiilts 
per Plot 
Harvest :Acre :Checlc 
Weights :Yields:Yields 
per Acre :of :per 
Acre :Ferti- :Acre Yields 
Increascciizing :over Average 
of :Method :of Checfcs Bsz :Wt« :Wt, : 
t. :of ;of :Total 
f :Grain:Straw:Weight 
rain: : : 
: :Grain :Acre 
Straw:Grain:(32#) : 
• • • 
• • • 
Grain rJavoredrSrain :Straw 
:by In- : (35.6):f922) 
:crease : 
Lbs.: lbs.: lbs.: lbs. lbs.: lbs.: bu, : bti. bu. : : bu. : lbs. 
30 127 103 230 763 941 29.4 29.4 
31 211 189 400 1400 1564 48.8 30.7 18.1 Drilled 13,2 478 
31 225 205 430 1518 1667 52.1 32.0 20.1 Drilled 16,5 596 
31 241 229 470 1697 1785 55.8 33.3 22.5 Drilled 20,2 775 
30 150 110 260 815 1112 34.7 34.7 
31 246 244 490 1808 1823 52.0 37.7 14.3 16,4 886 
31 273 257 530 1904 2024 63.3 40.7 22.6 Drilled 27,7 982 
31 249 221 470 1637 1845 52.7 43.7 9.0 Drilled 17,1 715 
30 201 159 360 1178 1490 46.7 46.7 
30 218 152 370 1126 1615 50.4 43.4 7.0 14.8 204 
30 230 190 420 1408 1704 53.2 40,1 13.1 17,6 486 
30 178 162 340 1200 1319 41.2 36.9 4.3 6,6 278 
30 145 125 270 926 1075 33.6 33.6 
29 103 97 200 1765 1875 58.6 33.6 25.0 Broadcast 23.0 843 
30 172 128 300 1056 1419 44.3 33.6 10.7 8.7 134 
30 179 141 320 1045 1326 41.4 33.6 7.8 5.8 123 
29 145 125 270 926 1075 33.6 33.6 
30 196 194 390 1437 1452 45.4 33.6*** 11.8 9.8 515 
30 251 259 510 1919 1860 58.1 33.6*** 24.5 22.5 997 
30 280 270 550 2000 2075 64.8 33.6*** 31.2 29.2 1078 
Discarded as border 
unds of 16^ acid phosphate per acre, taten as basis for applications, 
ue to accidental double-seeding in two spots which were discarded, 
21 was discarded as border. 
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the lower end of the plots. All of the plots had "been 
limed with 2 tons of groTond mine-rtm rock lire stone in 
the early spring previous to starting the test, "but soil 
sanples taiiai the following fall shovjed acidity on niost 
of the field. Photographs 17 to 20 inclusive show soae 
of the plots of this oats' experiment at harvest, "but 
fail completely to bring out the degree of maturity which 
•was evidenced by the depth of yellow color. All the fer­
tilized plots matured earlier than the checlis andaaong the 
former, the 2-12-2 and 0-12-2 ripened from 4 to 7 days 
ahead of the 0-16-0 and from 7 to 10 days earlier than 
the checks* The 0-16-0 was S to 6 days earlier than the 
checks. Apparently, therefore, this particular soil 
during this season responded to the potash fertilizer 
when used with the phosphate. Further, all of the "drilled 
in row" fertilizer treatments .uatured 3 to 6 days earlier 
than the "broadcast" treatments. 
Stjidyiiig the harvest yields, the follov.li:g 
facts seem evident. Drilli-g the fertilizer "direct con­
tact in the seed rows" in the customary runner is cer­
tainly "better than drilling the feirtilizer as a "separate 
operation to the seeding" (termed "broadcast" in the 
table and photographs) on the day of seeding, for the 
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range of fertilizer applications tised, Five out of the 
six comparisons substantiate this conclusion. Such a 
result does not nean, however, that true broadcasting 
(using a line sower and discing the fertilizer in, for 
instance) isay not prove eaual or even superior to the 
"drilled in row" method under other conditions. Unq.ues-
tionably there is an initial retardation of germination 
and perhaps some inhibition in all "drilled in the row" 
treatments. Reference to photogrt^rjhs 22 to 25 of the 
winter wheat, proves this point and clearly emphasizes 
the ever-attendant danger of such practices. Obviously 
fertilisation with acid phosphate alone or with siaall 
amounts of complete high-analysis fertilizers is fairly 
safe, because of the narrow interval between rows, but 
large applications of readily-soluble complete fertilizers 
or of materials like Cyanamid "direct contact in the seed 
rows" must be objected to and probably so:ner or later 
changed. Undoubtedly v;e shall come to apply them either 
earlier than the day of seeding or broadcast v.lth a lime-
sower, or if applied at the s;..me time and in the same 
operation with the seeding, the delivery pipes v.lll be 
divided so that the fertilizer is sown in a separate furrow 
to the seed. She Patric patented furrow opener is so 
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designed, locating the fertiliser in a separate farrow 
"^rell beneath the seed," so as to eliminate all danger 
of germination injxary. (Ehe v/riter, while recognizing this 
patent as a distinct advance over the fiirraw openers cja 
the market todaj^ and certcinly v/orthy of careful inTesti-
gation, is dubious about the safeguard to germination 
in seasons of drj weather follo^^ajng the plar^ting --.'hen the 
capillary water nay more the soluble fertili,^er salts up 
around the seed and thus affect their gemination. Hxm-
erous tests conducted in Jersey shov.'efi in.jury to ger­
mination under this method of applying the fertiliser 
and photographs 8, 14 and 15 of com germination studies 
here at the Iowa State College shov/ the sane effects. 
Hote the data in table 3, too, verifying this vsry point. 
According to the writer's esiperience, "side" locations 
alone of the fertiliser iTOve safe to germination under 
all conditions of iveather. Whether such locations are equal 
to or better than the "drilled in the row" locations is 
an tinanswered question as yet. In the next study on the 
Dodds farm an attempt was laade to ansver this question. 
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Oats on the Podds Parm - 1925> 
A very extensive stTifly of the varioiss methods 
of applying fertilizers to cereal crops was incorporated 
in this oats experiment. Tahle 17 gives the outline of 
the 825)6riment vdth the harvest results secured by the 
sampling method indicated in photograph 21, The proced­
ure was to harvest S samples per plot, each of 25 square 
feet, the areas "feeing located near the ends and in the 
zaiddle of the plots# These samples were then shipped 
to Ames for threshing by a snail pov;er threshing machine 
and the weights determined. This expcrriment was seeded on 
April 16 and 17, 1925 and harvested July 13 and 14. logren 
oats were drilled at the rate of S bushels per acre \7ith a 
Van Brunt fertilizer grain drill and 8 quarts of Medium 
Red Clover sed sown at the same time. The soil is class­
ified as O'Beill loam and had been in corn during 1921 and 
1922. The stallcs on the end of the field where the experi­
ment was conducted, were thoroly chopped up with a rotary 
stalk cutter to provide an even seed-bed and to facil­
itate the better operation of the single-disc drill. Even 
this extra preparation failed to allovi? the successful 
operation of a"side-row" fertilizer attachement which 
had been designed and which tje-s to be compared with the 
Oats Fertilizer St; dj at 3odds ?ara 
Fertiliser Applications 
Hate 
Plot per 
No. Analysis Acre liethod 
1\>8. 
1 Check None 
2 2-12-2 100 Drilled in seed rows 
3 TT 100 Broadcast v;ith lime sower 
4 0-12-0 100 Broadcast with line sower 
5 n 100 Drilled in seed rows 
6 Check iJone 
7 0-12-0 400 Broadcast with lime sower 
8 TT 200 Drilled in seed rows 
9 0-12-2 200 Drilled in seed rows 
10 n 400 Lroadcast v/ith lime sower 
11 Check Hone 
12 0-12-2 100 Drilled in seed rows 
^ 13 Tt 100 Broadcas t v/ith lime sower 
14 100 Drilled as a separate operation to seeding (2" deep) 
15 »T 100 Drilled in seed rows deep) 
16 Check Uone 
^ 17 0-12-2 200 Drilled "aiDove"seed thru a second set of delivery x>i-Des 
» 18 Tt 200 Drilled as a separate operation to seeding (1/2" deep) 
^ 19 tt 200 Drilled as a separate operation to se-'ding (2" deep) 
? 20 TT 200 Drilled as a separate operation to seeding (4" deep) 
5 21 Check Uone 
2 22 0-12-0 200 Drilled as a separate operation to seeding (4" deep) 
5 23 200 Drilled "ahove" SQ3d thrn a second set of delivery pipes 
s 24 Tl 200 Drilled in seed rows (2^ deep) 
! 25 Check None 
i 25 2-12-2 200 Drilled in seed rows ( 2 "  deep) 
5 27 Tl 200 Drilled "above" seed thru a second set of delivery pipes 
i 28 TT 200 Drilled as a DeT)arat3 operation to seeding (4" deep) 
i 29 Check Eone 
I 30 2-12-2 400 Drilled in seed rows 
31 n 100 Drilled in seed rows 
32 Check Hone 

3r St: d7 at Dodds Fara — 19E3. 
:?est :Acti5al harvest Acre :Acre Increases 
it ions :Weight :'''eights per Plot Yields :of Gr&in calcul-
:of :Sanple Of :ated "by 
:Grain ;Straw: • • Grain:Check : Average 
:por :and : otraw:Grain f327)5rjelds or :of All 
rBiishel 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Grain: 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
:Interpo-
:lation 
:LIet>:od 
: Cheeks 
:Method 
• 
• 
: lbs. : ozs.: ozs. : OSS. : bu. : bu. 
32.0 80 50 30 34.1 
22.0 87 51 36 40.9 6.6 0.5 
31.5 76 45 30 34.1 -0.4 -6.2 
31.0 83 54 29 32.9 -1.9 -7.4 
33.0 82 48 34 38.6 3.5 -1.7 
31.0 78 47 31 35.2 
31.0 71 38 33 37.4 1.8 -2.9 
32.0 85 46 39 44.3 S.E 4.0 
31.0 84 46 38 43.1 6.6 2.8 
32.5 87 51 36 40.9 3.9 0 , 5  
31.0 80 47 33 37.4 
30.0 74 36 38 43.1 5.2 2.8 
30.0 84 51 33 37.4 -0.9 -2.9 
on to seeding (2" deep) 30.0 71 56 35 39.7 0.9 -0.6 
. )  32.0 92 51 41 46.5 7.3 6.2 
31.0 76 41 35 39.7 
icond set of deliyery -Diiaes 31.0 73 39 34 38.6 -1.6 -1.7 
.on to seeding (1/2" deep) 32.0 80 43 37 42.0 1.4 1.7 
.on to seeding (2" deep) 33.0 87 47 40 45.4 4.3 5.1 
on to seeding (4" deep) 31.0 92 50 42 47.7 6.2 7.4 
32.0 89 52 37 42.0 
on to seeding (4" deop) 30.0 99 53 46 52.2 9.4 11.9 
lecond set of delivery pipes 31.0 85 46 39 44.3 0.6 4.0 
)  32.0 105 57 48 54.5 10.0 14.2 
31.0 96 56 40 45.4 
> )  31.0 100 51 49 55.6 10.2 15.3 
lecond set of delivery pipes 31.0 99 54 45 51.1 5.7 10.8 
on to seeding (4" deep) 32.0 112 64 48 54.5 9.1 14.2 
31.0 93 53 40 45.4 
32.0 109 56 53 60.2 15.5 19.9 
33.0 97 56 41 46.5 2.6 6.2 
31.0 84 46 38 43.1 
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regular methods under field conditions. The attachment 
had operated satisfactorily in the laboratory soil "box 
! 
I used for testing purposes (photograph 60), but unquestion-
1 ably it v:ould be impractical in the field where com 
j 
stalks occur. It is hoped that some better design can be 
I 1 perfected for test, tho. 
I The broadcast applications of the fertilizers 
I 
were made with a Superior liraesower and then v^rked into 
i 
i the soil by the grain drill when seding the particular 
i 
' plots. All of the nachines used had been kindly loaned 
to the Agriculture1 Engineering Department of the college 
by the various manufacturers. The fertilizer attachments 
were carefully calibrated to apply the required amounts, 
but to increase the degree of accuracy of applications, 
the Knall rates were usually diluted T;ith sand to the 
I same bulk as the higher rates, thus permitting the same 
set of gate and speed ratio gears on drill or liaesower 
for all applications. This expedient was particularly 
adyantageoxis with the linesower where fine adjustments of 
the feeder were impossible. 
The acid phosphate treatments were reduced from 
0-16-0 to O-lE-0 in all cases too, so that the same drill 
or limesower set could be used as was employed in the 
i 
i 
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0-12-2 and 2-12-2 brands. ?or the special "above" ferti­
lizer treatments (see plots 17, 2S, and 27 in table 17), 
the delivery pipes of another drill were attached to this 
7an Brunt drill in saeh § way that the fertilizer deliv­
ered thru the extra set at the rear of the regular set 
and hence fell partly into the row in "direct contact 
with the seed" but chiefly "above the seed with soil in­
terposed" due to the so il rolling in before the ferti­
lizer T»as deposited. Further, it will be noted that the 
various rnethods of application have been repeated ^^Lth 
all of the fertilizer mixtures at several rates and that 
the similar treataents to be compared directly have been 
arranged as adjacent plots in most instances. Thus the 
actual plot yields my be compared directly without re­
sorting to interpolation raethods or other mathematical 
systems of interpretation. 
On the whole, this oats test failed to give the 
pronounced fertilizer responses and large differences for 
the various methods of application, that were expected. 
The soil type and the short growing season of oats probtbly 
largely explain the results. The responses are exceed­
ingly consistent thmout, however, and agree well ?/ith 
the wheat results. 
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Sxunasxizing the data, it seems safe to dxaw the 
following conclusions: 
(1) Drilling the fertilizer "direct contact in 
the seed row" with a grain drill ms better than "broad­
casting" the sane amount and kind of fertiliser iJdth a 
limesower, for the rates and analyses of fertilizer used 
in this test. 
(E) "Broadcast" applications of 100 pounds per 
acre failed entirely to give increased yields over the 
unfertilized checks and 400 pounds "broadcast" did not 
yield as lauch as 200 pounds drilled "direct contact in the 
seed rows". 
(S) Drilling the fertilizer as a "separate oper­
ation to the seeding" was slightly better than "broadcast­
ing" it with a liiaesower. neither method equaled the 
"direct contact in the seed row" method for this parti­
cular test# 
(4) Where the "separate operation" drilling 
method was used, the depth of fertilizer application rela­
tive to the seed appeared import£:nt« Shallow drilling 
of acid phosphate did not give the benefits that drilling 
the same fertilizer at the same depth as the seed or 
sligMy deeper did. 
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(5) Drilling the fertilizer "above" the seed 
thru a second set of delivery pipes in the same operation 
with the seeding gave very small "benefits or none at all 
according to the best comparison {plot 17 with plot 16, 
cheek). 
These shallow fertilizer applications therefore 
appear inefficient and uneconomical for oats growing and 
very probably for all cereals sown in the spring with 
short growing seasons. Ihe soil does not get stirred to 
work the fertilizers down around the crop roots and even 
heavy rains fail to diffuse the salts down in appreciable 
quantities to give masimum results. vVith fall applications 
to winter wheat or rye, a longer growth period is afford­
ed for realizing the fertilizing benefits thru rainfall, 
but even then the full benefits may not be secured, es­
pecially on heavy soil types. Drilling the fertilizer 
"direct contact in the seed rows" probably is best for 
oxtr present day practices in cereal fertilisation, pro­
vided too high rates of application of high-analysis read­
ily-soluble chemical fertilizers are not used. More will 
be said of this question ixnder the winter wheat ferti­
lizer studies. 
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Winter Wheat on the Agronomy Farm - 192g. 
This experiment was started on October 2, 1922, 
on the Agronomy Parm of the lov/a State College, Ames, Iowa. 
The study compared fertilisers of various analysis as to 
time, depth, method, and rate of application on ;7inter 
wheat on the Carrington loam* Some of the plots received 
only fall fertilization, others spring applications, and 
still others a combination of fall plus spring applica­
tions. The spring applications were made April 26, 1922« 
A special 2-12-2 mixture deriving its ammonia 1/2 from 
Calcixnn Cyanamid and 1/2 from dried blood, was prepared 
for comparison with the commercial 2-12-2 Big Crop brand 
obtained from the ArmoTir Fertilizer Company. 
The wheat seed used was lobred #1949 at the 
rate of 1 1/2 bushels per acre. Each plot was 1 drill 
strip wide (7 feet) and exactly 163.5 feet long, thus 
making plots of acre each. The wheat was harvest­
ed on July 12 and the crop from the entire plots thresh­
ed with the large threshing-machine of the department. 
It should be caid in passing that the fertilizer appli­
cations were made v/ith a Peoria-Union drill for the row 
methods and vfith a Peoria limesower for the broadcast. 
As in the oats experiment, the 0-16-0 acid phosphate 
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mizture was recuced to an 0-12-0 analjrsis, so that the 
same adjizstinent of feeds on the drill or the limesower 
eoTild "be used for the variotis an£l3rse8 (0-12-0, 0-12-2, 
and 2-12-2). The set of the gate on the drill was not 
changed when going from the 200 poxtnd rate to the 400 
potind rate or vice versa, but the speed gears alone were 
shifted to secure the proper speed of the feeds. This 
scheme was considered as nearly perfect for accuracy 
of fertilizer application by machine adjustment as can be 
obtained, becauce the speed gear rctios were simple frac­
tions and whole numbers of the lowest ratio in this parti­
cular machine (see machine study, plate 16) and their 
shift gave a much closer degree of accuracy than any re­
setting of the feed gate v;ould have permitted. 
Regarding rainfall, it may be said that there 
was 0.9S inches of rainfall on October 6, just 4 days 
after seeding; 0.28 " on the ISth; 2.15 on Hovember 1st 
and 2nd; 0.46" on the 3rd and 4th; and 1.27" on the ISth 
and I4th. Thus, the wheat received a good start in its 
fall growth and probably some of the "burning" effects of 
the fertilizers in direct contact with the seed in the row 
were reduced on that account. (See photographs 22, 22, 
24, and 25.) 
Winter 'rVheat fertilizer Sttidy on Agr 
Plot Fertilizer Treatments 
Bo. Application 
Analysis Rate 
per 
acre 
Time liethod 
lbs. 
1 Check ITone 
2 2-12-2 
(Cyanamid) 400 
3 Tf 400 
4 H 400 
5 It 400 
6 n 400 
7 Checic IJone 
8 0-12-2 400 
9 Tf 400 
10 n 200 
11 0-12-0 200 
12 n 400 
13 Tf 400 
14 Checl: Hone 
15 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 400 
16 n 400 
17 n 400 
18 n 400 
19 n 400 
20 »f 400 
21 Check I* one 
22 0-12-2 400 
23 f1 400 
24 TT 400 
25 0-12-0 400 
26 Tf 400 
27 Check ITone 
28 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 400 
29 n 200 
30 n 200 
0-12-2 200 
31 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 400 
32 n 400 
33 n 400 
34 Check Hone 
Day of seeding 
10 days before seeding 
10 days before seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
10 days before seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
10 days before seeding 
In th.e spring 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
10 days before seeding 
Day of seeding 
In the spring 
In the spring 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
In the spring 
Broadcast v/ith line sower 
Broadcast with lime sower 
Drilled 
Drilled as a separate oper: 
Drilled in seed rows 
Broadcast with lime sower 
Broadcast with lime sower 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled in seed rows 
Broadcast with line sower 
Broadcast '-/ith lime sower 
Broadcast with lime soT/er 
Broadcast with lime sower 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled 
Drilled as a separate operii 
Drilled 
Drilled 
Drilled as a separate operai 
Drilled in seed rov;s 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled 
Half drilled in seed ravs in fall 
Half drilled in spring 
Day of seeding Drilled in seed rov;s 
Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
In the spring Drilled 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
Day of seeding 
Drilled in seed rows (2" des 
Drilled as a separate operat 
Drilled as a separate operat 

^ A B L i 18 
ilizer Study on Agronony Paria - 1923. 
nts 
on 
liethod 
Aver-:Test :Actual Harvest 
age height :Vv'eiehts per 
£ejghts:of :?lot 
on :(irain : 
July 
3 
;por rStrajr: 
£ushel;and :Straw 
: :Grain: 
in. : lbs.:lbs.:lbs. 
: :Acre Increas-
: Acre res of Giain 
2i^ds icalcitoted "by 
;of jCfceclc :Aver-
rGrain iXields -^e of 
(60#) x!r5Tte>: All 
:tx)1s- .-checlcs 
:tion iistiiod 
itethod: 
bTi. : bi:. bii. 
37 61.5 120 70.0 50.0 31.6 
t VTith lime sower 57 61.5 150 90.0 60.0 38.0 6.3 4.2 
t with lime sower 38 61.5 150 88.0 62.0 39.2 7.4 5.4 
37 62.0 140 80.0 60.0 38.0 5.0 4.2 
as a separate operation to seeding 35 62.0 130 70.0 50.0 38.0 5.9 4.2 
in seed rows 39 62.0 130 75.0 55.0 34.8 2.5 1.0 
38 61.5 140 89.0 51.0 32.3 
t with lime sower 40 62.0 160 100.5 59.5 37.7 5.1 3.9 
t with lime sower 39 62.0 170 107.0 53.0 39.9 7.1 5.1 
in seed rows 41 62.0 170 99.5 70.5 44.5 11.5 10.8 
In seed rows 41 62.0 160 92.0 68.0 43.0 9.5 9.2 
t with line sower 41 62.0 170 107.5 62.5 39.6 5.9 5.8 
t with lime sower 40 62.0 160 98.0 62.0 39.2 5.3 5.4 
41 61.5 120 66.0 54.0 34.2 
t with lime sower 42 61.5 180 123.0 57.0 35.1 1.7 2.3 
t with lime sower 40 61.5 190 120.0 70.0 44.3 9.7 10.5 
In seed rows 41 62.0 200 133.5 66.5 42.1 7.2 8.3 
39 61.5 180 113.0 67.0 42.4 7.3 8.5 
IS a separate operation to seeding 40 61.5 190 122.0 58.0 43.0 7.5 9.2 
42 62.0 170 110.0 60.0 38.0 2.4 4.2 
41 62.0 140 83.5 56.5 35.8 
42 62.5 140 82.5 57.5 35.4 0.8 2.5 
IS a separate operation to seeding 42 61.5 180 121.0 59.0 *27 *2 t  m K /  2.0 3.5 
In seed rows 42 61.5 170 106.5 53.5 40.2 5.2 6.4 
Ln seed rows 43 62.0 170 109.0 61.0 38.6 3.9 4.8 
42 62.0 150 93.0 57.0 36.1 1.7 2.3 
1 
41 61.5 150 96.0 54.0 34.2 
b 
40 62.0 150 92.0 58.0 35.7 2.5 2.9 
Ln seed rov;s 39 61.5 140 80.0 60.0 38.0 3.8 4.2 
Ln seed rows 
37 62.5 160 101.0 59.0 37.3 3.0 3.5 
Ln seed rows {2" deep) 38 62.0 180 116.0 64.0 40.5 5.2 5.7 
IS a separate operation deep) 36 61.5 140 81.0 59.0 37.3 2.9 3.5 
IS a separate operation (4" deep) 36 62.0 140 79.5 50.5 38.3 3.9 4.5 
38 61.5 140 85.5 54.5 34.5 
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Studying table 18 which presents the data of 
this test, the folloxring significant facts are noted: 
(1) 4D0 potinds per acre of Cyanaaid 2-12-2 ferti­
lizer applied "direct contact in the seed row" (plot 6) 
redxtced the stand enoiigh to decrease the harvest yield by 
2 or 4 bushels per acre, when compared to the adjacent 
plots receiving the same fertilization applied in safer 
ways relative to the seed# The "direct contact" plot, 
hovjever, showed an increase over the tinfertilized chec^-
plot imraediately along side, fhe poor yield of this 
"direct contact" plot was tfii be esjsected after observing 
' the raarked retardation of germination and actual reduction 
I of stand which appeared thmout the fall months following 
the seeding. Of course, under certain conditions an in-
I creased tillering might have offset the injury due to 
i 
the poor stand, and that very thing undoubtsdly occurred 
here to some extent. 5he Cyanamid probably caused a caustic 
or chemical injury to the seed coats and substance, in 
addition to bringing about an injury thru osmotic resist­
ance offered to water entrance into the germinating seeds. 
Undoubtedly the rainfall so soon after the seeding great­
ly lessened the amount of seed ''burning" brot about in 
this test, too. 
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Por iDsored germii-;; tion of whea-: then, "under 
I normal dry weather conditions following seeding, it appears 
f tmwise to apply fertilizers containing Cyanainid "direct 
contact in the seed rows" with the present day combina-
I tion fertilizer-grain drills. Certainly 400 ponnd appli­
cations are dangerous and should "be applied either "broad­
cast" with a limesower or "drilled as a separate operation 
I to seeding". 
i 
I (2) 400 poxtnds per acre of a commercial 2-1E-2 
i 
fertilizer drilled "direct Contact in the seed rov.s" as 
i 
in plot 17, also evidence:! depressed yield when compared 
to the same treatment applied "broadcast" in plot 16. 
The injury was not so pronounced as ;vith the plot receiv­
ing the fertilizer containing Cyanaraid, but still it 
showed up rather prominently in the preceding fall in ger-
i 
mination retardation and injury, as is shown in photograph 
ES. With more rainfall or a different soil t,"pe or crop, 
this rate of application and neth.^d of distributing this 
particular fertilizer would probably have given only 
beneficial effects from germination to harvest. 
(3) 200 pounds per acre of 0-12-2 drilled "direct 
contact in the seed row" gave the best yields and appar­
ently caused no germination injury. The same amount of 
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0-12-0 sppliec in the sane manner also gs-ve good "bene­
fits, but not quite equal to the 0-12-2 (see plots 10 
and 11; also plots 24 and 25). It appears that this 
soil showed a slight response to potash v/hen applied 
with acid phosphate. 
(4) 'broadcast" fertilisation with a limesower 
did not equal the drilling of the same fertilizer "direct 
contact in the seed rows" where noderate amounts of a 
non-caustic fertilizer were applied. Plot 10 shows 
this for the 0-12-2 mixture, while plot 11 verifies it 
for the 0-12-0. In these plots an application of 200 
pounds "direct contact in the seed row" gave even larger 
yields than 400 pounds "broadcast". This duplicates the 
oats results at the Dodds farm. 
(6) "Broadcast" fertilization with a limesower 
proved superior to drilling "direct contact in the seed 
rows" for the caustic fertilizers, liiJie Cranamid in 
plots 2, S, and 6, also for large applicatior.s of high-
analysis fertilizers compounded from readily-soluble in­
gredients, as in plots 16 and 17. 
(6) Drilling the fertilizer as a "separate oper 
ation to the seeding" gave similar benefits to the lime-
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sower "^oadcast" atethcd* The separate drilling safe­
guarded the germination with the caustic fertilizers and 
the high applications of the complete readily-soluble 
mixtures, but failed to equal the "direct contact in the 
seed rows" method for moderate amounts of the non-caustic 
fertilizers. (See plots 23 and 24; and plots 31, 32 and 
33). These results again agree with the oats data. 
(7) 1^11 applications of fertilizers were more 
beneficial than spring applications in this particular 
test. Ihe spring applications gave benefits which varied 
directly vdth the climatic conditions followixig their 
application, being the best with plenty of rainfall but 
even then not equal to the same fall applications. (See 
plots 15, 20, 22 and 26 of this test, and the tests on 
the Smith and Eiggs farms as shown in tables 20 and 21.) 
(8) Splitting the fertilizer between fall and 
spring applications does not appear to be economical and 
advantageous for the average Iowa conditions. (See plots 
28 and 30 of this test and the Extra Small Plot test on 
the Smith farm.) 
(9) Applying the fertilizer 10 days or two weelcs 
in advance of seeding gave good results fer the Cyanaoid 
mixture, but it of doubtful value for the other fertilizers 
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studied, A better color and sore vigorous seedlirig growth 
i were quite noticeable with plots S and 4 as compared to 
I 2 and 5 during the weeks following the seeding, thus sub-
! stantiating the results showing the yields. However, the 
I 
I results in plots 8, 13 and 18 indicate that the extra oper-
! ation is not advisable for the non-caustic fertilizers. If 
i 
i large amounts of fertilizers are to be applied and the 
j same can be combined with the preparation of the seed-bed 
vvithout extra operations (see suggestion relative to plate 
15 of the machinery study), then the "broadcast" applica-
I tion of fertilizers like the phosphates and Cyanamid prob-
; ably is desirable in advance of seeding. However, reason­
able applications of acid phosphate or 0-lE-E fertilizers 
give best results when applied on the day of seeding thru 
i the grain drill "direct contact in the seed rows". 
(10) !Phe depth study in this test gave identical 
results with the oats data on the Dodds farm and with the 
wheat data on the Christofferson and Riggs farms. Briefly, 
it proved that locating fertilizers (particularly acid 
phosphate) shallower than the seed at planting time is not 
as beneficial as locating the fertilizer at the same depth 
or slightly deeper than the seed. In the light of these 
experiments as a whole, it does not apy.ear probable that 
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tJie depth factor will prove important in the fertiliza­
tion of cereals where a fertilizer-grain drill is tised. 
Purther study is recom-.iended, tho, testing the Patric 
patented fizrrow-openers (if obtainable}• In cotton and 
potato fertilization, the "below" method may prove import­
ant. 
tVinter Wheat on the Christofferson Farm - 1923» 
This ezperiment studied the depth factor of fer­
tilizer location relative to the seed, applied on the 
same day as seeding with the grain drill as a "separate 
operation to the seeding". It was started on Septeznber 29 
and SO, 1922, on the farm of Floyd Christofferson at 
Ames, Iowa, about 1 mile from the college Agronomy Farm. 
Ihe Peoria-Union fertilizer grain drill was used and the 
same lobred seed at the sane rate per acre as in the test 
on the Agronomy Farm. The plots were 550 feet long and 
1 drill strip wide, or approximately l/l2 acre. The entire 
plots were harvested on July 10 and the wheat was taken 
to the Agronomy Farm for threshing. Table 19 gives the 
data. It will be noted that the various method-of-appli-
cation comparisons have been repeated with all 4 ferti-
T A B L i: 19 
Winter \¥heat Fertilizer Study on Chris to ffers 
fertilizer Trealments 
Plot 
No. Anplication 
Analysis Rate: : 
per :Depth; 
Acre: 
Ilethod 
lbs.: in. : 
1 Check 
2 2-12-2 
(Qranamid) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
16 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Check 
2-12-2 
(Come ere isl) 
Check 
0-12-0 
Check 
0-12-0 
0-12-2 
Check 
If one 
400 
400 
400 
400 
100 
If one 
400 
400 
400 
400 
100 
Hone 
400 
400 
400 
400 
None 
100 
100 
400 
400 
400 
400 
None 
1/2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1/2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1/2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1/2 
2 
4 
2 
Drilled as 
Drilled as 
Drilled as 
Drilled in 
Drilled in 
a separate operation after seeding 
a separate operation to seeding 
a separate operation before seeding 
seed rows 
seed rows 
Drilled as a separate operation after aeoding 
Drilled as a separate operation to seeding 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled as a separate oper'ition before sejding 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled as a separate operation after seeding 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled as a separate otieration to se^iding 
Drilled as a separate operation before seeding 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled in seed rows 
Drilled as a separate operation after seeding 
Drilled as a separate operation to seeding 
Drilled as a separate operation before seeding 
Drilled in seed rows 
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zer Stxidy on Clxristofferson ?arm - 1923. 
:Aver-:Test :Actual Harvest:Acre:Acre Increases 
its :age :WeightiWeisrts per i3Leldsof Grain cal-
:Eei0its:of •Plot :of : cola ted by 
it ion :on ;Grain : : : rGrain: Check ; Aver-
:Jt!ly :per :Strar-': : : (6D#):Yields or:a'~e of 
liethod : 3 :BT:shel:and :Strawi/rain: :Interpo-;All 
: : iJrain: ; : :lation Checks 
: : ; : :JJethod ;^ethod 
: in. ; lbs. :lbs.:lbs•:lbs«: br.: bu. : bu. 
35 54.5 370 220 150 29.4 
34 55.0 410 222 188 36.8 6.3 5.5 
operation after seeding 
oper ition to seeding 34 55.0 470 267 203 3S.8 8.2 8.5 
operati on before seeding 34 58.0 480 270 210 41.1 8.3 9.8 
36 58.0 510 286 224 43.9 9.9 12.6 
35 56.5 490 277 213 41.7 6.5 10.4 
36 58.5 410 224 186 36.4 
operation after seoding 35 56.5 450 258 192 37.6 2.6 6.3 
operation to seeding 36 57.0 470 272 198 38.8 5.6 7.5 
37 58.5 440 228 212 41.5 9.9 10.2 
operation before seliding 35 58.0 450 257 193 37.8 7.8 6.5 
35 56.0 430 240 190 37.2 8.8 5.9 
31 57.0 320 183 137 26.8 
operation after seeding 33 55.0 350 200 150 29.4 1.2 -1.9 
36 54.0 420 227 193 37.8 8.2 6.5 
o^oeration to seeding 36 55.0 420 231 189 37.0 6.0 5.7 
operation before seeding 37 56.0 405 224 181 35.5 3.0 4.2 
36 54.0 410 237 173 33.9 
35 55.0 460 262 198 38.8 5.5 7.5 
35 57.0 490 286 204 40.0 7.2 8.7 
operation after seeding 34 57.0 470 288 182 35.6 3.4 4.3 
operation to seeding 32 57.5 430 246 184 36.0 4.3 4.7 
operation before seeding 32 58.0 449 259 190 37.2 6.1 5.9 
31 57.5 450 256 194 38.0 7.5 6.7 
32 60.0 370 217 153 30.0 
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lizer mistxLTes and that the order oi arranging these treat­
ments as plots has been widely varied, so as to elisiinate 
all complications dae to any progressive variations in the 
soil fertility. Probably the calculation by the "average 
check" method in this test gives the most accurate infor-
laation regarding the plot treatments, but the interpola­
tion method indicates the same conclusions. 
The outstanding fact shotm by the data of this 
test, is that drilling the fertilizer "direct contact in 
the seed rows" is superior to drilling the same fertilizer 
as a "separate operation to the seecing", no natter what 
the depth of the fertilizer drilling in the latter method. 
Comparisons of plots 6 with 2 or 4, 12 v/ith 11, 19 ivith 
17 or 16, and 20 with 21, 22, or 23 show that even 100 
pounds per acre of the respecrive fertilizers drilled 
"direct contact" always proves equal to or slightly better 
than 400 pounds of the same fertilizer applied as a "sep­
arate operation to the seeding". Kot much irt rease in 
yield is found for the 400 pound treatments "direct con­
tact" over the 100-poxind applications either, and in 
plots 5 and 24 the expected depressed yields appear. The 
injury from the Cyanamid fertilizer was not as great, 
however, as tn the Agronomy Farm experiment. 
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Begarding the proper depth for drilling the fer­
tilizer, the "best conclusion appears to be that the appli­
cations shallov7er than the se d are not equal in benefits 
to applications on the saae plane v;ith the seed or slightly 
deeper. Since this "separate operation" method does not 
give yields v;arranting its adoption and since all broadcast 
applications should be nBde as a part of the seed-bed 
preparation in combination 7/ith discing or harrowing, there­
fore further discussion of the depth factor is thoizght un­
necessary. 
Plots 19 and 20 suggest a slight response to 
potash when iised in addition to acid phos ~hate, slrdlar 
to the response noted on the same soil type at the Agronomy 
Fa.rm {Carrington loam). 
Winter Wheat on the Smith garm - 1925. 
!I!his fertilizer study with v;heat was on the 
Harry Smith farm in Adair County, lov^a, near Greenfield. 
Table 20 gives the outline of the test and the yields ob­
tained. 0?he studies were started on October 11 and 12, 
1922, on a soil type classified as Sama silt loam by the 
Bureau of Soils and Turkey Bed wheat was seeded at the 
T A B L E  ^  
Winter Wheat Fertiliser Study on Smitii Paria 
Plot: Fertilizer Treatiaents 
So. : : Application 
:Anal78is:Hate per: : 
• :acre ; Time ; iiethod 
; • Iba. : : 
Large Acreaj^e Test 
1 Chec^ fione 
2 2-12-2 200 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation to 
seeding 
3 2-12-2 200 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
4 2-12-2 200 In the spring Drilled 
5 Cheolc Hone 
Extra Small Plot '^est 
1 Checic Sone 
2 2-12-2 300 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
3 2-12-2 100 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
4 2-12-2 200 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
5 2-12-2 200 Half drilled in seed rows in fall. Half drilled jn sp2 
5 2-12-2 300 20^ drilled in seed rows in fall. 100# drilled in spi 
7 (2-12-2 200 Drilled in seed rows in fall) 
(0-12-0 100 Drilled in spring ) 
8 0-12-0 300 200# drilled in seed rows in fall. 100# drilled in spi 
9 0-12-0 200 Half drilled in seed rov/s in fall. Half drilled in spi 
10 0-12-0 200 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
11 0-12-0 100 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows 
12 0-12-0 300 Day of seeding Drilled in se^d rows 
13 Checlc £fone 

T A B L S 20 
Fertilizer Stvdy on Smith Parra - 1923. 
satisents 
Test :Actual Harvest :Acre :Acre In-
Weight of;Wei^t3 per Plot rYields:creases 
Grain per:Sample ;of :of Grain sat ion 
Method 
Bushel :Straw:Straw:Grain:Grain :over Ave. 
JGrain: : :(60#) :of Chects 
lbs. ; ozs.; ozs.: oss.; bn. ; bn. 
reaj^e Test 
58.5 59 40 19 11.5 
Led as a separate operation to 
seeding 60.0 79 53 26 15»7 3.9 
Led in seed rows 60.0 97 62 35 21.2 9.4 
Led' 60.0 74 49 25 15.1 3.3 
59.5 51 31 20 12.1 
11 Plot Seat 
59.5 52 32 20 12.1 
.ed in seed rows 60.0 73 47 26 15^7 4.5 
.ed in seed rows 59.0 70 46 24 14.5 3.3 
.ed in seed rows 61.0 90 56 34 20.6 9.4 
>ws in fall. Half drilled jn spring. 60.0 80 53 27 16.3 5.1 
>ws In fall. 100# drilled in spring. 59.5 72 44 38 16.9 5.7 
I fall) 
) 59.5 86 55 31 18.8 7.6 
»ws in fall. 100# drilled in spring. 60.0 82 53 29 17.6 6.4 
•ws in fall. Half drilled in spring. 60.0 73 47 26 15.7 4.5 
.ed in seed rows 60.5 98 65 33 20.0 8.8 
.ed in seed rows 61.0 79 53 26 15.7 4.5 
.ed in seed rows 60.0 81 52 29 17.6 6.4 
59.0 50 33 17 10.3 
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rate of 1 l/2 bushels per acre with a Moline fertilizer 
grain drill. Prior to the wheat the land had groiim oats 
preceded, by 2 years of corn, all v;ithout fertiliser. She 
large acreage portion of the experiment consisted of 6 
plots, each 14 drill strips or 98 feet wide and 660 feet 
long, thus equaling approsi.lately 1 l/2 acres per plot. 
A complete coimnercial fertiliser, 2-12-2, furnished by the 
American Agricultural Chemical Company thru their field-
mn, 2£r. 0. C. Leetun, was used on the fertilized plots 
at the uniform rate of 200 pounds per acre. The spring 
fertilization was n&de April 20 and vj-as follov."ed immed­
iately by a heavy rain. The plots v/ere sampled on 
July 8 and the wheat shipped to Ames for threshing. The 
loain portion of each plot was later cut separately and 
threshed as large plots on August 23, so that a comparison 
of the sampling and total plot harvest method^; might be 
secured. The two methods agreed almost identically, so 
only the sampled results are reported in the table. 
The extra small plot test was laid out on the 
day of seeding to utilize the excess land available and 
the additional fertilizer. Each plot was one drill width 
across the field and all were treated and later harvested 
by the saA-apling method on the same dates that the large 
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acreage plots were treated and harvested. Additional 
check samples were taken beyond the fertilized portions of 
plots 4, 7 and 10 at both ends, but these jdelds shov;ed 
the soil fertility to be so uniform on this side of the 
field that only the results on the regular check plots 1 
and IS are recorded. 
Considering the results in the large acreage 
test, it is quite evident that drilling the fertilizer 
"direct contact in the seed rov;s" was preferable to either 
fall or spring "separate operation" drilling. The rain 
helped out the spring application considerably too, as 
is evident by comparison with the yields secured on the 
Agronomy Farm and on the Eiggs farm. If the application 
had "been made following the rain or later in the spring 
after most of the rains had occurred, then there might 
have been no benefits from the fertilizer. For a 200 
pounds per acre application of this 2-12-2 fertilizer on 
winter wheat then with Sama silt loam, the "direct contact" 
method is unquestionably the best. 
Considering the results secured on the saall 
plots, the 200-pound applications drilled in "direct con­
tact" again gave the best yields. 5?he 300-pound treat­
ments (plots 2 and 12) showed depressions in yields. 
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being scarcely better thsu the lOO-pcund applications. 
The coabinstioiis of fall plus spririg applications failed 
to eq.nal the yields of fall applications alone too, even 
where SCO poxinds were so applied as compared to 200 pounds 
in the fall. Therefore, the combination treatments are 
of doubtful utility# Amocg them the application of a 
complete fertilizer (2-12-2) in the fall and acid phos­
phate alone or perhaps an 0-12-2 in the spring, seems 
preferable for Iowa conditions on wheat. It will be noted 
in both parts of this study that the correct application 
of the fertilizer practically do-abled the yields over the 
unfertilized checK; plots. 
Winter Wheat on the Rigrs ?arin - 1923 
This test was designed to study all of the var­
ious methods of fertilizer application in a iiginner well 
adapted for cooperative field wor^. The Rig£S farm is 
located in Adair county, about 4 miles out of Greenfield, 
and the soil type is the same as that on the Smith farm, 
Tama silt loam. The esperiment was seeded oh September 
27, 1922, using Kanred seed at the rate of 1 1/2 bushete 
to the acre and drilling it in with the Holine fertilizer 
T A B L E  2 1  
Winter Wheat Fertilizer Study on 
Fertilizer Treatment 
Plot 
• 
• Application 
Analysis:Hate 
Bo. :per Time : Uetfiod 
:Acre 
:lbs. 
1 Check ITone 
2 2-12-2 300 In the spring Drilled 
3 n 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(2" deep) 
4 fi 300 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows (2" deep) 
5 Check Hone 
6 2-12-2 100 Day of seeding Drilled in seed ro?/s (2" deep) 
7 It 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(•!•" deep) 
8 n 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(2" deep) 
9 If 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
{4" deep) 
10 Check None 
11 0-12-0 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
deep) 
12 If 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(2" deep) 
13 100 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows (2" deep) 
14 IT 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(4** deep) 
15 Check fione 
Drilled in seed rows (2" deep) 16 0-12-0 300 Day of seeding 
17 0-12-2 300 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows (2" deep) 
18 t1 100 Day of seeding Drilled in seed rows (2" deep) 
19 ft 300 Day of seeding Drilled as a separate operation 
(2" deep) 
20 n 300 In the spring Drilled 
21 Check jfona 

T A B I E a 
it Fertilizer Study on Siggs Farm - 19E3. 
:Test ilctval Harvest ;Acre :Acre Increases of 
;Weight ;Weights per Plot ;Yields ;Srain calcitlated by 
[:of :Sample :of :Clieck Yields:Average 
':Grain rStraw: : :Grain :or Inter- :of All 
:per :and :Straw:Grain: (60#)ipolation rChects 
;Bushel:Grain: : : :ilethod :i!3thod 
: lbs. 
ts 
MetEod 
ozs.: ozs.: ozs. b-a. bti. bu. 
a separate operation 
ep) 
seed rows (2" deep) 
seed ro7/s (2" deep) 
a separate operation 
ep) 
a separate operation 
ep) 
a separate operation 
ep) 
a separate operation 
ep) 
a separate operation 
sp) 
seed rows (2" deep) 
3. separate operation 
sp) 
Beed rows (2" deep) 
seed rows (2" deep) 
aeed rows (2" deep) 
i separate operation 
5p) 
56.0 54 37 17 10.3 
66.0 64 44 20 12.1 1.9 1.7 
57.0 74 46 28 16.9 5.9 6.5 
56.0 95 58 37 22.4 12.6 12.0 
55.0 47 31 16 9.7 
58.0 74 46 28 16.9 6.6 6.5 
57.0 72 45 27 16.3 5.4 5.9 
58.0 76 47 29 17.6 6.1 7.2 
56.6 81 52 29 17.6 5.5 7.2 
54.5 50 39 21 12.7 
56.0 90 60 30 18.2 6.4 7.8 
56.6 77 49 28 16.9 6.0 6.5 
56.0 S3 52 31 18.8 8.9 8.4 
56.5 85 55 30 18.2 9.3 7.8 
55.0 37 24 13 7.9 
56.0 86 54 32 19.3 10.8 8.9 
57.0 83 53 30 18.2 9.1 7.8 
57.0 68 44 24 14.5 4.8 4.1 
57.0 68 42 26 15.7 5.4 5.3 
56.0 57 36 21 12.7 1.8 2.3 
56.0 50 31 19 11.5 
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grain drill, preYionsly mentioned, on plots of one drill 
width each. The spring fertilizer applications were made 
on April 25 and the harvest samples were ti-ken on July ?• 
Photographs 26 and 27 show the fertilizer benefits to 
tillerir.g and the vigorous growth in the early spring and 
finally the maturity and growth differences at harvest. 
In fact, the maturity color differences were so pronounced 
that they could be seen fron the public highvvay a mile 
away and attracted auch attention. All of the fertiliser 
mixtures compared v/ere shipped from Ames, the coinmercial 
2-12-2 being Armour's Big Crop brand. Table 21 gives 
the data secured in the es3)erinent. 
The facts ascertained from a study of the yields 
confirm the conclusions drawn from the oats esperinent 
and the v/heat tests at Ames and those re?^ched in the experi­
ment on the Smith farm. Foremost is the fact that drill­
ing the fertilizer "direct contact in the seed rows" is 
better than drilling it as a "sepai«.te operation" in 
either the fall or the spring, for the range of rates and 
Icinds of fertilizers used in this particular test. Plots 
4, 16 and 17, all gave marked increases over plots S, 12 
or 14, and 19, respectively. Indeed, the "direct contact" 
plots averaged 20 bushels per acre, while the unfertilized 
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checks averaged only 10.4 "bushels and the spring applica­
tions averaged 1E»4 bushels. (Dhe most economical treat­
ment was the IOC# per acre of 0-12-0 in plot IS, which 
gave aboTifc §5.70 profit per acre if the fertilizer is 
figureci at per ton and the wheat at 80 cents per 
"bushel. Figuring the 2-12-2 fertiliser at iiS4 per ton, 
plot 4 returned an acre prof it of $4.50. 
The depth study indicated that siialiow ferti-
li^er applications are not eq.ual to siniilar ones located 
on the same plane v;ith the seed or even slightly deeper, 
for the conditions of this experiment, which verified the 
findings with oats and wheat previously reported. I?o 
potash response was found in this Eiggs experiment. (See 
plots 16 and 17) • 
Winter Wheat on the Johnson garm - 1925. 
$his experiment was located in southern Iowa, 
near Agency in Wapello County. 5?he soil type was Grundy 
silt loam, but of high fertility due to the system of 
heavy manuring practiced by the cooperator. -Since no 
fertilizer grain drill was available, the applications 
were made v;ith a Holdcn, rear end-gate broadjcast ferti­
lizer and limestone distributer. In general it was hoped 
TABLE 22 
Winter Wheat Fertilizer Study on Johnson Farm - 1923 
Plot 
No, 
Fertilizer Applioations 
Test 
Weight :Aotiial Harvest 
of iWeights per Pic 
~l ;Acro Increasoe 
:Aoro :of Grain Caloul-
;ated by 
Hate Grain :Sample :of ; Check :Average 
Analysis 
per 
aore Method 
per 
Bushel 
; Straw; 
:and : 
: Grain; 
• 
Straw:Grain 
• 
;Graln 
;(60#) 
• 
• 
:Yieldfl :of All 
:or Inter-;Chocks 
:polation;Method 
lbs. • • • • • • * * ; Mothod • • 
lbs. : ozs. : ozs. : ozs. ; bu. bu. bu. 
1 Che ok Hone 61.5 210 150 60 36.3 
2 2-12-2 400 Broadcast with Hoi den 
spreader, disced in. 62.0 252 176 76 46.0 10.3 11.9 
3 0-12-0 400 " " " 60.0 269 205 64 30.7 3.6 4.6 
4 0-12-2 400 " " 61.0 250 179 71 43.0 8.5 8.9 
5 Check None 61.0 176 120 56 33.9 
6 2-12-2 400 Broadcast with Holden 
spreader .harrowed in. 61.0 255 188 67 40.6 7.2 6.5 
7 0-12-0 400 I I  I t  '• 59.0 233 174 59 35.7 2.7 1.6 
8 0-12-2 400 I f  t l  " 61.5 241 175 66 40.0 7.5 5.9 
9 Cheok None 60.0 154 101 53 32.1 
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to coapare the two common .-sethods of working the ferti­
liser into the soil after it had been applied broadcEBt, 
discing in versus narrowinp; in> The test was started on 
Septeaber 19, 1922, and harvested bj the s-r-npliug method 
on July 5. She results of the esperi-nient are given in 
table 22, 
Broadly, the iiarvest yields showed that thoro 
working of the fertilizer treatmoats into the soil is 
superior to slight m.'sirg or no stirring of the soil at 
all, Ihe "discing" method apparently accomplished this 
desired effect better, since it gave larger yields tie-n 
the '^harrov/ir.g" method for all of the fertilisers tested, 
?or light sandy soil ty ^es in a rainy clin&te, ho^^ever, 
the results might be reversed, but for the average soil 
of the corn-belt the thoro discing of the fertiliser 
(where applied broadcast) into the surface soil appears 
desirable. 
Clover on the Agronomy Farm - 192g. 
This esnperiment -jyas started in the spring of 
1922 by seeding the clover thru a Peorie-TFnion fertiliaer 
grain drill with oats, as reported in the oats study on 
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the Agronomy Farm. Thus the study was aainly one of re­
sidual fertilizer effects upon the clover crop, since 
no application •aras made in 19ES, but reference to photo­
graphs 28 to S4 inclusive shows that there were marked 
benefits during the first sunner, - i.e., direct ferti­
lization as well as residual effects. She esperiment 
compared drilling the fertiliser ''direct contact in the 
seed rov;s'' with drilling it as a "separate operation to 
the seeding" or "broadcast" as labeled in the photo­
graphs. iDable 25 gives the outline of the treatner.ts 
•.vith their harvest yields figured upon tvi-o bases for a 
better comparison. The clover iiJZ-s cut on July 2 and 
weighed on the Srd. All of the plots were 863 feet long 
except yl4 and #15 which were 557 and 777 feet respect­
ively. This veriation was due to an accidental double-
seeding at the time of starting the e2q>eriiaent. Bach 
plot was ess-ctly 7 feet wide or the width of one drill 
strip across the field. 
Studying the jrields, the outstanding benefits 
of the fertilizer applications to the clover in this 
particular test were unquestinnably an insured stand and 
hence a good crop of hay as against no stand or at least 
a very poor stand and consequently a small harvest v/eight. 
Hesidnal Pertilizer Study v/ith Clover on 
Plot Fertilizer Applications Harvest 
Ho. 
Analysis 
: Hate 
: per 
: acre 
Weights 
per 
Plot 
: lbs. lbs. 
1 Checl: None 110 
E 2-12-2 134 Drilled in seed rows 250 
3 0-12-2 134 Drilled in seed rows 280 
4 0-16-0 100 Drilled in seed rows 310 
5 Check None 170 
6 2-12-2 267 Drilled in seed rows 330 
7 0-12-2 267 Drilled in seed rows 260 
8 0-16-0 200 Drilled in seed rows 250 
9 Checlc None 120 
10 2-12-2 134 Drilled as a separate operation 
to seeding 190 
11 0-12-2 134 Drilled as a separate 
to seeding 
operation 
270 
12 0-16-0 100 Drilled as a separate operation 
to seedirg 210 
13 Chec'k None 60 
14* 2-12-2 267 Drilled as a separate 
to seeding 
operation 
110 
15* 0-12-2 267 Drilled as a separate 
to seeding 
operation 
210 
16 0-16-0 200 Drilled as a separate 
to seeding 
operation 
270 
17 Check None 30 
18 0-16-0 50 Drilled in seed rows 190 
19 0-16-0 400 Drilled in seed rows 460 
20 2-12-2 534 Drilled in seed rows 510 
21 Check None 90 
^Shorter plots than the others, d'ae to accidental douhle-seeding i 
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lizer Sttidy with Clover on Agronocy Farm - 1923. 
Harvest 
eights 
per 
Plot 
Acre Yields 
Acre Increases calculated by : 
Check Yields or 
Interpolation 
Method 
Average of All : 
Checks Method : 
lbs. lbs. lbs. lbs. : 
operation 
operati on 
operation 
operation 
operation 
operation 
110 794 
250 1802 900 1105 
280 2018 1009 1321 
310 2234 1117 1537 
170 1225 
330 2380 1244 1683 
260 1875 829 1178 
260 1802 846 1105 
120 866 
190 1370 613 673 
270 1945 1296 1248 
210 1514 974 817 
60 432 
110 1920 1542 1223 
210 1685 1361 988 
270 1945 1675 1248 
30 216 
190 1370 1046 673 
460 3320 2888 2623 
510 3675 3135 2978 
90 649 
accidental doTihle-seeding in two spots which were discarded. 
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Tlie photographs taken in the fall and at maturity both 
substantiate the v/eights on this point. Fertilizers there­
fore are recoanended for favoring clover stands upon soils 
lacking in organic laatter. Increased rates of fertilizer 
application appear to have produced larger weights of hay 
in this test in most instances too, for the range of 
rates tested. Plots 17, 18, 16 and 19 indicate this re­
sponse. Ho one of the fertilizer brands used consistently 
out-yielded the others, but it seems safe to assert that 
the 0-16-0 {acid phosphate) gave the most economical re­
turns. The date from this study do not warrant a con­
clusion concerning the better method of a plyirj^ the 
fertilizer to clover, however, as appeared in the oats 
harvest of the previous summer. The "separate operation" 
or "broadcast" method gave equally as good fertilizing 
benefits as v/ith the "direct contact in the seed row" 
method. This was not because the latter method caused 
injury to the seed germination and hence to the stand, 
tho» Plot 20 gave no perceptibly reduced stand or yield. 
The rainfall record for the seeding season 7/hen the test 
was started, was not kept, however, so this factor may 
have favored the particular plot in question. The in­
dividual plots offering a direct comparison of the two 
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methods of fertiliser application were too far distant 
from each other (7 plots intervened) in ererj ease also 
and the weights of the check plots ini icate a variation 
in the soil fertility, so these methods nnst "be more 
carefully studied before definite conclusions are dravm. 
Even then the deductions may hold for a given climatic 
region rather than prove general in their application# 
Corn on the Agronomy ?arm - 1922 
This experiment was patterned after the oats 
test in 1922 on the Agronomy Farm and table 24 gives 
the outline with the data secured at the harvest time. 
Broadly speaking, the test compared fertilizer appli­
cations "broadcast" with a grain drill and "hill" appli­
cations* The "hill" fertilization \sas attained "vvith 
the standard attachment on a John Deere i^999 corn planter 
(photograph 55) and instead of depositing the fertilizer 
"in the hill" as indicated upon the signs in the photo­
graphs, it spread the fertilizer as a strip approximate­
ly 1 to 1 1/2 inches wide and S to 6 inches long at a 
distance of S inches "to the rear" of the hills, each of 
which received S kernels at planting. During the growth 
Corn Fertiliser Study on Agronony ?arn 
Fertilizer Treatments Harvest Eesults per l/lO acre Plo1 
Plot Average Total:Eills :Ko. 
* Is 
NO, Analysis Application Stand Miss-:7ashec :of • 
per ing : Out :Seec! : 'aOOd 
Hill Hills: :2ars :Com :ins 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• clhs. : l"b£ 
1 None Check 2.3 4 5 483 5'} 
2 2-12-2 Broadcast iN* 2.3 3 18 542 41 
3 0-12-2 tt rt  2.2 8 36 481 72 
4 0-16-0 n r t  2.5 1 14 457 86 
5 None Check 2.3 3 9 458 86 
6 2-12-2 Broadcast N 2.3 2 57 511 72 
7 0-12-2 Tf n 2.3 3 24 517 7C 
8 0-16-0 n tt 2.1 12 12 450 6C 
9 Hone Check 2.0 6 4 409 71 
10 2-12-2 Hill i N 2.6 3 0 468 78 
11 0-12-2 n n 2 . 6  6 4 466 93 
12 0-16-0 n rt 2 . 6  4 3 423 88 
13 None Check 2 . 5  23 20 3 412 84 
14 2-12-2 Hill N 2 . 6  16 11 10 428 78 
15 0-12-2 ft rf 2 . 5  19 17 1 441 48 
16 0-16-0 rt n 2 , 5  11 3 414 59 
17 None Check 2 . 6  6 1 436 52 
*lf = JTormal application of 200 poTinds of 16^ acid phosphate pe 
For early mattirily the "hill" treatments proved superior to t 

T A B L E  ^  
lizer Study on Agrononjy Para - 192S. 
St Hasulte T)er l/lO acre Plots :CalCTilated rYields Corrected:Shrinkage 
ST .^esuite per i/j-u acre ifio^s Yields =farEiQ^ 7fashed Oat;on Ear 
Total;Hills :Ko. ^ a«+i-,ot :Check:Acre :Bu. :Clieck:Acre -.Corn per xumx..ixj.x0 .wu . ApttJfi.! Wflip-Vltq •j-'u., .wui-jj.
Miss-:crashed:of • _ ^ ^Per :Yifids:In- :perfields:In- :?lot 
ing :Out :Seed :GoQd;]:lulD"b- :Total:Acre :per :crees-:Acre:per :creas-: 
Hills: :Sar8:Com:ins :Corn :f7(^);Acre res or:f7G!^:Acre :es or; 
: : : : : : ; jLosses; iLosaes 
: : ;l'b3.: lbs.: lbs.; "bn.; bu. ; bn. ;bii.; bn. ; bxi. 
4 5 483 57 540 77.1 77.1 89.4 
3 18 542 41 583 83.3 77.2 5.1 6.1 90.0 
8 35 481 72 553 79.0 77,4 1.6 1.6 91.0 
1 14 457 88 545 77.9 77.6 0.3 0.3 90.0 
3 9 456 86 544 77.7 77,7 88,0 
2 57 511 72 583 83,3 75.4 7.9 7.9 89,6 
3 24 517 70 587 83.9 73,1 10.8 10.8 88,4 
12 12 450 60 510 72.9 70,8 2.1 2.1 90,6 
6 4 409 71 480 68,5 68.5 68.5 86,7 
3 0 468 78 546 78,0 69.1 8,9 73.0 5.0 92,0 
6 4 466 93 559 79,9 69.7 10.2 77.5 2.4 89.4 
4 3 423 88 511 73,0 70.3 2.7 82,0 -9.0 89.4 
23 20 3 412 84 496 70,9 70.9 86.6 86.6 92.0 
16 11 10 428 78 506 72,3 70.6 1.7 81.1 82.4 -10,1 93.6 
19 17 1 441 48 489 69,9 70.4 -0,5 83.1 78.2 -8,3 93.4 
11 3 414 59 473 67.6 70,1 -2.5 74.0 -7,8 93,4 
6 1 436 52 488 69.8 69,8 69.8 94.0 
inds of 16^ acid phosphate per acre, tefcen as basis for applications, 
(atnents proved superior to the "broadcast". 
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of the pl&nts thd.r roots spread oizt so as to embrace 
part or all of the fertiliser, bnt only a snjall portion 
was actually utilized as photographs S7 and 38 clearly 
show. Such a location of the fertilizer night he "better 
teraed "rear of the hill" or "near-hill", since it sure­
ly is not "in the hill". Photograph 36 shov/s 4 poss­
ible "hill" locations of the fertilizer, as conceived 
"by the writer. Other locations relatiT« to the vertical 
plane are possible too, such as "above the hill", "below 
the hill", etc., but probably the most practical ones 
are shown in the photograph. 
She plots in this com test were 4 rows T:^"ide 
or 2 drill widths of 7 feet each, thereby affording 42 
inch intervals between hills each v.'ay. Heid*s Yellow 
Dent was used and the seed was planted about 2 1/2 inches 
deep on May 15, 1922. The broadcasted fertilizer was 
drilled only to moisture. Due to water standing upon 
a part of the experiment and washing out some of the 
hills, only half of the original l/5 acre plots were har­
vested on October 18 and 19. Shrinkage samples were taken 
at that ti;:e too and later reifeighed, but only the per-
cents of shrinkage are given in the table. The yields 
are on the basis of the actual field weights at harvest. 
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Photographs 39 to 49 inclusive show the corn at haryest, 
both on the stalk and in piles. 
Considering the harvest results, it should "be 
emphasized that the "rear of hill" location for the fer­
tilizer gave the earlier aatiirity, 5 to 7 days earlier 
than the "broadcast" treatments* For ne-zimum hields and 
superior q.uality of corn, tho, the "broadcast" treat­
ments appeared the better. Therefore, how to combine 
these tv.'o desired results (early maturity and yie^d) in 
one fertilizing operation, is our big corn fertilizer 
problem. An atteiimt to secure some definite information 
along this line was included in the Turkington experi­
ment. 
Corn on the Agronomy Farm - 1923 
This experiment was virtually a repetition of 
the corn fertilizer test of 1922 and planted upon the 
same land observing the lines of the former plots and 
checks. A slight change in the order of arranging the 
fertilizer treatments was inaugurated howefver, the 
0-12-0 mixture being placed between the 2-12-2 and the 
0-12-2. Ihis was done in order to reduce all possible 
Corn Fertilizer Study on Agronomy ?aria 
Fertilizer Applications 
: :Ifo, :i 
Average Heists :Ave. :Iiiss - : ] i  
Plot :Rate: ;Stand:ing : 
Ho. Analysis:per : 
;acre: Method 
• • 
• • 
June iJ-uly:Sept. :per ;Eills:C 
12 : 21 : 7 :Eill ;per :( 
: : :Plot : 
ilhs.: in.: in.: in. ; : :] 
1 Cheot None 4 tc > 5 66 84 2 . 6  7 
2 2-12-2 134 Broadcast w^ith grain drill 6 n 7 84 96 2 . 6  5 
3 0-12-0 134 Broadcast with grain drill 5 TT 6 78 90 2 . 7  4 
4 0-12-2 134 Broadcast with grain drill 5 n 6 80 94 2 . 6  4 
5 Check If one 4 TT 5 72 88 2 . 6  4 
6 2-12-2 267 Broadcast with grain drill a H 9 87 96 2 . 5  6 
7 0-12-0 267 Broadcast with grain drill 7 n 8 86 94 2 . 7  4 
8 0-12-2 267 Broadcast with grain drill 7 tt 8 92 96 2 . 6  10 
9 Check B"one 6 n 7 76 90 2 . 7  3 
10 2-12-2 134 Both sides of hill 9 n 10 96 98 2 . 6  6 
11 0-12-0 134 Both sides of hill 8 n 9 90 96 2 . 5  13 
12 0-12-2 134 Both sides of hill 8 n 9 92 98 2 . 6  5 
13 Check Sone 6 T1 7 84 88 2 . 6  3 
14 2-12-2 267 Both sides of hill 9 *1 10 98 98 2 . 8  6 
15 0-12-0 267 Both sides of hill 7 ft 8 93 96 2 . 4  14 
16 0-12-2 267 Both sides of hill 8 n 9 96 96 2 . 6  10 
17 0-12-2 2 6 7  Broadcast with grain drill 5 w 6 87 94 2 . 7  7 
18 Check Hone 3 « 4 84 92 2 . 6  4 
19 0-12-2 134 Both sides of hill 8 n 9 94 96 2 . 5  6 
20 0-12-2 134 Broadcast with grain drill 5 n 6 88 94 2.6 5 
21 0-12-2 134 Hear of hill 7 TT 8 92 96 2 . 6  8 
22 Check Hone 4 ft 5 83 92 2 . 5  4 

T A B L E  
tizer Study on Agronomy ?arm - 19E3, 
\ :Ho, :Actxial Harvest :Acre :Acre Increases : Shrinkage 
Average Heists:Ave. :Miss-:Wts« per Plot rYields^Calculated by :on Ear 
: Stand ;ing ; T : :of :Checlc : Ave rage: Corn per 
June :Jxily:Sept, :per :Eills:GoodiH'uTj'b-;Total:Com '.Yields or:of All :Plot 
12 : 21 : 7 ;Hill :per :Com;ins :Com :(70#) :InterpciLa-:Checlcs : 
: : : :Plot : ; : ; .-tion MetfaoAMethod ; ^ 
in.: in.; in. ; : :lbs.;lt)s. :lbs. ; "bu. : bu. ; bu. : > 
to 5 66 84 2.6 7 414 59 473 67.6 86.0 
n 7 84 96 2.6 5 503 54 557 79.6 9.3 10.0 86.0 
ff 6 78 90 2.7 4 493 67 560 80.0 7.0 10.7 85.4 
n 6 80 94 2.6 4 550 55 605 86.4 10.7 17.1 85.4 
ft 6 72 88 2.6 4 488 60 548 78.3 
13.1 
87.4 
rt 9 87 96 2.5 6 515 62 577 82.4 3.1 88.0 
n 8 86 94 2.7 4 558 50 608 86.9 6.6 17,6 86.0 
n 8 92 96 2.6 10 572 48 620 88.6 7.3 19.3 87.7 
ft 7 75 90 2.7 3 494 82 576 82.3 83.4 
n 10 96 98 2.6 6 520 63 583 83.3 4.6 14.0 86.0 
n 9 90 96 2.5 13 470 58 528 75.4 0.4 6.1 86.0 
Tf 9 92 98 2.6 6 523 61 584 83.4 12.1 14.1 87.7 
Tt 7 84 88 2.6 3 396 77 473 67.6 88.7 
n 10 98 98 2.8 6 458 60 518 74.0 7.2 4.7 88.7 
11 8 93 96 2.4 14 380 59 439 62.7 -3.2 -6.6 88.0 
n 9 96 96 2.6 10 431 72 503 71.9 6.9 2.6 89.4 
n 6 87 94 2.7 7 375 109 484 69.2 5.1 -0.1 87.7 
n 4 84 92 2.6 4 346 96 442 63.2 lost - ] 
n 9 94 96 2.5 6 463 60 523 74.8 13.2 5.5 89.4 
n 6 88 94 2.6 5 387 82 469 67.0 6.9 -2.3 88.7 
n 8 92 96 2.6 8 406 75 481 68.8 10.3 -0.5 88.7 
ft 5 83 92 2.5 4 274 124 398 57.0 89.4 
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progressive changes in the soil fertility to a mininnm 
and to permit the concliision thit potash did or did not 
have an influence upon the corn yields for this parti-
cxilar soil and season# Under the arrangement in 1922 
(2-12-2, 0-12-2, 0-16-0) this potash effect could not "be 
definitely established. The acid ph sphate, or 0-16-0, 
used in the first year was diluted to an 0-12-0 mixture 
too, so as to secure greater accuracy in application by 
permitting the same set of the planter or the drill 
feeds for all mixtures. The number of plots was increased 
by 5 also, so that more diredt comparisons between the 
respective methods of fertilizer application might be 
studied with adjacent plots. 
Table 24 shows the original outline of the 
plots, while table 25 gives the experiment as conducted 
in 1925 with the harvest yields by field weight on 
October 19, 20, 22, and 25. It should be added that the 
com was planted on May 3 and 4 with a John Deere #999 
fertilizer corn planter, harrowed on iSs.y 7, and culti­
vated 4 times before being laid by. The plots v/ere 4 
com rows wide or 14 feet and about 100 hills long, so 
that exact l/lO acre plots might be harvested. The 
"broadcast" fertilizer treatmects were made with the 
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Peoria-Union fertilizer grain drill after the corn had 
been planted* The "hill" applicstions were made with a 
new attachment designed bj the writer and connected to 
the seed shanks. Photograph 50 presents a view of the 
attachmfflit "c^on the right seed shank, the side on which 
the fertilizer attachment set in extremely close to the 
shoe and delivered a part of the fertiliser into the 
hill in "airect contact v/ith the seed" rather than along 
"both sides" with soil interposed, as desired. This 
point v;ill be discussed n:ore fallj in the corn test on 
the Tnrkington farm. The new attachment actually consist 
ed of two regular attachments joined together by iron 
braces and operated by the checkwire siniultaneously with 
the seed valves. 
Tn the test of 192E the regular attachment had 
been used, ivhich located most of the fertilizer as a 
mass about 2 to S inches "to the rear of the hill". In 
plot 21 of the present test the "rear of hill" location 
was compared with the "both sides of hill" method, i.e. 
the regular and the nen attachments were compared. It 
mast be admitted that the design of the new attachment 
was not perfect because it increased the draft consider­
ably due to the poor furrow openers used, but it served 
the purpose for methods of fertilizer application compari 
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son# Each niamilacttirer will prefer to perfect his o\?n 
design of attachment anyway, so the object of this test 
was doomed to be a study of the fundamental fertilizing 
methods rather than the structural styles of attachments. 
Photographs 51, 62 and 53 show the plant growth differ­
ences of the several fertilizing methods corapared in this 
erperinent* 
Considering the harvest data, the following 
conclusions seen warranted: 
(1) Potash applications with acid phosphate gave 
benefits in ell cases. (Kote plots 4 and S; 8 and 7; 
12 and 11; and 16 and 15}# 
(2) Ihe 2-12-2 fertilizer showed up better in 
the "hill" plots than in the "broadcast" plots when com­
pared to the adjacent 0-12-0 plots, but failed to equal 
the results secured with the 0-12-2 treatments in each 
section of the test. 
(S) Comparing plots 16w£feh 17 and 19 with 20, 
the "hill" method of fertilizer application out-yielded 
the "broadcast" method on this soil type during this 
particular season. In 1922 the reverse was apparently 
true, but of course the plots being compared were not 
immediately adjacent to each other, so the results 
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eaniiot be considered definite. 
Ihe acre increases due supposedly to tiie fer­
tilizers in the 1/2 normal treatments of the 1922 test, 
all favored the "hill" application nethod laarlcedly, but 
the actual yields on the saaae plots just as strongly 
favored the "broadcast" method* The difference in conclu­
sion hinges upon the system of interpretation of the 
data used, whether the progressive check (interpolation) 
system or the average of all checks method or the direct 
comparisons of the plot yields themselves without mathe­
matical interpretation. In considering the data of 
these tv/o years experiments, the writer prefers to accept 
the 192S results as showing more accurately the response 
of corn to fertilizers. This means that "hill" methods 
of application are equal to or better than "broadcast". 
Ihe maturity factor should not be overlooked either, 
for certainly the "hill" applications of fertilizer gave 
the earlier maturity during both years. 
(4) Comparison"of plots 19 and 21 indicates 
that hill fertilisation upon "both sides" by the new 
attachment is better than "to the rear" v;ith the stand­
ard attachment. Shirther study is needed to prove the 
conclusion, but it seems safe to predict that the new 
method will eTentxially displace the old, where adequate 
preeaTLtions are observed to prevent the fertilizer fall­
ing in "direct contsct" with the seed in the hill# Corn 
roiVB are normally 42 inches apart instead of 7 inches 
as foimd in raost grain drills, so a :.iven application to 
the 42 inch rows 7;ould "be 6 tires aore concentrated trs-n 
when applied in the narrow rows continuously and hence 
nroch more dangerous to germination. In fact, the hill 
concentration of the fertilizer V;Ould again multiply the 
dangers by 6 or 7, thus giving an application of SO or 
40 times the same application made thru a grain drill. 
It is no wonder then that many farmers have experienced 
germination injury from applying readily-soluble coiainer-
cial fertilizers thru the attachments upon their planters. 
Also, the reason is very obvious why manufacturers advise 
that the fertilizer be drilled under all circimstances, 
even when the com is checked in hills. 
(5) Comparisons of plots 19 and 21 vd th 20 
point to the important geaaral conclusion that any type 
of "hill" fertilizer application v;hich does not injure 
the germination, is practically certain to prove better 
than a similar "broadcast" application for corn under 
lov/a conditions. 5he photographs strilfcingly show the 
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q.ulek "kick off* and the early growth "benefits resulting 
from the "hill" ;T!ethods. The r^.tiirity differences lead 
to the same conclusion. The eeonoay of smaller appli­
cations located at the hill is manifested also v/hen 
plots 17 and 19 are coapared. The only condition which 
is not represented in this experinient and which the 
v/riter feels may have bearing upon the future corn ferti­
lizing practice, is the question of "split" applications. 
There nay be an advantage and economy in applying two-
thirds of the fertilizer broadcast when -oreparing the 
seed-bed and the other one-third at the hills v/hen plant­
ing* Probably the minerals should be broadcasted and the 
ssuaonia source localized at the hills. An attempt was 
made to study these points in the corn test on the Turking-
ton farm» but the data are insufficient to permit of con­
clusions. 
Com on the Turlington garm - 1935» 
The outline of this study is presented in table 
26, along with the harvest data. Plot ES was intended 
to be a "both sides of the hill" treatment, but one of 
the rods operating the fertilizer dump-Talves on the 
right seed shank broke, so the test outline was modified 
Corn ?ertilizer Study on Turkington i'arn 
fertiliser Anxilications 
Plot 
Ifo. Hate 
Analysis :per 
acre Uetiiod 
A' 
Hi 
o: 
3 
2 
lbs« 
1 Check Hone 
2 2-12-2 100 
3 2-12-2 100 
4 2-12-2 100 
5 2-12-2 100 
6 Checlc None 
7 2-12-2 200 
8 2-12-2 200 
9 2-12-2 200 
10 2-12-2 200 
11 Checlc None 
12 2-12-2 150 
13 2-12-2 150 
14 2-12-2 150 
15 2-12-2 300 
16 Check None 
17 2-12-2 300 
18 2-12-2 100 
19 2-12-2 100 
20 2-12-2 300 
21 Check None 
22 2-12-2 100 
23 2-12-2 100 
24 2-12-2 100 
25 2-12-2 100 
2 6 G heel: rone 
Both sides of hill 
One side of hill 
Continuo-us in row, falling upon "deflectors'' at 
bottom of delivery pipes 
Continuous in row, direct contact with seel 
200# of O-lE-2 "broadcast (lime sower) 
21.3# MOg both sides of hill 
150,f "broadcast(lime sower) 50jr "both sides of hill 
3oth sides of hill 
Broadcast with line sower 
150# of 0-12-2 broadcast fgrain drill) 
16# IJaA'Og both sides of Mil 
Broadcast 'd.th grain drill 
lOOrf "broadcast (grain drill) 60# both sides of hill 
200# broadcast (grain drill) IQO'f both sides of hill 
Broadcast 7/ith grain drill 
Both sides of hill 
Hear of hill 
Broadcast vjith lime sower 
Broadcast with lime so-.vor 
One side of hill 
Hear of hill 
Broadcast with grain drill 
a » 2 inside rows 
"b = 2 outside rows 

T A B L E  ^  
: Stiily on Turlington Parm - 1923. 
Averarre Aver-; Iruinber Harvest :Acre :Acre Increases 
:ions Heirhts age : Kiss­ Weights :Yields :calculated by 
on Stand: ing of Corn ;of Corn rChecK : Average 
3eT)t, per : Hills •cer ; (70#) ;Yielfl s :of All 
22* Eill : ner Plot * :or In- iCYiec'k.s 
I Plot 1 :terpo-:Method 
* ; rlation • * 
• 1 ;Hethod • 
in. lbs. bu. bu. D U .  
96 2.7 0 342 48.9 
104 2.9 5 352 50.3 1.7 3.2 
102 2.8 4 332 47,4 -1.0 0.3 
ipon "deflectors" at 
jes . 100 2.9 3 340 48.6 0.5 1.5 
}ntact with seel 102 2.8 7 320 45.7 -2.2 -1.4 
98 2.4 4 333 47.6 
Line sov/er) 0.7a 128a 87a 12.4a 
111 102 2.8b 3b 250b 35.7b 0.6 1.0 
48.1 
50# both sides of hill 100 2.7 9 363 51.9 4.5 4.8 
100 2.8 24 365 52.1 4.8 5.0 
96 2.8 7 351 50.1 3.0 3.0 
94 2.6 5 329 47.0 
rain drill) 1.1a 81a 120a 17.la 
L 100 2.8b 4b 179b 25.6b -4.3 -4.4 
42.7 
96 2.7 8 320 45.7 -1.3 -1.4 
1 50# both sides of hill 98 2.8 16 326 46.6 -0.3 -0.5 
1 10D;'r both sides of hill 98 2.8 9 308 44.0 -2.9 -3.1 
98 2.6 7 328 46.9 
98 2.7 6 349 49.9 3.1 2.8 
100 & . 9  8 559 51.3 4.6 4.2 
100 2.7 11 'Z'Z'7 47.6 1.0 0.5 
98 2.9 7 334 47.7 1.2 0.6 
96 2.8 3 325 46.4 
99 2.8 4 344 49.1 2.8 2.0 
102 2.7 4 361 51.6 5.4 4.5 
100 3.0 6 339 48.4 2.3 1.3 
100 2.8 3 'X'Z 0 K/XJ */ 48 ,4 2.4 1.3 
98 2.8 2 321 45.? 
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accordingly to "one side of the hill". 
The Surkington farm is loeatcd near Nevada, lows., 
in the same eorinty with Araes, The soil tvoe was prin­
cipally Carrinjrton loam and had "been in corn "both in 1921 
and 1922. All of the -TBchines for starting the v.-ork v/ere 
transported to the ^ nrkington farm by trucii:, - a John 
Heere #999 fertiliser com planter, a Superior lir.iesower, 
and the Tan Brunt fertili-er grain drill# Kelly's Improved 
seed-corn was planted on Ifey 17 and 18 and hazrested on 
Eaveaber 2 and S. The plots were l/lO acre in size, 4 
rows wide and 89 hills long. The siaall rates of ferti­
lizer application were increased in bulk by adding sand, 
then applied at a higher rate -hich permitted more accur­
ate regulation of the sachine feeds. In fact the corn 
planter attachment was not adjustable for rates less ti^n 
75 pounds per acre, so the nitrate applications in plots 
7 and 12 were increased to 100 pounds bulk and applied 
with that set of the attachment. One of the feeds at the 
left side of the lir.-esower i-jas removed and the width of 
the feed hopper shortened from 8 to 7 feet, so that two 
trips f the raachine exactly covered the v-'idth of a corn 
plot. 
As previously mentioned, the "side-hill" attach­
ment on the right seed shank set in too closely, so that 
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a part of the fertilizer fell in "direct contact" with 
the corn kernels in the hill» Ihis location rored quite 
injurious to the gemination on plots 7 and 12 v/here 
the nitrate of soda tto-s checliied at the hills. Photographs 
54 and 55 hear positi'^e testimony to the fact, v:hile 
table 26 gives the average stand per hill per plot. The 
experiment was planted from left to right in the photo­
graphs and shows that the right shack v;hich drilled the 
inner corn rows of these plots 7 and 12, gave practically 
a blank stand v^'hile the outer rows planted v/ith the left 
shank were at least of average stand. (Dhe fertilizer 
attachment on the left shank set far enough cut t: permit 
soil to roll in and separate the seed from the ferti­
lizer. Even with such a handicap in stand, plot 7 actual­
ly gave a slight gain over the adjacent checl: plot in 
harvest yields. Plot 12 gave the expected reduced yield 
beloTT the check. It may be imagined what the result would 
have been tho, if both attachments had set in closely to 
the shank and the entire field had been fertilised ;vith 
nitrate in the hill. Just the 16 pounds to 21 pounds 
per acre used on these plots ;vere sufficient to cause dLl 
of the damage# Surely then an attachment which applies 
75 or 100 pounds as the minimum amount and delivers the 
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fertilizer "direct contact" into the hill vdth the seed 
shoTild "be unconditionally condemned. Since the regular 
design of attc-chment locates the fertilizer to the "rear 
of the hill" from which location it is very apt to drag 
over into direct contact v/ith the seed due to numerous 
causes, then the regular attachment needs re-d.esigning 
to make it safe to use without germination injury. 
The yields obtained in this experiment as shown 
in table 26 are admittedly snail, but they ai-e quite con­
sistent for the treatments compared. Bo reason is imown 
for the low and even negatire yields unless the rains 
came at the t'/rong tir.es, since the test was planted 
about 2 weeks later than the Agronomy Parm test. Compar­
ing plots 18 and 19 v/ith 17 and 20, 2S and 24 with 22 and 
25, and 9 v/ith 10, the conclusion seems warranted that 
"hill" methods of fertilizer application are better than 
"broadcast" methods. 5fhis agrees esactly with the Agronomy 
Farm tests. !i}he "sides of hill" location a pears superior 
to the "rear of hill" loe;.tion too, as previously noted# 
Regarding the "split" fertilizer applications used in 
plots 7,8, 12, 14 and 15, no deductions can be made re­
garding the value of such methods. 2!he experiment must 
"be repeated many times upon numerous soil types and under 
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different climatic conditions for definite conclusions. 
Potatoes OP the Zennedy ?ara - 1925 
Jhe location of this experiment v/as in northern 
lov/a, on the San Siennedy farm at Clear Lake. [i)he soil 
type '.v££ Cerringiion fine sandy loam and the land had 
grov/n potatoes in 1922 precede-? "by clorer in 1921. It 
was unfertilized and had not been namireci for years. 
T-v/c rows of Hural Iie\7 Yorker se-d were planted per plot 
V5lth a S foct interval between the rov;s, on lie-y 22 and 2S, 
1925» She rows were each 64 rods long, thus raaliing plots 
of approsi-Tiately 1/7 acre. A Eev/ Iron Age Automatic 
potato planter was transported from Ames to put in the 
test, since variotiE adjustments and styles of the ferti­
lizer attachment were being studied. 
2a"ble 27 gives the final outline of the "/ork 
^th the harvest resiilts secured on October 12 and 15. 
She fertilizer used in the main part of the test v/s.s a 
commercial 5-12-4 Big Crop "brand rrs-nufactured by the 
Armour n^ertilizer Company. !Phe additional plots in the 
latter part of the test ^ 7ere v/ith 16^ acid phosphate 
purchased "by Mr# Kennedy several years previously. All 
Potato Fertilizer Study at Clear f.ake, lov 
Plot 
^0. Methods of Fertilizer Application 
(1600# per acre of 3-12-4) 
1 Checlc—unfertilized 
2 All fertilizer "sides lower plane" than se^-^d, narrow sr^read 
3 1/4 fertilizer "below" seed and 3/4 at "sides sazae plane", narro'?^'^ spread 
4 3/4 fertiliser in "nade-up ridge" ahead of planting and 1/4 at "sidee sa 
narrow spread 
5 1/2 fertilizer in "mado-up ridge" ahead of planting and 1/2 at "sides sa 
narrow spread 
6 Check—unfertilized 
7 All fertilizer in "made-up ridge" ahead of planting 
8 All fertilizer "sides sasB pl-me" as seed, wide spread 
9 All fertilizer "sides same plane" as seed, narrow spread 
10 All fertilizer in "made-up ridge" ahead of planting 
11 Chect—unfertilized 
12 All fertilizer "sides some plane" as seed, wide spread 
13 All fertilizer "sides lower plane" than seed, narrow spread 
14 All fertilizer "sides sans plane" as seed, narrosr spread 
15 Chock—unfertilized 
16 1/4 fertilizer "Taelow" seed and 3/4 at "sides same plane", narrow spread 
17 All fertilizer "above" seed with soil interposed, wide spread 
18 All fertilizer "above" seed v/ith soil interposed, narrow spread 
19 Check—unfertilized 
20 1/4 fertiliser "above" seed and 3/4 at "sides saae pl®e", narroTr spread 
21 All fertiliser "direct contact" \7ith seed in rov; (1600.r per acre) 
22 All fertilizer "mised ^ith soil in row" (1500# per acre) 
23 All fertilizer "direct contact" with seed in row (400r per acre) 
24 Check—unfertilized 
f 0»16-0 applied in this part of the stud 
25 All fertilizer "direct contact" with seed in row (400# per acre) 
26 All fertiliser "sidei same plane" as seed, narrow spread (400,? per acre) 
27 Check—unfertilized 
28 All fertilizer in "inade-up ridge" ahead of planting (400# per acre) 
29 All fertilizer "above" seed with soil interposed, wide spread (400?^ per 
30 1/4 fertilizer "above" seed and 3/4 at "sideisame plane", narrow spread( 
31 Check—unfertilized 
32 All fertilizer "sides same plane" as seed, narrav spread (1200# per acre 
33 All fertilizer "sides sanB plane" as seed, na:.-row spread (1600r per acre 
34 All fertilizer "sides same plane" as seed, narrow ST^read i&OOl/ -per acre) 
35 All fertilizer "sides same plane" as seed, narrow spread (2400ii- per acre 
36 Check—unfertilized 

izer Study at Clear r.ake, lovya - 1923, 
:Acre Increa ses cal-
Bushel Acre rculated by 
Crates Yields :Checli Yield s :n.Terap-e 
zer Application per tor Interpe­ :of All 
Plot llation :Checl:s 
of 3-12-4) : Method :Ileth od 
bu. ou. : Du. : bu. 
22.50 155.0 
d, narrov/ spread 31.50 217.0 61,7 70.4 
es saiae plane", narrow spread 29.25 201.0 45.4 54.4 
planting and 1/4 at "sides saae plane". 
planting and 1/2 at "sides same plane". 
27.25 187.5 31.6 40.9 
29.00 199.5 43.3 52.9 
22.75 156.5 
planting 28.25 194.5 39.7 47.9 
ide spread 28.00 192.5 39.4 45.9 
arrow spread 29.75 205.0 53.6 58.4 
planting 25.00 172.0 22.3 25.4 
21.50 148.0 
Lde spread 27.50 189.0 40.1 42.4 
i, narrow spread 31.25 215.0 65.2 65.4 
narrow spread 29.00 199.5 48.9 52.9 
22.00 151.5 
38 same plane", narrow spread 28.75 198.0 47.8 51.4 
posed, wide spread 24.00 165.0 16.2 18.4 
posed, narrow spread 23.50 161.5 14.1 14.9 
21.25 146.0 
3S same plgie", narrow? spread 26.50 182.5 38.9 35.9 
1 row (ISOOr per acre) 17.00 117.0 -24.2 -29.6 
}0f per acre) 19.00 131.0 - 7.8 -15.6 
1 row i^OOr per acre) 21.75 149.5 13.1 2.9 
19.50 134.0 
Lied in this part of the stndy ) 
1 row (400# per acre) 20.00 137.5 1.2 - 9.1 
irrow spread (40Q# per acre) 24.50 168.5 29.9 21.9 
20.50 141.0 
)lanting (400# per acre) 25.00 172.0 31.3 25.4 
josed, wide spread (400# per acre) 21.25 146.0 5.7 - 0.5 
3< same plane", narrow spread(400# per acre) 24.75 170.5 30.6 23.9 
20.25 139.5 
larrovv spread (1200# per acre) 26.00 179.0 37.8 32.4 
lai'row spread (1600# per acre) 26.25 180.5 37.6 33.9 
iarro7; STiread (800# per acre) 26.00 179.0 34.4 32.4 
larrow spread (2400# per acre) 27,75 191.0 44.7 44.4 
21.50 148.0 
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of the "made-up ridge" fertilizer applications were se­
cured "by using the planter to apply the fertiliser as a 
separate operation with wide set of the delivery pipes 
thru the plots, then shutting off the fertiliser attach­
ment and retracing the ridges to plant the seed. The 
"mixed with the soil in the row" condition attained in 
plot 22, was identical to the adjustment for plot 21, ex­
cept that a log-chain was looped "back and forth from 
the opening discs and allowed to drag in the seed row 
just ahead of the seed delivery shute, thus stirring the 
soil and the fertilizer together rather thoroly over a 
6 to 8 inch width strip* The other fertilizer locations 
were either secured "by adjustments of the regular attach­
ment parts themselves or hy the substitution of covering 
hlades as stirrers along the sides to give wider spread 
to the side fertilizer strips or of a narrow deep shovel 
to give the "below" location. Official rainfall records 
for the esperinent are found in table 1. ifo attarapt was 
made to grade the potatoes at the hairvest due to the 
lack of time and labor, but it may be stated that all of 
the fertilized plots yielded potatoes of a much superior 
quality and size than the unfertilized check plots. 
Eeferring to the data in table 27, the follow­
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ing facts seem wortli calling attention to: 
(1) Applications of large amounts .f high-
analysis readily-soluble fertilizers "direct contact in 
the row with the seed" should not be made. They endanger 
the germination in dry seasons and reduce the yields 
because of the poor stand# Plot 21 shows that 1600 pounds 
per acre of fertilizer applied in this nanner actually 
decreased the yield by about 30 bushels below the aver­
age of all of the check plots. Mixing the sane amount 
of fertilizer with the soil in the row, as in plot E2, 
tended tj) minimize the injury but certainly did not elim­
inate it. Plot EE gave a reduced yield of 15 bushels 
below the average of all the checks. 
(S) Applications of small amounts of fertilizer 
"direct contact in the rows with the seed" may give in­
creased yields, as in plot 22, or negative results as 
is apparently the case in plot 25. Even when beneficial, 
the results cannot be said to equal the results of the 
better methods of application. 
(S) The best method of fertilizer application 
is probably the "sides lower plane" location found in 
plots S and IS. Ihese plots gave acre increases of over 
60 bushels each by either method of mathematical inter­
pretation. Comparing plot S v/ith plot 21 - the best 
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method of fertilization Egainst the poorest in this parti­
cular test, - ezs-ctly 100 bushels difference is found, 
favoring the "sides lower plane" method. To the writer, 
this comparison is the isost significant fact brought out 
by the entire test. It undoubtedly explains in a large 
measure some of the apparent anomalies with fertilizer 
studies ccndocted by the various experiment stations. 
!Po be specific, the potato tests conducted by some of our 
eastern states have probably been planted with one style 
of planter and fertilizer attachment in -^e case and with 
another make of machine in another case, thus causing 
different locations of the fertilizer relative to the 
seed and producing entirely contrary results for ferti­
lizers of the same anal3rsis applied at the same rate per 
acre upon the same soil type. Further,many fertiliser 
studies upon corn probably are not comparable, if the 
tests have been planted with different makes of planters. 
Hand broadcasting of fertilizers on the surface soil after 
the seed-bed is fitted does not seem equal to broadcast­
ing with a limesower in the coarse of fitting the seed­
bed or with a grain drill down to moisture. For long 
time tests the results would probably be more nearly com­
parable, but certainly for seasonal tests the differences 
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In methods of fertilizer application might "be the most 
important variable factor. 
(4) 2?he "made-up ridge" plots in this potato 
test failed to indicate any definite facts. In plots 
7 and 8 the "made-up ridge" rows equaled the "sides saae 
plane" rows, but in plots 9 and 10 the "sides" rov;s out-
yielded the "ridge". 
(5) Bo conclusions can be drawn regarding the 
practice of "splitting" the fertilizer applications, 
according to the results on plots S, 4, 5, 16, 20 and SO. 
(6) Ihe "above the seed" with soil interposed 
location did not give large benefits in th:.s test, such 
as often occur in sandy soils and more rainy climates. 
(7) She object of the study in plots 8 and 9 
was a narrow type of "sides" distribution compared to 
a wide type, stich as apparently is incorporated in the 
designs of the Iron Age and the Hoover planters versus 
the Aspinwall# She real conparison of these two methods 
of "sides" distribution Vvould be adjacent plots planted 
with the respective planters using the same interval of 
seed spacing in the row, the same fertilizer analysis, 
brand, and rate per acre, etc. 
-IIS-
In general this entire test sapports and verifies 
the potato wort carried out by the writer (5} in Hew Jersey. 
Adjustment Studies with One-5ow. (Me-Sorse Planters* 
fable 28 presents the outline and data of this 
esperiiaent which was started June 16, 192S,, on the iigronozay 
Parn, comparing the effects upon corn germination of drill­
ing fertilizers along the seed roiv with various adjustments 
of the fertilizer attachments* The two niachir;es used in 
the study are shov/n as figure S in plate 1 and figure S 
in plate 5 of the machinery study. Ihe new "side-rov/" 
attachment mentioned in rows 1 and E of the experiment 
outline is shown in photograph 56. Sormally the machine 
delivered the fertilizer "diredt contact into the seed row" 
and photograph 67 of the present report shows the injury 
produced to corn germination in row S cf this experiment. 
Jhe adjacent row (#2 in the table and on the right in the 
photograph) using the "side-row" attachment, gave a per­
fect stand for the same ran^e of rates of the same fer­
tilizer. Therefore, this type of "positive direct con­
tact" planter demands re-designing. In fact, all of the 
planters shown in plate 1 are of this type, because they 
I 
T A 3 L E M 
Study of Planter Adjustments and t'om &erninati( 
Row 
Fertilizer Treatments * 
• 
• 
Corn Germinati( 
for the ?ollowi 
Ho. 
Analysis 
: : Application. 
: Method of Application : ; : 
: ;Clieck:100 Ibs.rS 
1 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 
One side of row, drilled continuously 
and 1" from seed (new attachment) 50 49 
2 2-12-2 
(Cyanamld) 
One side of row, drilled continuously 
and 1" from seed (new attachment) 57 51 
3 2-12-2 
(Cyanamid) 
Direct contact in row with seed, drilled 
continuously (regular attachment) 54 43 
4 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 
Direct contact in row with seed, drilled 
continuously (regular attachment) 52 47 
5 2-12-2 
(Comnierc lal) 
li" to 2 inches below seed, drilled con­
tinuously along row (covering "blades 
set deep J 55 51 
6 2-12-2 
(Commercial) 
Mixed with soil in seed row, drilled con-
tinuuusly (covering "blades raised) 51 53 
7 2-12-2 
(Cyanamid) 
Mixed with soil in seed row, drilled con­
tinuously (covering "blades raised) 58 56 
8 2-12-2 
(Cyanamid) 
•I" to 1 inch below seed, drilled contin­
uously along row (covering blades set 
half down) 54 59 
9 2-12-2 
(Cyanamid) 
li" to 2 inches below seed, drilled contin­
uously along row (covering blades set 
deep) 52 58 

T A B L E  M  
dstaents and Com Gemination on Agronomy Pana. 
; Corn Germination Coiints per 50 Foot How Lengths rAverage Heights 
for the Following Rates per Acre of Fertilizer :for 400# treat-
Application. rment on July 20 
:Checlc:100 lbs.:200 lbs. :300 lbs.:400 lbs. tCheck : inches 
Lnuously 
9nt) 
Lnuously 
jnt) 
jd, drilled 
mt) 
3d, drilled 
mt) 
illed con-
blades 
Irilled con-
Lsed} 
Irilled con-
Lsed) 
>d contin-
ides set 
Llled contin-
ides set 
50 
57 
54 
52 
55 
61 
58 
54 
52 
49 
51 
43 
47 
51 
53 
56 
59 
58 
52 
47 
8 
56 
54 
60 
45 
53 
62 
47 
50 
6 
23 
50 
56 
31 
47 
57 
54 
61 
2 
15 
56 
43 
12 
23 
48 
55 
64 
62 
58 
61 
63 
54 
56 
32 
30 
10 
20 
31 
26 
24 
26 
60 27 
Iftifertilized border 
rows 18 and 21 in. 
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deliver the fertilizer and seed into the furrow thru 
the same general pipe or steni: and hence in "positive 
direct contact" with each other. All of these planters 
and similar ones nrast "be changed to safe-guard the seed 
germination. This is especially vital since some seeds 
are much less resistant to fertilizer toxicity tte-n com 
and "because the fertilizers of today are more caustic 
and readily-soluble than the old organic fertilizers of 
10 or 20 years ago* The trend of the fertilizer industry 
|s tOTsard higher analysis goods too, largely chemical in 
composition. Cto the farcer's side, the tendency is to 
use large amounts per acre, if "benefits are secured v/ith 
small applications. 
The "blades mentioned in rows 5 to 9 inclusive 
of the table, are luarked with the letter X in figure 3 
of plate 5. Adjustment of these "blades to the lowest 
position, caused more soil to roll in covering the ferti­
lizer in the bottom of the ori^nal furrow and hence 
located the same at the greatest depth below the seed. 
Variation in this depth or interval of soil separation 
directly influenced the germination results. The further 
the fertilizer was drilled below the seed, within limits 
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of course, the starer was the germination dmring a dry 
season, Obriottslj^ the fertilizer cooia be located so far 
below, that greater depths would not hare any influence 
upon the germination. The highest adjustment of the 
covering blades permitted a "mised with the soil in the 
seed row" condition and hence gave appreciable germina­
tion injury for the Cyanamid 2-12-2 fertilizer (row 7). 
5Phis planter was chiefly a cotton drill, however, and 
hence had a progressive design vvhich endeavored to elin-
inate the dangers to germination, because cotton is 
readily recognized as a very sensitive crop to fertilizer 
"burning" and is one of the crops fertilized the heaviest 
in ionerica today. 
Grain Drill Studies with Cereals and legumes. 
An attempt was made in this experiment started 
September 5, 192S, on the Agronomy Parm, to study the 
effects of fertilizer applications "direct contact in the 
seed rows" upon the germination of several cereals and 
legumes. 2he seed box of the Peoria-Union fertilizer grain 
drill was divided into 4 compartments, each having S feed 
throats and delivery pipes. Wheat, rye, soybeans and oats 
TABLE E9 
Field Study of Fertilizer Effects upon Grain Germination, 
applied at time of seeding with a fertiliser grain drill, 
direct contact in the rows v/ith the seed, 
Kind of : Germination Counts por 60 foot of Row Length for :Stnnd 
Grain ; each Treatment : 800# 
Tested ;Gheok ^  unfeFtilized ;Cy^ainid 2-1^-2 Rat^ per acre;Applioaticn 
:lat ; 2nd :Average'; 300 : 400 i 600 ; 800 :of Average 
: : : ; lbs. ; ITas. ; lbs. ; Ibe. iCheclc 
Wheat 672 714 693 686 674 463 287 41 
Rye 687 665 676 653 617 405 250 37 
Soy Beans 841 870 857 833 856 692 459 54 
Oats 902 888 895 911 924 847 580 65 
Hubam •M M* M Good Good Good Good Fair 60 
Medium red clover Good Good Fair Fair Poor 40 
Balea mm^ mm Good Good Good Good Good 90 
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were put into the respective compartments and all seeded 
at the same time with a constant compromise set of the 
seed feeds. The grass-seed bos was also divided into 
2 compartments of 4 throats each and Huham (anniial sweet 
clover) Medixm Bed Clover, and Dalea (new annual legume), 
all seeded at the same time and rate, -^n increasing 
range of fertilizer application rates was "used, v/ith un-
fertilized check plots at each end. 
Photographs 58 and 59 show views of the seeded 
strip at the dividing line "between the 800-poxind ferti­
lized plot and the 2nd check. Eain lessened the effects 
of this experiment considerably (on September 7 - 0.2S 
inches and on the 11th - 0.26 inches), but the germina­
tion cotints !3Sde on the 800-pound plot shov/ed marked 
in^nry. All of the cereals gave poor stands, 65 percent 
or less of the averaged checks. T-he legumes did much 
better than tcls expected, for they arc generally found to 
be very sensitive to fertilizer "burning". 
Considering the results of this test, of the 
winter v/heat tests, and of certain studies loade in Eev/ 
Jersey, the writer offers the caution that probably SOO 
pounds per acre is the maximum application of a complete 
commercial fertilizer (like the 2-12-2) which can be 
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applied "direct contact in the seed rows" with insured 
safety to gemination for crops like vrheat, oats, and 
rye* V/ith. 16^ acid phosphate alone, the rate may "be in­
creased to 400# or probably even to 600# per acre with 
perfect safety. The rainfall, soil t::pe, crop, fertilizer 
analysis and ingredients, etc. will govern the results 
obtained. To insure the good germiristion of the clovers, 
it is suggested that half of the delivery spouts {each 
alternate spout) be connected back into the large ferti­
lizer—grain pipes and that the other half be left free 
to scatter the clover seed broadcast ahead of the disc 
openers and drag chains, (See figure 6 in plate 14). 
Observation of these precautions should guaraatee a 
satisfactory stand of both cereals and legumes when 
applied v;ith a fertilizer grain drill. 
Conclusions to Part II. 
These aachine-plantcd fertilizer esperiments 
must be repeated upon nimerous soil tjrpes and over a series 
of years before definite conclusions are drawn and a sat­
isfactory fertilizer practice can be worked out for each 
of the various crops. Even then the practices ir&y change 
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with each new chemical ingredient introduced into the 
fertilizer industry. However, the results reported seem 
to indicate some very vrorthwhile suggestions in the ^ ay 
of fertilizing practices for Iowa» which nay prove bene­
ficial for other parts of the corn-belt and elsewhere "^Ith 
the sasffi crops. 
In fertilizing cereals like oats and wheat, 
the use of a combination fertiliser-grain drill is recom­
mended. Both the seed and the fertilizer can be sown 
in the same operation with such a machine, thus savin£ 
time and labor. Moderate applications of non-caustic 
fertilizers have given the most econo:iiical returns by 
this "direct contact in the seed rows" method of distri­
bution. By moderate applications, it is meant that as 
nnich as 400 pounds per acre of acid phosphate or 
300 poundsof commercial 2-1E-2 fertilizer can be drilled 
with the seed without appreciable decreases in germina­
tion which results in smaller yields. Ls-rger a-piications 
than these ^'ust listed or the distribution of fertilisers 
containing caustic ingredients like Cyanamid, must be made 
separately from the seeding. Probably tiae best yields 
with the Cyanamid will come from broadcasting it a weeli 
or two weets in advance of the seeding. It is hoped that 
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a i3s.ch.iiie V7ill soon be on the market for scconpiisiiing 
this broadcast distribution of fertilisers in the saiae 
operation with the fitting the seed-oad, either the disc­
ing or the harrov.'ing stages. ?or the l£:.re:e applications 
of non-caustic fertilizers, the ^ est method of distribu­
tion appears to be a splitting of the total application 
between the "drilled direct contact in the seed rows" 
method and the "broadcast" method# (These precautions 
safe-guard the seed germination and afford benefits which 
appear to be most economical for Iowa conditions. 
In these tests, there has been no advantage 
in spring applications, either for the entire fertilizer 
application or for a part of the same. Also, the drill­
ing of the fertilizer as a "separate operation to the seed­
ing", no laatter what the depth or the tine period before 
the seeding, has failed to produce yields equal to the 
"direct contact" applications of the same fertilizer, 
prfiTided of course moderate amoimts of the non-eaustic 
fertilizers were used. Che use of a second set of de­
livery pipes for distributing the fertilizer "above" 
the seed-row was found to safe-guard the germination 
generally, but failed to give benefits warranting their 
adoption in the fertilization of small grains. Where 
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"TDroadcast" applications of fertilizers are made with a 
limesower or by other means npon the seed-bed surface, 
it appears wise to wor'K the fertilizer into the soil by 
thoro discing, unless of course the soil is very sandy 
and the rainfall is heavy. 
In the fertilisation of corn, the "hill" methods 
appeared eQ[Xial to or even superior to the "broadcast" 
method for Iowa conditions, providec the fertilizer was 
not delivered "direct contact into the hills vdLth the 
seed"* !I!he "hill" methods certainly gave the earlier 
maturity for both years' tests on the Agronomy ?arm and 
the larger yields for the 192S corn experiment. Compari­
sons of the two hill methods, - the "rear of hill" with the 
"sides of hill", indicated that the latter isas prefer­
able* It cannot give the "direct contact in the hill" 
location like the "rear of hill" method often does due to 
a deranged adjustment of the fertilizer attachment, and 
hence the "sides" method is rec amnended over the "rear" 
method for preventing fertilizer injury to seed germina­
tion. 1 satisfactory design of attachment is therefore 
needed to guarantee the "sides" location of the ferti­
lizer for all machines swing seeds in wide rows or in 
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hiUs, like corn, cotton, beets, potatoes, etc. In fact, 
tiie method giving the best yields of potatoes in these 
Iowa tests, vias the "sides lower plane" location for the 
fertilizer, which is in exact agreement v.'ith the writer's 
Bew Jersey restilts. Therefore, the "sides" attachment 
probably should have some provision for adjusting it for 
depth of distributing the fertilizer, as well as for 
distance laterally from the seed-row. 
PAST III 
geartilizer Machinery Study. 
Pxurposes and Methods. 
The study of the fertilizer attachments of 
seeding aachiries was begun while the writer was located 
at the Bew Jersey Agricultural E::g)eriment Stations. 
Since coming to Iowa, the study has been greatly erspanded. 
The data for the survey have been secured chiefly by 
correspondence with the varioxe manufacturers listed 
in the 1922 edition of the "Tractor and Implement Blu« 
Book" and in the "Buyer's Guide". Catalogs were se­
cured and used in compiling the information. 7i/here the 
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catalog descriptions failed to esplain the mechanics of 
the oachine and its fertilizer attachments, the cuts were 
carefully studied and analyzed for classifying the 
attachments. Discrepancies between the cuts and the des­
criptive matter were noted in several instances and all 
such cases were decided from the cuts. It should "be added 
that the writer visited S state fairs in a further study 
of the subject, - the Trenton, H. J. fair; the Syracuse, 
S. Y. fair; and the Des Moines, Iowa fair. Various plant­
ers and drills loaned to the college for research purposes 
have greatly aided in the study, too. 
The purposes of the investigation were fourfold: 
(1) to study all of the fundamental principles involved 
in the varioTJs machines upon the market today for the 
application of fertilizers under field conditions, stress­
ing particularly the location of the fertilizer in the 
row or hill relative to the seed; {2) to classify the 
numerous mechanical designs of fertilizer attachments 
in actual use with their miniiium and ne-ximum rates of 
fertilizer application, their normal adjustment and option­
al adjustments, etc.; (3) to observe all tendencies 
toward progressive changes in mechanical design as affect­
ing the fundamental principles involved; and (4) to corre­
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late, if possible, these progressire changes ivith crops 
and fertilizing practices# 
l^ny 2:e.chi2ies were noted, hut only those poss­
essing fertilizer at'achnentB were studiea, The schesae 
of classification employed for the attachments wss orig­
inated "by the writer and may "be faulty in many respects, 
but it is the only one attempted to date to the writer's 
knowledge and it is felt to have served its purpose in 
this particular case very satisfactorily. G?ables 30 and 
21 give the suumarized data from the study, while plates 
1 to 16 inclusive show the ri^chines grouped according 
to the classifieatioc. Many more planters or drills 
might have been shown under the several classes but only 
enough are ^ iven to make the points of discussion (criti­
cism, commendation, etc*) perfectly plain and to prevent 
the individual manufacturers from feeling "singled-out" 
in the references. Machines manufactured by several 
companies are given in each class and an attempt has been 
made to eliminate all advertising by inking over the 
trade-marks and names. 
T A B L E  3 0  
Summary of Com-Cotton Plantor Ovorvey - 19S5 
1. Total nuraibor of planters v^ltli fertilizer attftclmients surveyed - - - - 128 
1 row 2 row total 
2. Number of com only planters - - - - - - - ~ w ^ "0 37 s ' ' '45 
5. Number of cotton only planters - 4 0 = 4 
4. Number of combined corn and cotton planters - - 29 G = S5 
5. Number of combined com, pea, bean, etc. planters M 24 13 s 37 
6, Number of miscellaneous planters - - - ~ 7 
chebifod drilled total 
V. Numbei' of 2 row planters in which tlao seed is •a" n ' 
8. Number of 1 row planters in which the ooed le 2 (Ixond 63 n 65 
operated) 
Planters set to drill, the number v/ith the fertilizer falling: 
1 row 2 rov/ total 
9. "Positive Direct Contact" --------- - - - 50 S' r 
10. 57 e 74 
11. "Positive Above" the seed -------- 3 3 tt 6 
IS. "Positive Below" the seed -------- 7 0 te 7 
13. "Mlxod in Row" v/ith tho seed 0 ts IG 
14., Number of 2 row corn planters furnishln^^ "deflectors" or scatterers" - 22 
15« Number of 2 row com plantera set to check tho sood and having the 
timinc of their fertilizer diirap valves so adjusted, tlmt the 
greater portion of tho fertilizer falls: 
direct contact in front to roar 
in liill of hill of hill indefinite 
14 2 29 10 
16. Number of tv/o rov/ corn planters in v/hlch tho fertilizer drills all tho 
time, dm^ to an absence of fertilizer valves, etc. - 4 
17. Number of 2 row com plantera set to chock both tho seed and tho 
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13» "Mixed in Row" v/ith tho seed - lo o a 18 
14., Hvunber of 2 row com planters furniohinc "doflectors" or scattorers" 
15• Nturiber of 2 row com planters set to check the seod and liavlng the 
timing of thoir fertilizer dvrnip valves so adjusted, tliat tho 
greater portion of tho fertilizer falls: 
- 22 
direct contact 
in hill 
14 
in front 
of hill 
to rear 
of hill 
29 
indefinite 
10 
16. Number of two rov/ corn planters in v/hich the fertilizer drills all the 
time, dur to an alisence of fertilizer valves, etc. - - 4 
17. Number of 2 row com planters set to check both the seed and the 
fertilizer, with an interval of separation between fertilizer 
and seed of approximately: 
2 inches 3 inches 4 inches 
5 23 1 
18. Location of fertilizer delivery pipe relative to the seed shankt 
Number of 2 row planters v/lth pipe ~ 
Number of 1 row planters v/lth pipe -
In front to rear indefinite 
3 
19. Approximato range of fertilizer applications, pounds per acre: 
double 
hopper 
under 125 to 51 to above in­
Minimum ranf^e 100// 100// definite 
Number of 2 rev/ planters - - 11 34 2 15 
Number of 1 row planters - - 4 11 3 2 45 
under 250 to 401 to above in­
Maximum rang® 250# 400// 600^^ GOQ// definite 
Nvimber of 2 row plantei's - - G 2 43 5 7 
Number of 1 row planters - - 0 5 15 6 40 
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Review of tJie ^chinery Study. 
Ia"ble SO shows that 128 individual planters, 
not including potato planters or grain drills, were stud­
ied. They were chiefly corn and conibirjation corn planters. 
The 1-row and the 2-row machines were equally represent­
ed# The great majority of the 1-row planters "drilled" 
the seed only, while the 2-row planters were capable of 
"both "drilling" and "hill-checking" the seed# In regard 
to their fertilizer attachments, the l-row planters were 
well distributed amont the 5 classes of methods of de­
positing the fertilizer along the seed row or hill. The 
older makes still deliver the fertilizei "positive direct 
contact" with the seed in the row, because the seed and 
the fertilizer are delivered thru the same shank or pipe 
at the furrow, Plate 1 shows this type. The never 
planters have tried "direct contact in the row" with the 
seed and "mixed in the row" with the seed methods, to re­
duce the dangers of germination "burnisg". In the former 
method the fertilizer is delivered thru a separate pipe 
to the rear of the seed shank, while in the latter netJiod 
the fertilizer is deposited first and then "mixed wL th the 
soil in the row" before the seed is sown. The latter 
method is very satisfactory under most conditions. More 
recent planters however have adopted either the "above" 
TABLE 31 
Summary of Potato Planter Survey - 1923 
!• Total No. of planters with fortilizor attachments surveyed -------- 21 
2. Number of 2 row planters in this survey ------------------ 3 
3. Number of 1 row planters in this survey ---------------- — 18 
4. Number of planters with the fertilizer regularly falling: 
a. "Positive Direct Contact" with the seed --------- 3 
b. "Direct Contact in Row" with the seed ---------- 0 
c. "Above" the seed ----- — 11 
d. "Below" the seed 0* 
e. "Mixed in Row" v/ith the seed - -- -- -- -- -- -- - 1 
f. "Both Sides" of seed row ---------------- 6 
5. No, of these planters in which "No Direct Contact" of fertilizer with seed 
is possible (due to corrected design) --------------- — 5 
6. Approximate range of fertilizer applications, pounds per acre: 
Minimum range 
No. of planters 
Maximum range 
Under 
100# 
Under 
2000# 
100 to 
200# 
8 
2000 to 
2500# 
201 to 
300# 
301 to 
600# 
2501 to 3001 to 
3000# 3600# 
Indefinite 
Indefinite 
No. of planters 
*One company writes that their new planter will be of this design. 
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or the ""below" the seed location for the fertilizer. 
Pistes S, 4 and 6 show representative machines of these 
types. 
Among the S-roiy planters, the use of fertiliser 
attachments has "been less in demnd np tintil rery recently 
and the old type of "direct c ;ntaet in the row" delivery 
for the fertilizer is practically universal. With this 
method it is ezpectr-d that soil will roll in to cover 
the seed in the row "before the fertilizer is deposited. 
This is not always the case tho and even the ns-nufactiir-
ers themselves are admitting the fact when they furnish 
"spreaders" or "deflectors" to prevent large amounts of 
the fertilizer falling npon the seed to 'TDnrn" the ger­
mination. Further they advise drilling the fertilizer 
even with "hill-checking" the seed, so as to reduce the 
fertilizer concentration at the hill. Ihe most common 
location of the fertilizer when checked at the hill, is 
a"botit 5 inches "to the rear". The minimum rate of ferti­
lizer application claimed is approximately 50 pounds per 
acre and the maximum rate is 600 pounds. 
Ta"ble 31 summarizes the survey of 21 potato 
planters. Among the older planters, the "positive 
direct contact" method of depositing the fertilizer 
with the seed was and still is customary. A change has 
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come about recently tho, due to the use of I^rge ajaounts 
of fertilizer, and the "above" the seed method has been 
adopted. Ihis type of attachaent i? still nost co2rr.on. 
More efficient tynes are apparently "being found and in 
time v;ili have displaced the "above" type. Chief among 
the new types, is the "both sides" of the seed ro\7 loca­
tion for the fertilizer. Sir of the 21 planters studied 
now use this nethod and 5 out of the 6 may be positively 
classed as permitting "no direct contact" of the ferti­
liser "With the seed under normal adjustment. The minimum 
rate of application claimed, is 200 pounds per acre and 
the maximum rate is 2600 to 5000 pounds. 
As to grain drills, the various manufacturers 
usually have several sizes. They offer "6 t: 8". "8 z 8". 
**10 s 7". "12 s 7". etc., which mean that the drills 
have 6, 8, 10 or 12 discs (or hoes) either 8 or 7 jnches 
apart. Some drills have 6 inch intervals between the 
discs and hence between the rows, but the standard sizes 
equipped with fertilizer attachments are the ones just 
listed. She delivery of the fertilizer in all of these 
drills is regularly dosrn the same pipe with the seed, 
hence the "positive direct contact" raethod. -Dhe range 
of applications is ordinarily from 100 to 1000 pounds per 
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acre* Special sprockets ere often avails."fale for widen­
ing this range and nay be ordered* 
Major Criticisms of Planters* 
Considering the corn planters, the point of 
chief importance in the writer's opinion is the method 
of fertilizer delivery relative to the seed, This nay 
be discussed and criticised -under 4 types of fertilizer 
delivery, as follows: 
(1) "Positive direct contact" for hill checi:-
ing both the seed and the fertilizer irnzst be absolutely 
condemned* A re-design of all sttch attachments must be 
made to safe-guard the seed gemination* In tests con-
dTicted here in lovi^ on the Agronomy Farm, an application 
of 40 porinds per acre of E-IE-S applied "direct contact" 
in the corn hill reduced the stand to 40 percent of the 
cheek plots and 80 pounds per acre completely prevented 
germination. (See photographs E and S and table 4.) 
Other crops are more sensitive to fertilizer "bnrnir.g" 
than corn, so the dangers from fertilizer applications 
in direct contact with the seed in the hill are greater 
than has been surmised. Planting peas or soybeans in 
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the hill with applications of fertilizers nay prove very-
dangerous* Drilling the fertilizer continuously along 
the seed row irrespective of whether the seed is checked 
in hills or not, may lower the tozic effects of the 
fertilizer upon germination but in the writer's opinion 
is a very inefficient and uneconomical method. The 
Sanger is not removed at all, only lessened by not con­
centrating so much fertilizer in the hills. With in­
creased rates of application the danger becomes just as 
great as before and the fertilizer inefficiency is 
multiplied. (Therefore, the planters classified as 
"positive direct contact" in the plates must be re­
designed. 
(2) "Direct contact in the row" for drilling 
both the seed and the fertilizer is dangerous. 0?he 
degree of injury will vary with the sensitiveness of the 
seed, the fertilizer used both as to the rate of appli­
cation and the ingredients employed, the sail type, the 
soil jaoisture, etc. Soluble concentrated fertilizers 
laade from chemicel ingredients alwaje prove highly toxic 
to seed germination, to root development, and to initial 
growth. Such fertilizers will be the fertilizers of our 
future agriculture. Such fertilizers will be ns-nufac-
txired by the Hitrate Plants at Moscle Shoals, Alabama. 
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5?he theory concernirg the operation of this 
type of fertilizer attaehjaoit is that the soil t?ill roll 
in to cover the seed before the fertilizer is deposited, 
hence preventing a "direct contact in the row" locL,tion 
and giving an "above" location. This theory does not 
alw2.ys hold, for the soil type and nioist'ore content will 
control the cnrabling effect and thus limit the protec­
tion afforded. Moist heavy soils will n-:t roll in effect­
ively to cover the seed. iVhere the fertilizer delivery 
pipe is set very near to the seed shank and opens close 
to the furrow bottom, the "direct contact in the row" 
condition is more certain to follov; too. Eren where the 
pipe is set far back from the seed shank and opens rather 
high, the chances are about equal that 50 percent of the 
seeds will receive the fertilizer as a "direct contact" 
coating instead of the soil. AssiKii:''g that the intended 
"above" location for the fertilizer does occur, this method 
of application does not merit adoption becaase "above" 
locations are not ideal. lote the remarks in (S) of this 
discussion, therefore, the writer condemns this tj^e of 
fertilizer attachment for futrjre fertilizers and their 
application. Caustic fertilizers surely vdll increase 
the dangers of both types (1) and (2). 
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Eeference to the studies conducted on the Agronoiny 
Farm, ahows that ZOO pounds cer acre oi commercial 2-12-2 
fertilizer applied "direct contact in the row", reduced the 
stand to 25 percent of that on the unfertilized checks 
and 125 pounds of nitrate of soda alone or 100 pormds of 
muriate of potash was equally tosic. (See tahle 2). At 
Hew Jersey an application of 40 pounds per acre of nitrate 
of soda complete mix applied in this manner reduced the 
germination" to 30 percait to 50 percent of the checlis. 
(See tahle 44 of J. Bulletin 375). So, this type of 
fertilizer attachment needs correction to insure good 
seed germination Tinder all conditions, xhe manufacturers 
of cotton and potato planters are already av/ake to the 
situation and a progressive trend in re-design is appar­
ent. This is due of course to the extreme sensitive­
ness of these crops to injury and to the very large appli­
cations of high analysis fertilizers XEsed. 
(S) "Aljove" or sxccface locations of the ferti­
lizer are inefficient because rains are required to 
leach the salts down around the roots where they must be 
to prove of benefit. If the fertilizer is chiefly an 
insoluble salt or one which becomes reverted soon after 
application to the soil, then the crop fertilized my 
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never benefit naterially from that particular fertilizer 
application. In a dry season even with a very soltible 
salt the benefits would be siiell, too. She "above" ferti­
lized plots of oats, the depth studies with winter T/heat, 
the potato test, and the greenhouse studies, all prove that 
"above" locations of the fertilizer arenot equal to other 
methods of appljring the fertilizer relative to the seed, 
either along the row or at the hill. The conditions 
under v/hich this "above" method finds its best use are 
in the sandy soils of our coastal states receiving gen­
erous rains thruout the season. Probably side-dressings 
would serve better, however, even under these conditions. 
(4) "Below" locetions of the fertilizer give 
benefits from initial growth to harvest, provided special 
precautions are taken. large applications of concentrated 
readily-soluble fertilizers must not be located too near 
to the seed, especially with a small area of spread, else 
the seed germination and seedling growth will be badly 
injured. In rainy weather immediately following such 
planting, the germination will probably be satisfactory 
but in dry seasons the soluble salts will be cartied up 
by capillarity to retard and inhibit the seed germination. 
Injured root systems may result, too. Reference to phot­
1S2-
ographs 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, and 9, and to tables 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11 and 28, substantiate these conclusions regarding the 
effects of "below" fertiliser applications. Since the 
location is very dif .^icTilt to sectzre from a mechanical 
standpoint, due to the increased draft attendiiig a correct 
wide distribution of the fertilizer, the adoption of this 
type of attaciment is not advised. It is true that the 
"below" method of fertilizer application represents a 
decided improvement in the old "direct contaxjt" methods 
and it is loiown that several prominent planter manufac­
turers are adopting this type of design for their new 
cotton and potato planters, yet the writer believes other 
methods may prove more practical and efficient. So, the 
"below" method is preferable to the "above" method, 
but neither method merits adoption. 
Recommendations and Suggestions. 
Two methods do appear to the writer to be 
preferable to the meth ds discusced thus far, however, 
but they are not of eQ:Hal merit in themselves. (1) 
The more important method is location of the fertilizer 
upon "one-side" or "both-sides" of the seed row with 
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soil interposed. The depth of applying the fertiliser 
shotild "be adjustable independently^ of the seed depth and 
provision should be nade for varying the thickness of the 
soil layer interposed. Such a "side" location will be 
positively safe to seed germination becatJ^e diffusion of 
fertilizer salts is primarily vertical instead of lateral, 
2^6 more sensitive the seed to injxiry, the thicker the 
wall of soil should be which is interposed. The ferti­
lizer will always be in the zone of the root system too, 
because the depth of applying the fertilizer can be reg­
ulated to the spread of the roots for each plant. 
Where moderate applications of fertilizers are 
to be applied in the sane operation -filth the seeding for 
crops like corn, cotton, or potatoes, along the seed row, 
the "side" method of locating the fertilizer appears best. 
V/here very lar.je applications are to be used, then the 
best results will probably at"end a "splitting" of the 
fertilizer, applying part at tJte "sides" and the remainder 
"broadcast". The inverted V-shaped metal strips attached 
at the bottoES of the fertilizer delivery pipes (see plate 
8) and variously named by different manufacturers, "deflect 
ors", "scatterers", or "spreaders", are one mesxis of secitr-
1S4-
ing the "sides" location. The strips are only partially 
STiecesslul tho, because they allow part of the fertilizer 
to fall into the row "direct contact" with the seed and 
leave tha rest of the fertilizer "above" the seed both 
in the row and along the sides. Perhaps the length of 
the "spreaders" could be increased, both dov/nvTard and 
rearward so that the fertilizer wotdd be scattered deeper 
and over a longer area for hill applications. If snch 
enlarged "deflectors" are not successful, then sone cosi-
bination furrow opener v.lth side fertilizer pipes is 
recomnended. Eo particular design is offered, because 
it is recognized that each manufacturer Vv'ill probably 
prefer to design his own attachment and thus have an 
individual sales argument for his inachine. 
In addition to the neu type of furrow opener, 
it seems feasible to change the action of the fertilizer 
dump valves so ^ s to increase the distarice over which 
the fertilizer is scattered, instead of duaping all of 
the fertilizer in siaall masses at the hills. This 
could be accomplished by prolonging the action of the 
dunQ) valves in some manner. Perhaps a sliding bottom for 
the present downward swinging gate valves. Such a sliding 
valve would permit of a much closer approach of the 
fertilizer pipe to the furrow bottom than any swinging 
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valTe allows, as well as prolong the tLr.e oi discharge 
and hence the area orer which the fertilizer is spread 
in the fiirrow. Ap arently the optinun area of spread 
should be 12 inches along the row {i»e«, 6 inches each 
way from the hill) and 2 to 4 inches wide at the sides 
of the hill. 
(2) The other sugcested niethod for rediicing 
germination in^'ury due to fertilizer applications "dir­
ect contact" in the row with the seed or "ahove" or 
""below" the seed, is to thoroly mis the fertilizer with 
the soil in the seed row« This method i^rill not entirely 
eliminate the danger v>rhere very high applications of 
concentrated readily-soluble fertilizers are used (see 
tables 11 and 27) but it appreciably lessens it» and 
still leaves the fertilizer in a most ideal location 
relative to the germinating seed for a quici: "kick-off" 
towards laaximua harvest and .earliest maturity# This 
method seems best adapted to row drilling and net to 
hill checking* It would be much safer for corn ferti­
lization, than for cotton or potatoes. In niany of the 
new cotton planters the method has already been incor­
porated end probably is giving success because the rates 
of fertilizer applicatioi] arc not likely to ir) crease in 
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praetice to the point ^here the^ n&y prove tosic ;vhen 
"nised v/ith the soil in the seed row". 
?or potato planters, the writer would not advis 
the adoption of this method, because the eonnon prac­
tice in the potato districts cf the eastem states is 
to use applications of 2000 to 3000 pounds per acre of 
high analysis fertilizers, so injurious effects to ger­
mination and probably to growth would certainly follow 
such methods, !?he survey of potato planters indicates 
that the "sides" location is the type of fertilizer 
Ettachaent leading the "sray in progressive re-design, and 
according to the v;riter's belief, should give entire 
satisfaction as far as fertilising benefits are concerned 
It is suggested that the data in table S7 be studied for 
the results of "sides'" fertilization as compared to the 
other methods of application. 
Mnor Criticisas and Suggestions* 
Criticising planters still further, the system 
of controlling the rates cf fertilizer application calls 
for consideration* In general, it may be stated that 
planter fertilizer attachments are not capable of low 
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eaougii application adjustaent* T-he trend of the ferti­
lizer industry is toward concentrated chemical mateilals, 
such as Anaconda treble-supeiphosphate which analyzes 
44 percent of available PgOg or An-r-o-phos which carries 
IS percent KHg and 48 percent ^2^5* ordinary appli­
cation of 100 pounds per acre of 16 percent acid phos­
phate i7ould obTiously reouire only 50 pounds or there­
abouts of either of these concentrated treble-supeiphos-
phates for eg.uivalent plant food, so the planter attach­
ments must be adjustable to rery sras-ll amo'^ints with con­
siderable accuracy. In the past no apparent attempt has 
been niade to impro-e this feature on many of the attachments, 
so now the feeds are mere make-shifts on these machines. 
Sable SO of the survey shows that corn and 
cotton planters favor the 60-pound rate as a minimum, 
while the potato planters in table SI hold to the EOO-
pound rate. She latter rate is very satisfactory for 
potato planters if it can actually be obtained. Several 
of the laachines calibrated tho, failed to come anywhere 
near this rate or the rates claimed in the catalogs. 
Indeed, 500 pounds per acre was the most likely minimum 
rate found for the potato planters calibrated. For organic 
fertilizers like dried blood, botton-seed meal, etc. the 
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hi^er adjustments are best, but for coneentrated chemical 
fertilizers a minimim of 200 poimds per acre is recom­
mended. In corn or cotton planters, the minimtm rate of 
application should "be £5 pounds per acre, ootsinable v.lth 
a high degree of accuracy. Host of the r^iachinee calibrat­
ed and clai;:.ir;g 25 or 50-pound miniaun rates, gave 75 
pounds or even higher rates. Bo, the fertilizer attach­
ments upon all such planters need issedlate correction 
of their feeding rates. 
Chis correction can be aceociplished by any one 
of three means; (l) a better type of gate for the 
fertilizer feed, (2) more speed ratios or gears operating 
the feed, so as to permit a wider and finer regulation 
of the application rates, or (3} a combination of an 
improved gate with a wide range of the speed gears. It 
is noted that some machires depend upon a gate alone or 
perhaps upon a set of gears without the gate control, 
but such means are not considered sufficient for the great 
variety of fertilizers nov7 sold upon the .-^ariet nor for 
the numerous crops being fertilized. Ihe low-grade ferti­
lisers require high feed speeds a:id i^?ide gate openings, 
while the high-analysis fertilizers necessitate lo'ff 
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speeds and sniall gate openings. Some crops need SEBBII 
applications per acre, while others, siach as trticlL crops, 
use large amounts of fertiliser. So, tlie gate alone or 
the gear system alone appears insufficient. Of the 
two systems, the latter seems preferable, because a fair­
ly wide range of very positive fertilizer applications 
can be secured if the proper number of gear shifts are 
provided. 
The ideal system of feed control appears to 
be the combination of gate with gears. This permits of 
a wide range of rates equally well adapted to low-grade 
and high-analysis fertilizers and efficient for all 
crops. For corn planters the adjustment probably should 
allow accurate sowing of 25 pounds per acre (for 42 inch 
rows) as the minimum and then increase by 25 pound in­
crements to a maximum of 500 pormds per acre. The same 
range seems good for cotton planters, but an ertra high 
speed sprocket could be provided of course for apply­
ing organic fertilizers as high as 1000 pounds per acre. 
On potato planters the range will have to be extremely 
wide, probably starting at 200 pounds per acre (for 32 
inch rows) and increasing by 100 pound increments to 
3000 pounds. For such wide ranges the combination systen 
certainly is best adapted. 
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A word of criticism regarding the t^^.ces of 
gate is now deemed inportent. Some gates have "been noted 
in which the length of opening was 10 or 20 tines the 
mazinraia v,idth« Such gates are Tery difficult to control 
and not accurate in rates of application. The increments 
are not constant. Pigore 4 in plate 5 shows such a type 
of gate, where the length of the ojpening is made by the 
circtimference of the hopper and the width is increased 
by raising the hopper av/ay from the revolving bottom. 
In this gate a very small increase in the opening width 
causes a large increase in application rates. She lov;est 
rate possible with positive accuracy is 50 pounds per 
acre and if the fertilizer is granular the coarse part­
icles will tend to remain behind in the hopper, hence 
perhaps changing the chemical composition of the ferti­
lizer being applied. In some tests of this gate in the 
laboratory, it was found that a complete fertilizer 
containing muriate of potash in a slightly granular con­
dition was considerably changed in composition, due to 
the potash being separated out and retained in the hopper. 
With a wide opening of the gate this trouble did not 
occur, of course# Further, the bottom edge of the hopper 
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became gomned-up with the fertilizer, if the latter was 
slightly daap and thus the rate of application was rnater-
ially decreased from the orignal set. For this type of 
gate, the increments were 25 po-unds, then 50 pounds, 
then 100 potinds, and finally 50 pounds for each wider set 
of the gate opening. Ihus it will \>e Been that this type 
of gate is o"bjectiorjatle. For organic fertilizers (like 
cottonseed meal) it serves excellently, but for concen­
trated chemical fertilizers it fails to woit: satisfactorily. 
Some style of gate opening similar to those shown in 
figTJre 5 of plate 5 or figures S and 6 of plate 9 is xirged. 
C|rtainly the maximum length and width of the gate open­
ing should be more nearly equal and not more than in the 
ratio of g to 1. As pointed out in figure 4 of plate 5, 
the "inclined plane" adjustment of the gate opening is 
much more positi"ge and acciirate for reset than the "eccen­
tric" regulation shown in figure 6 of plate 8. 
A few more of the minor points in planter ferti­
lizer attachments which need correction are, (1) the ten­
dency for the fertilizer to "bridge" in the hoppers, (2) 
the danger of the fertilizer clogging in the delivery 
pipes, (S) inadequate adjustment of the fertilizer diimp 
valve timing relative to the seed valve operation, and 
(4) carelessness in making up "calibration tables", lax 
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usage of terns in the catelogs, snd non-agreeajieiit of the 
catalog deseriptiorie with the cuts of the ssjsae iKLch; nee. 
Eegardiog the "•bridging" tendency of fertilizers 
in the hopper, figure 5 la plate 6 shows a 7»sh£-ped hopper 
which has a narrov; bot'oa and henee is very apt to "bridge"* 
PhotogTEph 61 sh";ws the saine e ndltion in e Btrsight eideo 
hopper thOf like the one foiaid in figure S of plate 5# 
So, the most lii:ely means of remed^ang the fault are a 
change in design of the hopper shape and the use of correct 
agitators* figure S in plate 7 and fx gore E in plate 8 show 
planters with ^Ude hottoia fertilizer hoppers, v;hich are 
not so lii.ely to "bridge'". IThe adoption of wide bottom 
hoppers alone is not felt to be sufficient and the use 
of a good agitator is str:^^ngly recomended. The agitator 
arms should scrape the hopper X7alls wherever possible for 
guaranteed efriclency* Several types of central arns 
have been noted (as the one in photograph 61) which are 
not satisfactory. For potato planters, the agitators 
sho^n in figure S of plate 9 are very ef-"ieient when cor­
rectly assQESibled. If wrongly mounted upon the drive shafCt, 
the fertilizer is packed toward the lower comers of the 
hopper and may crowd oufc the >netsi bottoni. 
To ainizaise the danger of clogging the delivery 
pipes, the use of tribrating steel ribbon pipes is an ex­
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cellent idea. However, an eqxially valuable scheme is the 
proper placement of the hoppers directly above the damp 
valves* This location permits gravity to act upon the 
falling fertilizer without much friction from the sides 
of the delivery pipes and hence there is small chance of 
clogging. The delivery pipes should be as nearly vertical 
as possible and without excess length. Figures 5 and 4 
of plate 8 admirably illustrate the point. Pipes of 
large diameter are also recommended. Probably larger dump-
valves are needed in some attachments to assist in pre­
venting clogging, too. 
Concerning the timing of the fertilizer dump 
valves, it is emphasized that it should be capable of 
wide adjustment relative to the timing of the s§ed valves. 
should be possible to so time the valves that they 
operate siniultaneously, or that the fertilizer valves oper­
ate in advance of the seed valves, or that the seed valves 
operate in advance of the fertilizer valves. Thus the 
farmer could check his fertilizer "in front" of the hill, 
"to the rear" of the hill, or "in the hill". On most of 
the planters now on the market, this regulation is not 
accurately possible without interfering with the action 
of the seed valves. The ertreme regulations give either 
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a streaming of the corn kernels or a streaming of the 
fertilizer between the hills, which obTiouEljr is very ob-
jectionable« 
As previously inaicated, the ideal location of 
the fertilizer relative to the hill is probably a spread 
of 6 inches each way from the hill along the row and 2 to 
4 inches wide at the sides of the hill. As stsg^-ested, th s 
spread will undoubtedly necessitate a nev/ type of valve 
action which prolongs the ti-ne of dumpting the fertilizer. 
Certainly the dumping of the fertilizer in small oasses 
at thehill, as at present produced by the rnajority of 
the attachments upon the market, is not eom::.endable from 
a fertilizer efficiency standpoint, ./here downward swing­
ing gate valves are used, the direction of the swing rel­
ative to the planters line of travel and the extent of 
the housing of the valve may be important factors in the 
valves successful operation, too. 
2he chief fault found v;ith the calibration tables 
was the possibility of errors. Figure 1 in plate 16 
shows an apparent error in typographical set-up of the 
table. It should be emphasized that farmers v/ill not 
question the application rates given in the tables as a 
rule, but will accept the tables as reliable guides. 
therefore, extreme care should be exercised that the tables 
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"be accxuTEte. Where speed gears axe used, the speed ratios 
"betv/een the Tarious gears should Tse carefully taken into 
acconnt in compiling the calibration tables. A fuller 
discussion of this point will "be found under the grain 
drills. 
The terms "in front of", "to the rear of", and 
"in" the hill have been very laxlg and interchangeably 
used in many of the catalogs. To the v/riter*s mind, the 
term "to the rear of" the hill refers to that location of 
the fertilizer between the corn hill and the planter ground 
wheels which serve to close the furrow. It means that 
location towards the rear of the machine, itself. Ob­
viously the term"in front of" the hill would be the oppos­
ite side of the hill or that side away from the ground 
wheels and the term "in" the hill should mean "direct con­
tact" of the fertilizer with the seed in the hill. More 
clarity and care in the usage of these terms should be 
conducive of harmony among all parties concerned. {Hefer-
ence is suggested to photograph S6). 
As previously noted, some of the catalog des­
criptions failed to agree with the cuts shown for the 
respective nachines and attention is called to this matter 
for correction. 
In plate 12 are shown some styles of furrow 
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openers, which may offer ideas in the wajr of securing 
better "sides" or "mized in the rop/" locations of the 
fertilizer. If the sections of t-e openers inclosed by 
the inied lines in figures 5 and 4 were cut out or if 
the fertiliser were delivered behind the opener shown in 
figure 7 or behind the blades to the openers in figures 
8 and 9, what would be the degree of mixing of the ferti­
lizer «"ith the soil and the amount of protection afforded 
the germinating seed? Perhaps the "cut-out" openers are 
not practical? The writer recognizes that only field 
tests will settle the nBtter, so the plate is included 
for suggestiTe reference. 
Criticisms and Suggestions for Grain Drills. 
Field esperinents with wheat and oats conduct­
ed at this ezperiment station during the past two years 
and experiments carried out in Wisconsin, indicate th£t 
the present method of delivering the fertilizer relative 
to the seed ("direct contact in the seed rows") by the 
grain drills on the market today is quite satisfactory, 
provided caustic fertilizers are not used or too high 
applications of concentrated readily-soluble non-caustic 
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fertilizers are not used. The discussions under the fer­
tilizer stiadies of oats and winter wheat emphasized this 
point# Where it is desired to apply caustic fertilizers 
or high applications of the others in the same operation 
with the seeding as applications "direct contact in the 
seed rows", then the present fertilizer attachments iipon 
grain drills fail to prevent germination injury and changes 
become necessary. Therefore, the limitations of such 
attachments must be clearly understood. 
Under such possible changes may be listed the 
Patric patented furrow-openers, ?;hich safe-guard the ger­
mination by locating the fertiliser "well beneath the 
seed". The writer was not able to secure a set of these 
Patric openers for test, but their possibilities are 
recognized and a thoro trial of them under field condi­
tions is urged. In the writer's opinion, they should 
prove more efficient than the option already upon the 
market, the attaching of a second set of delivery pipes 
to apply the fertilizer along the rows "above" the seed. 
^ satisfactory "side-row" attachment for grain drills should 
be designed and tested too. The fact that the one used 
on the Dodds farm with oats was a failure, because the 
corn stalks were not plowed under, does not mean that sat­
isfactory designs of "side-row" fertilizing attachments 
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for grain drills can not be invented. Further research 
in this direction is urged. 
Hegarding the control of fertilizer application 
rates, the sane discussions apply for grain drills that 
were given rinder planters. The combination of a gate 
system and speed gears is reconnended. The regulation 
of the gates should be aore positive than oany drills now 
possess. In figure £ of plate 13 is shown a drill with 
4 positive sets of the gates, each gate having identically 
the same opening for each set. V/hile this control is ideal 
from the accxiracy standpoint, it probably is not prefer­
able from the practical standpoint. ?igi2res 5, 4, 6, and 
6 of this same plate illustrate gates (G) with reasonable 
degrees of accuracy and ease of reset combiRed. The loca­
tion of the control lever (I) at the end of the fertilizer 
hopper, directly attached to the rod or bar operating all 
of the gates, laakes for positive gate action and accuracy 
6f the feeds. Each notch in the rate quadrant should give 
a positive action of all of the gates and definitely change 
the rate of application. Therefore, a quadrant of large 
diameter should prove more sensitive to rate changes and 
provide better control than a snail quadrant. 
The lever system illustrated in figure 6 of 
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plEte 13 is not es positive as the end-lever types, Ihis 
lever is located st the rear of the fertilizer hopper and 
is attached to the bar gate (G) by 3 short arms thra 
several joints. These joirsts thus provide opportunity for 
wear and lost motion, so that finally the control lever 
does not act positively and the gates lag. In a machine 
Tzsed at the Agronomy iferm for 3 years now, the control 
lever can actually be shifted 7 notches of the qtiadrant 
before any action of the gates follows. So, the control 
lever should be attached as directly to the gate rod or 
bar as possible for the best reguLation of the applica­
tion rates. 
Comparing the gates shown in the varioris cuts of 
plate IS, it becomes apparent at once that all of the 
gates on a rod like those in figures 4 and 6 must oper­
ate in unison and give identical rates of arjplication. The 
gates shown in figure 3, tho, are merely attached by the 
set-screw thru each gate. If a screw should Vvork loose 
then that gate would fail to function and the feed of that 
delivery pipe might decrease. Or perhaps the respective 
gates were not ail adjusted to the same set degree of 
opening when tiie drill was assembled, then different. 
seed rows might have various fertiliser application rates. 
A simple way to guarantee the identical set of all gates 
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of co':rse, vro-<ld be to flatten one side of the gate rod 
sli;^.tl7 or chiinnel it for agreement V7ith the gate facing. 
The continuous "bar gate shown in figure 5 is a marked in-
provezaent in th- s natter of gate equalisation and identical 
set. However, all of these gjites poecess the same fault. 
They move in a vertical plane and tend to choke off when being 
closed down. An increasing set of the gate openings gives 
one range of application rates, but the decreasing set of 
the sane gato openings gives a much higher range of rates. 
This Variation is mt esoecially important froa the ordinary 
farmer's standpoint, but for experimental purposes, it 
proves quite annoying or else misleading. The writer wonders 
whether soae type of continuous bar gate could not be de­
vised., which will slide endwise thru guides and not be sub­
ject to choking off. Such a bar-gate need have only 4 or 5 
changes of opening, if a satisfactory system of speed gears 
is provided. In this connection a longer style of gate 
facing plate is suggested. 2ach feod does not reo.uire an 
individual fact plate and a separate gate. Adoption of the 
continuous bar gate mentioned above and facing plates for 
each half of the fertilizer hopper is recommended. Ther,e 
changes should prove advantageous to manufacturers and 
farmers alike, for fewer pieces would need to be molded 
and asnanbled, and the entire attachment could be cleaned 
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quicker and more easily. 
Adoption of an improved speed gear regulation 
for the fertiliser feeds is also reooiamended, in addition to 
the gate siTstem. Plate 14 shows several types of speed 
gears. In figure 1, provision is nade for tv/o speed shifts 
(a slow and a fast) and the other finer rates of ferti­
lizer application are secured vrith the gate system. It is 
believed that aore speeds should be provided. Sear systems 
siailar to the ones shown in figures 4 and 5 are used by 
many drills and fiirnish excellent ranges of speeds for the 
fertilizer feeds. The ratios between the speeds should be 
standardised tho, mailing the higher speeds exact multiples 
or simole whole n-viabers and fractions of the slowest speed, 
figure 2 in plate 16 explains this point excellently. The 
shortest or inner row of cogs in this nachine's bevel gear 
had 16 cogs and the sliding i^inion gear had 16 cogs. !It.us 
the speed ratio was unity (l) and both gears turned with the 
same speed. The next outer row of cogs on the bevel gear 
contained 24 oogs, so the oinion gear turned 1 l/s ti.-nes 
while the bevel gear turned once and the speed ration be­
came 11/2. So, the ratios increased as simple whole numbers 
or fractions. Tho calibration data presented in figure 2 
of plate 16 at the bottom of the manufacturer's table, show 
how these ratios affected the application rates. For all of 
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the low sets of the fertilizer feed gates, the rates varied 
directly with the ape«^d ratios. The nanufactiirer's table 
failed to show this fact and shOTild be criticised on this 
account, TJse of these speed ratios in all of the field 
experinental studies reported here with their numerous rates 
of fertilizer application, has given far greater accuracy 
than shifts of the feed gates. In some drills however, 
the speed gear ratios are not simple nultiples or fractions 
of each other. As an example, one popular drill has 20 
cogs in its sliding pinion gear and the following numbers 
of cogs in the rows of the bevel gear; 
18 cogs, giving a speed ratio of 9/lO 
26 " 
34 " f T, r, „ 
42 t ^ rt .» ,f n 2-1/10 
50 't r, „ ^ 
58 " .« Tt r, „ „ 
How much better it v/ould have been if the numbers 
of cogs in the rows of the bevel gear of this drill had 
been as follows: 
20 oogs, giving a speed ratio of 1 
30 ^ « n .f TT M 2-1 jz 
40 " ^ »i T tt "2 
50 " « « 'f Tf n 2-1/2 
60 ^ tf n t M s 
-15^-
Deteraining by cali'orat ion then, the correct set 
of the gates on speed ratio 1 to give a 100# per acre ferti­
lizer application, shifts of the speed gears to ratio 1 1/2 
would give 150#, to ratio 2 would give 200#, etc. - an accur 
ate and quick regalntion of the rates of fertilizer appli­
cation. This criticism and reconmendation rega>-ding the 
speed gear ratios on grain drills is applicr.ble to the gear 
systems on linesowers and planters too, 
A few of the minor suggestions relative to the 
fertilizer attachnaits on grain drills which appeared in 
this investigation, are: fl) provision for conveniently 
cleaning the hopper and feeds after use, (2) reirmlation 
of the applic-ition rate by the conbination gate-speed 
gears system alone instead of by "stub" finger feeders, 
(3) use of delivery pipes of "arge diaiaeter so that clogg­
ing can not occur, (4) strengthened fingers on the feeders 
perhaps set at a tangent instead of radially as regards 
their plates, and (5) better seating of the finger plates 
on the hopper bottom v.'ith less clearance at the gate wall 
opening and less overlapping of the delivery pipe aper-
tiires by the solid central portion of the plates. 
In plate 15, attention is called to the possi­
bility of combining the broadcast apolication of ferti­
lizers with the discing or harrowing stage of fitting 
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the seed-bed. Figures 3 and 4 show such combinations with 
seed attachnents, so the substitution of fertilizer attach­
ments sooras feasible. Thus, broaclcart fertiliser applica­
tions could be nade in the nost approved ways without 
necessitating extra operations. 
In figure 1 of plate 9, there is shown a sulkey 
cultivator with side-dressing attachraent for applying ferti­
lizers to growing crops, vhich lay have a large part in 
future fertilizirig practices. 
Conclusions to Part III. 
As a general conclusion to this study of seeding 
machines relative to their fertilizer attainments, it seems 
safe to suggest that many c>2infres in design can be made, 
which will greatly improve the operation and efficiency of 
the att ichaents. Too many of the 1-row planters and the 
great majority of the 2-row machines deliver the fertilizer 
in more or les:- direct contact "with the seed, thereby injur­
ing the germination. HTnis type of attachment is fundamentally 
wrong in design. The fertiliser must be delivered along the 
row or at the hill without any possible danger of its coming 
into direct contact vrith the seed. To accomplish this re­
sult, several methods appear practical. The fertilizer may 
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be placed in a separate ;fti.rro;7 either "'above' the seed, or 
''below'' the seed, or aloii'? the "sides'' of the seed. Due to 
the rapid movement of soluble fertilizer salts upward and 
downward with capillarity and rainfall respectively, the 
"above'' and the "below" locations are not recommended for 
crops like corn and cotton. Therefore, the "sides" location 
remains the most promising solution to this problem of 
fertiliser distribution. Aiding this location is the fact 
that horizontal novement of fertilizer salts is very slow 
and practically negligible. Either a separate attachment 
which is adjustable for depth of sowing the fertilizer and 
for lateral distance from the seed shank or an attachjaent 
which is an integral part of the seed shank and furrow 
opener, is recomnended to accomt)lish this "sides" location. 
Another vital factor in the snccesnful operation 
of all fertilizer attachments, is the feed and its control. 
It must bo positive in action and flexible in range of 
rates applied, so that all kinds of fertilizers can be used 
upon all kinds of crops, etc. The best type appears to be 
a force feed with combination gate and speed-gear system 
of control. The gate opening should be very near the same 
width as the length when wide open too, otherwise adjustments 
for low rates of fertilizer application will be impossible 
and this requirement will be essential for the concentrated 
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fertilisers of the future, ?or corn Dlantnrs the oininun 
application should be aa low as ^5 po'indn per acre ^th ab­
solute accuracy, ?or potato planters, the nininnm nay he 
250 pounds, while grain drills tvill reojiire 50 pounds and 
cotton drills about 25 pounds. It is suggested that the 
speed gears operating the feeds, have speed ratios r>fhich are 
exact aultiples of the lowest speed, too. Such a standard­
ised system will permit of very quid: and convenient regu­
lation of the application rates v/ith a much higher degree 
of accuracy than a shift of the f^ates alone or of a gear 
systea having irregular speed ratios. 
Aaong the minor chiinges and reconnendat ions for 
fertiliser attachaents upon planters and drills, may be 
mentioned; (a) provision to prevent clogtring in the de-
lir-iry pipes, by utilising pipes of large diameter and 
raore vertical delivery; (b) aaployment of well-designed 
agitators to guard against bridging of the fertilizer in 
the hopners; (c) greater convenience in cleaning the 
attachments; (d) more carefulness in the compilation of 
fertilizer sowing tables, usage of terms, etc. 
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Fertilizer Sowing Table 
Sows Ponods 
Per Acre 
Width Row 40 42 44 
53 51 40 
I 68 65 
100  95  
124  118  
148 141 
167 159 
WITH FEEDER S-119 
For different width rows, the 
quantity will be proportionately 
the same as the table for 40, 42 
and 44 width rows. TTiis table 
shows approximately the dif­
ferent quantities sown with the 
re^lar II tooth sprocket on the 
counter shaft and a 19 tooth on 
the Fertilizer Feed Shaft. 
A special 13 tooth sprocket 
S-444, for the Fertilizer Feed 
Shaft, can be furnished on order 
which will increase the indicated 
quantities one-half. 
iihowin,^ an instance 
of typographioal error 
in sst-up. Probably the 
applisation rate should 
be 155 instead of 165. 
Table Shows Pounds Sown Per Acre 
ImkRw 
ICat-rffBtf 
Udkatv 
Nnmbers on Nnltiple Gear Indicator F-141 (down) 
F-155 
IctJ Aenm 1 2 A 4 5 6 7 
1 55 80 100 120 150 175 200 
2 75 100 120 150 190 220 250 
3 100 125 150 185 230 265 300 
4 120 155 190 220 265 305 355 
5 145 190 220 250 300 350 410 
6 190 250 295 345 400 455 510 
7 240 310 370 440 500 560 610 
8 320 390 450 510 565 670 750 
9 400 475 535 580 630 780 890 
10 450 525 590 660 740 830 900 
iJ'i.jure 2 
M.n excellent table 
of application rates 
from the salesnian's 
•viewpoint,but not 
reliable for the 
famer's use. i?his 
is true because of 
a disregard for speed 
ratios in the gear 
shifts and perhaps 
because of lost-no­
tion or lag in oper­
ation of .^te control 
lever. 
ihe sliding pinion 
gear for this drill 
contained 16 cogs to 
raesh v.'ith the various 
rows of cogs on the 
I bevel -'ear. .iielov.-
i-re ;;iven; 
15 0 4 
-•± 32 40 4 56 'J 4 Cogs in each rov.- of 
1 1-1/2 2 2-1/2 3 3-1.2 4 Kebulting spe'^d ratio 
75 
104 
156 
113 loo 
175 
207 
• J. * > 
229 
.5^4 
476 
(•* -
coc 
5*^4 
• "1 ) 
-i 
•J 2 5 
Actual CL.lil-ra-ion 
data with drj :;c'n-
".crcial acid phos-
• • n  i  of 
*" A 
. , C- V ^ • 
Pilotograph 1> Study of corn gemination on the Agrononiy 
Farm, 1922, showing the effects of various fertilizers 
applied in the drill row in direct contact with the 
kernels by hand. The photograph was taken from the high 
application end and shov/s complete inhibition of germina­
tion for all the rows except the farthest, which v;as rock 
phosphate (see table 2). The treatments were each S 1/2 
feet long and increased in rate of application from right 
to left# The unfertilized checks are at the extreme 
left, each with a perfect stand. 
Photograph 2. Study of corn germination on the Agronomy 
i'arm, 1922, showing the effects of various fertilizers 
applied in the hill in direct contact with the kernels by 
hand. This photograph was taken from the low application 
end and from left to right reads:- acid phosphate row, 
commercial 2-12-2 row, chemical 2-12-2 row, nitrate of 
soda row, sulphate of ammonia row, etc. See table 4. 

PhotograpJi g> Another vie^v of the corn hill fertilis:^-
tion stucy shown in photograph 2, only from the high 
application end. Ohriously the fertilizer treatments 
listed abOTe, read from right to left this time, llote 
the inhibited germination and see table 4 for the cotints. 
Photograph 4« View of treatments 1 to 9 inclusire of 
table 10, showing the effects of various methods of hill 
fertilisation of corn on the Agronomy Farm, 19SS. 

Photograph 5» Ifeturity view of the corn hill ferti-
lization study shown in photograph 4. The treatments 
are found in table 10, as JIos. 1 to 9 inclusive. 
Photograph 6> Study of the "area of spread" of fer-
tilizar applications located ""below" the corn hill upon 
germination, growth, etc. See treatments 10 to 14 
inclusive of table 10. 

ghotograph 7. iSatiirity viev; of the corn "area of 
spread" xertilij-ation study shown in photograph 6. Eote 
that increased "area of spread" and distance "below the 
kernels have prevented germination injury and grovrfch 
depression. 

Photograisfa 8« Corn fertilization study on the Agronomy 
Farm, 192S, comparing various methods of applying the 
same fertilizer along the seed rov; by hand. See table 11, 
The rows shown in the photograph from right to left are 
J?os. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, etc., of the table. Bote the 
depressed growth of the "below" rows (S and 4) and the good 
growth of the "above" rows {5, 6, and 7), as compared to 
the check (8). Bote the greater depression in row 4 
with its "narrov: spread of below" fertiliser application, 
as compared to rov; S ivith the "t7ide spread of below" 
application. Eainfall imaediately foUorang planting 
reduced the injury from the 'Tjelo?/" applications and 
likevdse increased the benefits from the "above" appli­
cations. The photograph Vt-as talcen from the low appli­
cation end of the experiment. 

Photograph. 9. Another Tiev; of the com row fertiliza-
tion stndj shovvn in photograph 8, only froE2 the high 
appiicc.tion end with the border rows cnt away, Sote 
thBt the grovTth differences are still apparent at harvest. 
The rows to the left of the center check (Ho.S in table 
11) are the "above" fertilised rov/s, then the "below" 
rov/s« Cn the right of the checlc are the "side" fer­
tilized roVk's. 
Photograph 10» fertilizer diffijsion study, showing the 
tendency of roots to grow outward and then downward to 
avoid fertilizer zones of high salt concentration located 
"below" the hill of corn. The fertilizer zone ?/as care­
fully inarked by glass rods at the planting in this experi­
ment and is very apparent in the photograph. 1 inch below 
the seed. 
•  A i  
> • 
rhotogr£.ph 11« Study of the effects of fertiliser 
zones Upon root grcv.'th, when the z-ynes are locaued 
"l>elow" the hills. See photographs IE and 15# Wire 
"baskets retained the rootE in their normal grovrth 
positions after the soil was ^vashed eway. 
Photograph 12» Yiew of the same "baskets sho\^Ta in 
photograph 11« Chis viev.- was taken before the one 
shown in photograph 15, 

Photograph IS, View of the same baskets shown in 
photographs 11 and 12, only with the original fertilizer 
zones indicated by cotton batting. Bote the tenaency, 
previously mentioned, of the roots to avoid the ferti-
li55er zones of high salt concentration# 
Photograph 14« Study of the relation of fertilizer move­
ment in soils to corn germination, as influenced by diff­
erent locations of the fertilizer relative to the seed 
and by two methods of \iVatering. Frazne 1 was watered from 
"below" to imitate capillarity, while frame 2 was "surface" 
watered* Both frames received identicsl fertiliser treat­
ments, reading from ri^t to left:- checi: or Tznfertilised; 
100# "helow" hill; 400# "below" hill; and 400# "above" 
hill# lote the good germination in frame 1 of the check 
and "above" fertilised hill. -The plumules fallsd to pene­
trate the fertilizer incrustation in the "above" hill, 
tho# n?he "below" fertilized hills were inhibited in ger­
mination, due to the upward movement of the soluble ferti­
lizer salts. In frame 2, reversed results ^ere secured. 
The "below" hills germinated, but the "above" 'jas inhibited 
due to the fertilizer leaching down around the kernels. 
See photograph 15. 

Pliotograpil 15» 2lhe same frcmes shov/n in photogrcph 14, 
only vvi'Dn reversed facing* 2ote the upivard moyenent of 
the fertilizer salts in fr-zie 1, rsrith consec-tient in­
hibition of germination for the "belo?/"' fertilised hills, 
b-at good geriainr-tion for the ^^aoove" hill. In frame 2, 
note the reversed effects due to "surface" v/atering and 
its conseq.uent downward movement of the salts. Field 
experimerits have duplicated these results. 
Photograph 16» A general vie", of the larg(=^ eompartment 
soil boxes used in the greenhouse studies of fertilizer 
diffusion. 

Photogrsph 17* Oats fertilization study on the 
Agronomy Farm, 19E2, showing plots 6 and 4 of table 
16. The photograph fails to bring out the marked 
maturity differences favoring the fertilized plot, 
but does show the taller and denser growth of the 
latter plot. The harvest yields per acre Trere:-
check - 54.7 bu. and fertilized - 55.8 bu. 

Photograph 18» Oats fertilization sttidy on the 
Agronomy i^rm, 1922, shov/ing plots 12 and 11 of 
tatle 16. The 0-.16-0 plot yielded 41.2 bu. per 
acre, while the 0-12-2 plot yielded 6S.2 bu. The 
matiirity of the latter plot was about 4 days earlier 
than the 0-16-0 plot, too. 

Photograph 19, Oats fertilization study on the 
Agronomy ?aria, 1922, shov;ing plots 8 and 7 of table 
16* The 0-16-0 fertilizer is again compared with 
the 0-12-2, but applied thru the grain drill in 
direct contact with the seed in the rows, instead of 
"broadcast" as in photograph 18. iEhe yields were:-
0-16-0 fertilizer - 62.7 bu, and 0-12-2 fertilizer -
6S.S bu« 

Photograph 20. Oats fertilirS-tion study on the 
Agronomy Farm, 19E2, showing plots 20, 19, and 18 
of table 16* The yields of these respective plots 
were 54.8 bu., 58.1 bx!.«, and 45.4 bu., as compared 
to SS.6 bu. for the unfertilized check plot (iso. 17). 
acu ntlsphaii 
rl'. 
tVWl «MI*4k irftMAt{a« 
Photograph. 21. Squipment used in sairipling the small 
grain plots, cooperatively located out in the state. 
The iron fraae was 5 feet square and 3 samples were 
taken from each plot (near the ends i-nd in the riiddle), 
so the total sample per plot was 76 square feet. 
Photograph 22. Winter wheat on the Agronomy Farm, 192S, 
showing the injury to germination caused hy drilling 
400# per acre of a complete 2-12-2 fertilizer containing 
Cyanamid, in the seed rows in direct contact vdth the 
seed (plot 6). The photograph shov/s from left to right, 
pllts 7, 6 and 5 of tahle 18, each plot being one drill 
strip wide. In plot 5, the same amount of the same ferti­
lizer was drilled as a "separate operation" to the seeding 
and thus safe-guarded the germination. The harvest yields 
were:- plot 7 (check) - S2.S bu. per acre; plot 6 - 54.8 
bu.; and plot 5 - S8.0 bu. ?or lower applications of 
non-tozic fertilizers, the "direct contact in the seed 
rows" method appears superior to the "separate operation" 
method. 

Photograph 25* W i n t e r  w h e a t  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m y  ? a r m ,  
l 9 2 S ,  s h o w i n g  t h e  r e t a r d a t i o n  a n d  p a r t i a l  i n h i b i t i o n  
o f  g e m i n a t i o n ,  c a u s e d  b y  d r i l l i n g  4 0 0 #  p e r  a c r e  o f  a  
c o i n i n e r c i a l  £ - 1 2 - 2  f e r t i l i z e r  i n  t h e  s e o c .  r o v v s  d i r e c t  
c o n t a c t  \ ? i t h  t h e  s e e d  ( s e e  p l o t  1 7  o f  t a b l e  1 8 ) .  T h e  
p l o t  t o  t h e  l e f t  o f  t h e  " d i r e c t  c o n t a c t "  o r  c e n t e r  
p l o t ,  w a s  f e r t i l i z e d  w i t h  t h e  s a r a e  a m o u n t  o f  t h e  s a m e  
f e r t i l i z e r  1 0  d a y s  b e f o r e  s e e d i n g .  The p l o t  o n  t h e  
r i g h t  w a s  l i k e w i s e  f e r t i l i z e d ,  b u t  o n  t h e  d a y  o f  s e e d ­
i n g  w i t h  a  l i m e s o w e r  a s  a  t r u e  " b r o a d c a s t "  a p p l i c a t i o n .  
T h e  r e s p e c t i v e  y i e l d s  w e r e : -  p l o t  1 8  -  4 2 . 4  b u . :  
p l o t  1 7  -  4 2 . 1  b u . ;  a n d  p l o t  1 6  -  4 4 . 5  b u .  
P h o t o g r a t i . h  2 4 .  i s i n t e r  w h e a t  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m y  ? a r m ,  
1 9 E S .  s h o w i n g  t h e  d i v i s i o n  l i n e  b e t w e e n  p l o t s  2 5  ( o n  
l e f t )  a n d  2 4  ( o n  r i g h t ) .  T h e  f o r m e r  p l o t  r e c e i v e d  
4 0 0 #  p e r  a c r e  o f  0 - 1 2 - 0  f e r t i l i z e r  d r i l l e d  i n  t h e  s e e d  
r o w s  d i r e c t  c o n t a c t  v v i t h  t h e  s e e d ,  w h i l e  t h e  l a t t e r  
p l o t  r e c e i v e d  0 - 1 2 - 2  i n  l i k e  a m o u n t  a n d  m a n n e r .  T h e  
0 - 1 2 - 2  p l o t  e v i d e n c e d  m a r k e d  g e r m i n a t i o n  i n j u r y ,  b v  
c o m p a r i s o n  Vvlth t h e  0 - 1 2 - 0  p l o t .  T h e  h a r v e s t  y i e l d s  
4 0 . 2  b u .  a n d  3 8 . 6  b u . ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  f a i l e d  t o  i n d i c a t e  
a n y  s e r i o u s  i n j u r y ,  h o w e v e r ,  a n d  g a v e  a  s l i g h t  g a i n  
f o r  t h e  0 - 1 2 - 2  p l o t .  

P h o t o g r a p h  25• w i n t e r  v . ' h e a t  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m y  ? a r a ,  
1 9 2 S -  s h o w i n g  t h e  d i v i s i o n  l i n e  " b e t w e e n  ^ l o t s  3 2  a n d  
5 1 ,  " s e p a r a t e  o p e r a t i o n "  d r i l l i n g  o f  4 0 0 #  p e r  a c r e  
o f  c o m e r c i a l  2 - 1 2 - 2  f e r t i l i s e r  a n d  " d i r e c t  c o n t a c t "  
d r i l l i n g  o f  t h e  s a m e  f e r t i l i z e r  i n  l i k e  a m o T i n t *  S e e  
t a h l e  1 8  f o r  t h e  j - i e l d s .  

g h . o t o g 2 r a . p l i  2 6 •  v ' / i n t e r  • J . ' h e a t  o n  t h e  H i g : s  f a r m ,  1 9 2 5 ,  
i n  t h e  e a r l j *  s p r i n g ,  s h o v . ' i r ; g  t h e  f e r t i l i z e r  " b e n e f i t s  
t o  t i l l e r i n g  a n d  g r o w t h .  T h e  p l o t s  s h o w n  a r e  I ^ o s .  1 4 ,  
1 5 ,  a n d  1 6  o f  t a b l e  2 1 .  ! ? h e  r e e p e c t i T e  y i e l d s  p e r  a c r e  
V7ere 1 8 » 2  b u . ,  7 » 9  b u « ,  a n d  1 9 . 3  b u .  

P h o t o g r a p h  2 7 «  W i n t e r  w h e a t  o n  t h e  E i g g s  f s r a ,  1 9 2 S ,  
a t  m a t x u r i t y ,  s h o w i n g  t h e  s a m e  p l o t s  v i e w e d  i n  p h o t o ­
g r a p h  2 6 ,  o n l y  f a c i n g  d o w n  t h e  h i l l - s i d e #  S e e  t a h l e  
2 1  f o r  t h e  . y i e l d s .  l o t e  t h e  d e l a t e d  m a t x t r i t v  a n d  t h e  
s 2 i s , l l  g r o 7 « t h  o f  t h e  x i n f e r t i l i z e d  c h e c k  p l o t  i n  t h e  
c e n t e r  of t h e  p h o t o g r a p h .  

P h o t o g r a p h  2 8 «  C l o v e r  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m y  F a r m ,  1 9 2 S ,  
s h o w i n g  I h e  e f f e c t s  o f  v a r i o u s  f e r t i l i z e r  t r e a t m e n t s  
f o l l o i v i n g  t h e  o a t s  h a r v e s t  i n  1 9 2 2 .  P r o m  l e f t  t o  
r i g h t ,  t h e  p l o t s  s h o w n  i n  t h e  p h o t o g r a p h  a r e  K o s .  9 ,  
8 »  5  o f  t a h l e  2 3 .  T h e  b a r e n e s s  o f  t h e  
c h e c k  p l o t B  i s  q u i t e  e v i d e n t  a n d  t h e  r e s p o n s e  t o  
p o t a s h  a d d i t i o n s  t o  a c i d  p h o s p h a t e  s e e m s  p r o v e n .  

r h o t o g r a - p h  2 9 «  C l o v e r  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m y  ? a r a ,  1 9 2 5 ,  
s h o v / i r g  t h e  d i v i s i o n  i i i ' j e  " b e t w e e n  p l o t s  2 1  ( c h e c i )  
• i . n d  2 0  ( f e r t i l i z e d )  o f  t a b l e  2 2 ,  i n  t h e  f a l l  o f  1 9 2 2 ,  
f o l l o i v i n g  t h e  o a t s  h a r v e s t .  U n q u e s t i o n a b l y ,  t h e  
f e r t i l i z e r  m a d e  a l l  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  a  s t a n d  
a n d  no s t a n d  in t h i s  e ^ e r i m e n t .  

P h o t o g r a p h  3 0 «  C l o v e r  o n  t h e  A g r o n o c i y  P a r m ,  1 9 E S ,  
s h o w i n g  p l o t s  I V ,  1 6 ,  1 5 ,  1 4 ,  a n d  I S  of t a h l e  E 2 ,  
in t h e  f a l l  o f  1 9 2 2  f o l l o i v i n g  t h e  o s t s  h a r v e s t .  

P h o t o g r a p l i  S l »  7 i c v ;  o f  
i n  p h o t o g r a p h  3 0 ,  z t  t h e  
l o r  t h e  " i r i d s *  
the sarae clover plots shoVkT:! 
harvect time. See ti.ble 25 

P h o t o g r a p h  g 2 >  C l o v e r  o n  t h e  A g r o n o m j  F a r m ,  1 9 2  
s h o w i n g  p l o t s  2 1 ,  2 0 ,  1 9 ,  1 8 ,  a n d  1 7  o f  t a b l e  2 S ,  
i n  t h e  f a l l  o f  1 9 2 2  f o l l o v v j . n g  t h e  o a t . s  h a r v e s t *  

P h o t o g r a p h  g g «  A n o t h e r  v i e ? /  o f  t h e  c l o v e r  p l o t s  s h o w n  
i n  p h o t O C T s p h  3 2 ,  o n l y  e n p h a s i z i c g  t h e  p o o r  s t a n d  o n  
p l o t  1 7  ( c h e c k )  i n  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  p l o t  1 8 ,  w h i c h  r e ­
ceived 60# per acre of acid phosphate drilled in Kith 
the s e e d .  

P h o t o g r a p h .  5 4 *  H a r v e s t  v i e v "  o f  t h e  s a m e  c l o r e r  p l o t s  
s h o w n  i n  p h o t o g r a p h s  32 a n d  3 5 .  S e e  t a b l e  2 3  f o r  t h e  
fields. 

P h o t o g r a p h  8 5 «  S t a n d a r d  f e r t i l i z e r  a t t a c h m e n t  o n  t h e  
J o h n  B e e r e  ^ 9 9 9  c o m  p l a n t e r *  T h i s  a t t a c h m e n t  a n d  o t h e r s  
o f  s i m i l a r  d e s i g n  o p e r a t e  t o  d e p o s i t  t h e  f e r t i l i s e r  a s  a  
a a s s  o r  s h o r t  s t r i p  a b o t r t  5  i n c h e s  t o  t h e  " r e a r  o f  t h e  
h i l l " .  l ; o t e  t h e  k e r n e l s  a n d  t h e  f e r t i l i s e r  o n  t h e  f l o o r  
i n  t h e  p h o t o g i - a p h ,  i l l u s t r a t i n g  t h e  A i s t r i h u t i o n .  T h e  
p - i - r t  o f  t h e  a t t a c h m e n t  l a b e l l e d  1  i s  t h e  d e l i v e r y  p i p e ,  
2  i s  t h e  d u c Q ) - v a l v e  h o u s i n g ,  a n d  S  i s  t h e  r o d  o p e r a t i n g  
t h e  d u m p - v a l v e .  
P h o t o g r a p h  5 6 «  ? o u r  c o n c e p t i o n s  o f  h i l l  f e r t i l i z a t i o n  
o f  c o r ^ n .  H o .  1  i s  t h e  u s u a l  " r e a r  o f  h i l l "  l o c a t i o n ;  2  
i s  t h e  c o m a o n  " d i r e c t  c o n t a c t  i n  h i l l "  l o c a t i o n ;  S  a n d  4  
a r e  n e w  s u g g e s t e d  " s i d e s  o f  h i l l "  l o c a t i o n s *  I T h e  " d i r e c t  
c o n t a c t "  l o c a t i o n  i s  r u l e d  o t r t  h y  a l l  a u t h o r i t i e s ,  " b e ­
c a u s e  i t  e n d a n g e r s  s e e d  g e r m i n a t i o n .  T h e  " r e a r  o f  h i l l "  
l o c a t i o n  m a y  f r e q u e n t l y  p r o d u c e  t h e  " d i r e c t  c o n t a c t "  
l o c a t i o n  a n d  h e n c e  i s  d i s q u a l i f i e d  f o r  p o s i t i v e  s a f e  
g e r m i n a t i o n .  T h e  " s i d e s "  l o c a t i o n s  c a n n o t  i n j u r e  g e r m i n a ­
t i o n  b y  g i v i n g  t h e  " d i r e c t  c o n t a c t "  l o c a t i o n  u n d e r  a n y  
c o n d i t i o n s ,  s o  a r e  r e c o m m e n d e d  f o r  c o r n  p l a n t e r  f e r t i l i z e r  
a t t a c h m e n t s .  

P h o t o g r a p h  5 7 «  F e r t i l i z e r  r e s i d u e  i n  t h e  c o r n  M i l s  
o n  t h e  Agronomy F a r m ,  i n  t h e  f a l l  o f  1922* The s e a s o n  
h a d  b e e n  p e r h a p s  m o r e  r a i n y  t h a n  u s x t a l ,  t o o .  T h e  
f e r t i l i s e r  r e s i d u e  w a s  c h i e f l y  p h o s p h a t e .  
i 
T£ 
P h o t o g r a p h  3 8 .  A n o t h e r  v i e v v  o f  t h e  s a m e  c o r n  h i l l s  
s h o w n  i n  p h o t o g r a p h  3 7 ,  o n l y  w i t h  t h e  p l a n t s  u p ­
e n d e d  t o  b e t t e r  s e e  t h e  f e r t i l i z e r  r e s i d ' o e .  

Photo graph 39 > Corn fert i l izat ion study on the 
Agronomy Perm, 1922,  showing plots  10 and 9 of  table  
24.  Bote the superior growth of  the fert i l ized plot  
over the check plot .  5?he respective yields were 
78*0 bu,  per acre and 68.5 bu. ,  thus giving an increase 
of  approximately 10 bushels  per acre for an applica­
t ion of  100# per acre of  2-12-2 fert i l izer.  

Photograph 40» Corn fert i l izat ion study on the 
Agronomy Farm, 1922,  sho\7ing plots  6  and 4  of  table  
24.  Again note the grovrth differences favoring the 
fert i l ized plot .  Such st imulation ma'Kes for early 
maturity.  
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Pfcotograpfc 41> Corn fertilization study on the 
Agronomy Farm, 1922, showing plots 6 and 5 of table 
24. She benefits are not so noticeable in this 
photograph, but the harvest yields gave an increase 
of aboTit 6 bushels per acre in favor of the fertilized 
plot. 

Photograph 42» Corn fertilization study on the Agronomy 
?arm, 19^, showing the harvest resxQts of plot S of 
table 24. Ihe yield was 79.0 bu. per acre. Bote the 
exceptional quality of the corn, as indicated by the 
number of seed cars. 
Photograiah 45. Corn fertiliBation study on the Agronomy 
Farm, 19E2, showing the harvest results of plot 11 of 
table 24. 3?he jrield was 79.9 bu. per acre. 
VEI) n 
Pfaotograiah 44« Com lertilizatlon study on the Agronomy 
J^ra, 1922, siiowing the harvest results of plot 4 of 
tahle 24. T'he .Yield was 77,9 bu. per acre* 
Photograph 45» Corn fertilization study on the Agronomy 
Farm, 1922, showing the harvest results of plot 12 of 
table 24* The jrield was 73.0 hu, per acre. 

Photograph 46. Corn fertilization study on the Igronony 
Farm, 1922, sho«ing the harvest results of plot 2 of 
table 24»- The yield Ti'se SS.S "bu. per acre. 
i 
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Photograph 47» Com fertilization study on the Agronomy 
?arm, 1822, showing the harvest res-alts of plot 10 of 
table 24. !Phe yield was 78.0 bu. per acre. 
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PhotQg^ph 48« Corn fertilization study on the Agronomy 
?arm, 1922, siaowing the harvest results of plot 7 of 
tahle 24. The yield was 85#9 bu. per acre. 
Photograph 49• Corn fertilisation study on the Agronomy 
Parm, 1922, showing the harvest results of plot 6 of 
table 24* The yield was 82.3 bu. per acre. 
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Pliotograioh 50. 5ew attc-chment for checking the 
fertilir.er upoD "both sides" of the hills, lased in 
pla.ce of the re^olar "rear of hill" attachment on 
the John Deere ^ 99 corn planter on the Agronomy 
Farm and in the T-urkington farn corn eispcriments, 
19£S» It is not claiaed that this new attachment 
is perfect from an engineering standpoint, however 
it served the ptirpose desired of coEparing the regalar 
and the new methods of fertilization relative to eom 
hills. 
•l 
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Piiotogrsph Sl« Corn fertilization study on the 
Agronomy Pana, 192S, showing the division line be­
tween plots SO (on left) and 19 (on right), of 
table 25. Bote the differences in growth favoring 
the "hill" fertilized plot over the "broadcast" 
plot. The respective yields were 74.8 bu» per acre 
and 67.0 bn., approximately 8 bushels increase for 
the "hill" method. 

PilotQgraph. 52. Corn fertilir^ation studr on the 
Agronomy Parn, 1923^ showing the division line be­
tween plots 19 (on left) and 13 (on right}, of 
tsTale 25. (The respective yields v.ere 74.8 bu. per acre 
and 63.2 bu., an increase of nearly 12 bushels per 
acre favoring the fertilised plot. 

P-hotograph 55« Corn fertilization study on. the 
A gr on Dm J Farm, 1925, sho~ir)g plots 18, 17, and 16 
of talile 26, frora left to right. Each plot consist­
ed of 4 corn rows i-n*i the photograph shows a rising 
stair-step relation hetveen the successive plots* 
2heir yields were 63.2 bu» per acre, 69,2 "bu., and 
71«9 bu. Again the "hill" method of fertilizer 
application proved superior to the "broadcast" method* 
o 

Photograph 54* Corn fertilization study on the 
tnrlcington farm, 192S, shov/lrg plot 7 of tahle 26, ?/ith 
its middle rov.-s inhibited in germination dne to the 
nitrate uf soda falling upon the ken:-sis "direct contact 
in the hili"» fhe '3lots were planted froa left to 
right in the photograph and the fertilizer attachment on 
the right seed shank set in too closely, so thxt a 
part of the nitrate 'ssfas delivered into the hills instead 
of at the "sides"* It should "be noted that a perfect 
stand was eeeured with the left seed shant, xvhere the 
fertilizer attachment set wall out and allaved soil to 
separate the seed and the fertilizer along the hills. 
Photograph 55» Harvest view of the same plot shown in 
photograph 64, of the corn fertilization study on the 
Turlington farm, 192S. Bote the fine stand of weeds 
where the corn should have "been. 3fhis photograph was 
talcen to supplement 54, which failed to develop clearly. 

Photograph 56« Bew "side-row" fertilizer attachm«at 
used in the planter adjtistinent study reported in table 28. 
The attachment consisted merely in elevating the ferti­
lizer hopper, 80 that the fertilizer would be delivered 
thru the side-shant (off of an old grain drill), instead 
of down the same pipe with the seed as regularly designed 
to operate. See photograph 57 for the effects of the 
two methods on germination. 
Photograph 57. Com germination study on the Agronomy 
Farm, 192S, showing the results of adjustments of 1-row 
planters as to their method of fertilizer delivery 
relative to the seed. See table E8 for the germination 
coTints and the variOTJS treatments. The badly inj-ored 
row in the center of the photograph is ISio. 3 of the 
table; the row to its ri^t is So. 2, then row 1, and 
finally a small-growth border row. The photograph was 
taken at the low application end of the experiment. 
SEED 
ghotograph 58« Tiew of the cereal-legume fertilizer 
study on the Agronomy Farm, 1925. Ihe crops from left 
to ri^t are wheat, rye, soybeans, and oats, - 5 roisrs 
of each seeded with a grain drill sinultaneoiLsly. See 
table 29 for the germination counts. 
Photograph 59. Close-up Tiew of the cereal-legiaae 
fertilizer study on the Agronomy Farm, 1923. The staiies 
mark the line of division between the 800# application 
and the 2n4 check treatments. See photograph 58 and 
table 29 for additional information. 
i 
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Photogrg-Ph 60* Soil box used in the 3^tors torfor 
testing xJie machir^es as to their fertilizer attachments. 
The potato planter at the right of the soil hox v/as 
used in the 2.encedy potato experiment reported in 
table 27* Its normal adjustment drills the fertilizer 
along "both sides" of the seed row with soil interposed. 
j?hotof;raph 61. Fertilizer bridging in a straight 
sided hopper,due to the in-efficient stjle of agitator 
employed. For insured agitation, the arm must scrape 
the wall of the hopper. 
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